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LOCATION, DESCRIPTION, AKD BRIEF REVIEW
OF
EACH RESERVE
Th«re are four naval petroleum reserves and three oil
shale reserves. These public lands are in the possession
and under the authority of the Navy. The Secretary of the
Navy is responsible to Congress and the President for their
administration and for the operation of petroleum reserves.
The Secretary of the Navy administers the reserves through
a senior naval officer appointed as the Director Kaval Petro-
l«\am and Oil Shale Reserves, The administrative staff of the
Director is described in Chapter VII of this report.
LOCATIONS
The general locations of the reserves within the con-
tinental United States are shown in Figure 1-1, The only
reserve lying outside the boundaries of the United States
is shown in Figure 1-2,
1-1.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTIOI^S AK'D RKLATIVF: IV.PORTANCE^
Naval Petroleum Reserv No. 1 (Elk Hills) .
This reserve is located near 'Pupman, Kern County, Cali-
fornia. It lies approximately 20 miles west of the city of
bakerafield. The reserve covers 46,096 acres and is one of the
greatest oil fields in the United States. A map of the reserve
showing its boundaries at different times in the field* s life
is shown in Figure 1-3. As of January 1954, it was the
largest oil field in California with estimated recoverable
reserves exceeding 700 million barrels of oil and an estimated
constant productive capacity of about 140,000 barrels per day
for five years, or an initial emergency capacity of over 200,000
barrels per day.
llie field Is jointly owned by Navy and Standard Oil
Company of California, with Navy having the majority interest.
It is unitized with Standard as the Operator for Navy who has
complete control of the reserve,
N.P.R, No. 1 is currently the most important of all the
naval petroleum and oil shale reserves. It is the only one
functioning as a true petroleum reserve.
A typical view of this reserve is shown on Figure 1-4.
Naval Petroleum Reserve Ko. 2 (Buena Vista Hills) .
This reserve lies adjacent to the southern boundary of
N.P.R, No. 1 as shown on Figures 1-1 and 1-3. Sections of the
city of Taft, California, lie within the reserve, ITie reserve
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Because of Navy's minority Interest, it was never practi-
cal for the Government to attain control from niimerous private
interests intent on producing oil. Consequently, the reserve
has been on oontinuoua production since its discovery in 1909
with a cumulative production of approximately 136 million
barrels by 1952,
About 88 percent of the Crovernment 's land within the re-
serve is leased to private interests who produce the oil and
pay Navy the equivalent value of the royalty oil. As of 30
June 1952, the Govornment had received approximately 27 million
dollars from reserve in lease payments and petroleum sales.
Of the estimated remaining recoverable oil of nearly 23
million barrels, the Government is due to receive only the
equivalent value of about 3.6 million barrels of royalty
oil.
Thus this field has never functioned as a true petroleum
reserve. It is of importance only in its past and future
income to the Government.
Haval Petroleum Reserve llo, 3 (Teapot Dome) .
Ihis reserve, located near Casper, Wyoming, comprises
9,321 acres. All of the land is owned by the Navy. The
field was partially developed by lessees for >iavy; but
all of the producing wells were shut-in on 31 December 1927
and have remained shut-in ever since. Prior to being shut-in,
the field had produced approximately 3.5 million barrels of
oil with a royalty value of about 6 million dollars accruing
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Remaining resarT^a from th« daveloped Second 7<all Croak
Zone ar aatimated at 8.4 million barrels. Several deep ex-
ploratory wells in 195?. and 1953 discovered an oil accumulation
in the Tensleep Sand Zone, The results of these tests and
the exact estimates of the recoverable oil in the Tensleep
Horizon is not -well known by thia student, except the fact
that the new reservoir is considered only a minor oil reserve.
Although this reserve is perhaps the best known of all the
reserves as a result of the Teapot Dome scandals of the twenties,
it is in no true sense of the word a naval petroleum reserve.
It has been tested and found wanting in o31 reserves and
capacity. The only value lies in the income the Government
eventually may receive from the royalty oil,
Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 .
This huge, 37,000 square mile reserve, is located in
Northern Alaska, just south of Point Mrrow in the area shown
on Figure 1-1, In 1944, during the last war, with the Govern-
ment anticipating a possible oil shortage. Navy commenced
actively exploring the reserve for possible oil deposits.
This exploration program continued for nine years until it was
suspended in March 1953,
Oil or gas was found in almost every one of the 45 teat
holes drilled---a few of which v.snt as deep as 12,000 feet.
Only one extensive oil deposit was found at Umiat in the
©riit XI« lo nwoml tfaecf aui^ a , al •vi^aaix eidJf r^Bi/orlrfXA
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southeastern section of the reserve, llils field Is estimated
to contain 50 million barrels. One large gas field nvas also
found. Some evidence of tne extent and success of the drilling
program to August 1952 Is shown in an enlarged map of the
Reserve in Figure 2-11. About 50 million dollars was spent
in the exploration program.
What is the relative Importance of this reserve? At the
present time it is of little importance due to the small amount
of oil discovtsred and the great difficulty involved in getting
any oil out of the area. However, it is possible that in any
area of 37,000 square miles great oil deposits may one day be
found; and this oil will be produced and transported in spite
of all difficulties and expense involved, provided the demand
is great enough and the sellixig price Is high enough. iTiis
reserve is balieved to have great potential value.
The Oil Shale Reserves .
The great oil shale holdings of the ^"avy are divided into
three reserves as shown on the location map of figure 1-1:
Shale Reserves Mo. 1 and No. 3 in western Colorado; and Shale
Reserve No. 2 in eastern Utah. NOSR No. 1 comprises an area
of 41,353 acres with an estimated shale oil reserve in rich
shales of about 5 billion barrels. NOSR No. 3, bordering
NOSR No. 1 on three sides, has less than 15 percent of its
area as shale, but it was still necessary to establish this
area as a reserve In order to provide working space and
spent-shale disposal areas for future operations of NOSR No. 1.
9"*I
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The oil reserves from both the rich and lean shales of NOSR
No, 1 and No. 3 are estimated at 36 billion barrels, NOSP
No. 2 is the largest of the three with an area of approxi-
mately 92,160 acres. No estiniate has been made of its great
shale oil reserves.
Although Navy is responsible for the administration of
the oil shale reserves, it is specifically prohibited by the
Act of 30 June 1938 from developing or operating these reserves.
The oil shale reserves are of tremef:dous potential A^alue,
Judging by the results and reports of BuKi-nes experimental work
at the Oil Shale Demonstration Plant near Rifle, Colorado, and
personal discussions with engineers in the petroleum industry,
the economic production of oil shale on a competitive commer-
cial basis with crude oil nay now, or soon will be, possible.
It is the considered opinion of many men, in and out of the
petroleum industry, but all concerned with ch© needs of this
nation in any future emergency, that the G-overnment should
take immediate, positive steps to finance ana establish a Shale
Oil Recovery Unit or Units on a commercial scale. This step
could be taken with proper safeguards and guarantees to the
petroleum industry as regards any possible harmful effects
of such a program on the industry's economy.
But Vve'll probably wait until it's (aL-nost) too late.
'^C eslfi;:3 rrflwl 'br^i rioter -d\t
s'l-I^iO
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POLICY
As summarized in a "History of the Naval Petroleum and Oil
Shale Reserves" issued ^y the Director,^ the Kavy»s policy con-
cerning these reserves is as follows. ••
"Navy's policy us to the future admin la trat ion of tne naval
petroleurri reserves will be, as it iias in the past, that there
shall be the maximum conservation of oil consistent with the
needs of the national military and naval security. The Navy
has regarded itself as charged by Congress wiLh tht responsi-
bility for r;aintaining its present holdings of oil lands as
a reserve in the ground, insofar as that can possibly be
achieved, and for restricting production to the minimum neces-
sary to maintain the field in a state of readiness*
As to the oil shale reserves, the i^avy'a policy is to
watch and encourage research, both Governmental and private,
in synthetic liquid fuels from shale. The potential value of








Aside froni stating that the Naval Petroleum R«serveg ori-
ginally were set aside over a span of years for the purpose
of providing future naval fuel-oil supplies, the history of
the reserves and of the devolopzaent of the present national
policy concerning them will not be atterupted in this report.
Prior to the establishment of the first Reserve , N.P.R. No. 1,
in 1912, and continuing to the present time, this hlstor^ has
been stormy and controversial. It would be difficult to pre-
sent a clear and unbiased review of this history without writing
a long and detailed report. However, ei;;oellent hiatorys,
referred to in the selected bibliography below, have been written
•tQumarlzing the numerous Acts of Congress, Presidential Execu-
tive Orders, Congressional Hearings, and litigation related
to the reserves, luost of these items are listed in the biblio-
graphy of this report, together with a short brief of the
contents of each, which may su'^ply the reader with enough
information.
SELECTED REFERET^CES Jh THE BIBLIOGRAPHY
2, S, 5, 6, 111, 124, 170, 245, 247










WAVAL PETOOLFU?^ R.ESFRVE NO. 1
Regional Geolop-.y ,
The immediate regional geology associated with Flk Hills
Is best shown by the geologic section of Figure 2-1 • It shows
the Reserve to be a separate and distinct field except for some
off-set drainage production on the southern and eastern edges
of the Reserve. There are numerous nearby oil and gas fields
in this lower end of the San Joaquin Valley, However, only
three appear to directly affect N.P.R. No. 1, and they are:
(1) the Buena Vista Front Field on the southern edge,
from which the Reserve produces some oil to prevent
drainage from Section 14-B but not drainage from
the Elk Hills structure itself;
(2) the North Coles Levee field on the eastern edge, which
has a finger of oil productive Stevens Sand lensing
out in the Reserve and from which the Reserve pro-
duces some oil to prevent drainage;
(5) and the Buena Vista Field (Jii.P.R. lio. 2), which
appears to have the same aquifer as the Shallow Oil
Zone on the Reserve and thereby to affect greatly
the Shallow Zona reservoir.
Structural Features of Elk Hills .
The Shallow Oil Zone structure, as shown by Figures 2-2
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Structiire Map of the Shallow Oil Zone, N.P.R, No. 1, Showing the
Intense Faulting Which Complicates the Anticlinal Structure,
Contours on the Scalez Marker.
STEVENS ZONE
STRUCTURE MAP
eoarauM m rten» noumii houuw
(U HHU. CMJFOMW
FIG. 2-3
Structure Map of the Stevens Zone, N.P.R. No, 1, Showing the Two
Enechelon Folds of the Anticlinal Structure,
\
and 2-4, consists of & broad faulbea tiinticlir.e with several clo»ed
highs and Is reflected by the s'Jirface structure. The anticlinal
structure on the. surface la 17 miles long by 6 miles wide with
hills rising 1200 feet above the valley floor. As shown by
tlie contour map of Figure 2-2, most of bhs faults are normal
except for apparent high-angle reverse faults along the south
flank. Only a few of the faults have proven to be competent
fluid barriers.
The Stevens Zone structure, as indicated by the contour
map of Figure 2-3 and the cross-section of Figure 2-4, con-
sists of uwo enechelon folds with numerous thrust-faults.
The accun.ule tion of oil In the Shallow Oil Zone is con-
trolled primarily by the anticlinal structure and secondarily
by faulting and stratigraphic pinch-outs.
The Dry Gas Zone lies above the Shallow Oil Zone.
The Carnoroa Zone underlies the Stevens Zone. 7h.& exact
nature of the Carneroa structure is not well kiiOwn. However,
it does have very steep beds dipping to the north and south
as shown orx Figure 2-4 and may be an anticline or a horaoclin©
open to the west with competent faulta or stratigraphic barriers
serving to trap the oil.
As the depth increases, the general structural trend of
Elk Hills it, up-dip toward the west. Any additional accumula-
tion traps in the western end of the field, thex'efoi'c, would
depend on local dip reversals, faulting, plnch-outs or other
permeability barriers. There are favorable possibilities for
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future production from additional d*ep zones euch as th»
Phacoldes Reed Sandstone at about 11,000 feet and the Point
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Of Rocks Sandstone at about 13,000 feet. As of May 1954
four deep exploratory wells had been drilled In the field to
test for deep production. The deepesi: depth pen© lira ted was
about 12,900 feet. rwo of these deep wells in the western
portion of the field found commercial oil production Ir' the
Carneroe Sand at about 10,000 feet and were completed there.
As regards the other two deep tests, it is believed tliat they
failed to find deep production and were plugged back and com-
pleted in the Stevens Zone.
A composite electric log alongside the stratigraphlc
|
colijmn of Figure 2-5 Indicates the various oil productive
!
horizons in the stratigraphlc column of Elk Hills. i
The Dry Gas Zone comprises the several dry gas productive
aand measures lying in the upper portion of the San Joaquin '
clay formation about 1200 to 2200 feet below the surface.
Pour of these sands, termed the Mya dry gas sands, have a net
productive sand thickness of about 50 feet.
The Shallow Oil Zone sands are of Pliocene Age, varying
In depth from 2000 to 3600 foct below the surface. For mapping
structure, contours are normally based on the Lower Scalez
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In the Shallow Oil Zone there ar« at least ten different
oil sands, «ubdi visions being caused by the interbedding of
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The abbreviations in pa^ on theses after each sand abova will
ba used throughout this report in discussing the Shallow Oil
Zone. The first four sands above arc found in the basal portion
of the San Joaquin clay formation. The other sands occur in
the upper part of the Etchegoin formation.
Ihe most prolific oil sands are the SS-1, SS-2, and M sands.
to > 5dl©^.
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from which approximately 95 percent of the oil procluc«d to d«t«
has come and from which 90 percent of the future production
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could be expected.
The Stevens Zone consists of seven different horizons




H Productive at a few axial locations and
in certain sand areas.
A P'ractured slliclous shale and soTce low
permeability sands; productive over most
of eastern and western structure,
B* Includes nioat of the permeable Steven*
Sand at eastern end of Elk Hills and a
fractured shale on the western structure;
*mosb productive of all the zones,
C Massive shale; serves as a fractured rock
type reservoir in only a few locations,
D Highly fractured silicious shales; some
low permeability sand lenses; productive
on Doth structures ab crestal position.
DD Low permeable sands and ah&les; marginally
productive on crest of eastern structure.
PG Sands and shales below DD zone; marginally
productive on crest of eastern structure.
The above stratigraphic series of shales with sand s breaka
and fractured shales varies in thickness from 60 to 800 feet.l^'
For correlation and mapping of the Stevens Zone the f&ujia.
Pec ten Pechamij and the "N" point electric log marker generally
are used. The porosity, permeability and water content of the
various sands and shales in the Stevens Zone varies considerably;
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for these quantities as was done for the Sliallow 031 Zone,
The Carneros Zone of Lower Wlocene Age has been penetrated
by four wells, two on the •astern structure and two on the
western. The two or three oil productive sand nieiiibers com-
posing this Zone have an equivalent total sand thickness of
about 200 feet. As of May 1954, two commercially produc cive
wells had been oompleted in the CarueroB Zone.
yd
-JuXaraoo need fcj^/: (=. rr>^iv
since this report is primarily concerned with N.P.R,
No« 1, no attempt will be mad© here to give a description of
the geology of the other reserves. Howav«jr, an excellent
Idea of the structure and the stratigraphy of the oil produc-
tive horizon of K.P.R, No. 2 (BuerAS 'ista) may be obtained by
a study of Figurea 2-1, 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8 of this chapter.
Likewise, for N.P.R, No. 3 {Teapot Done), Flgm'es 2-9
and 2-10 will pro' Ide the reader with the essential geologic
features of this field and of its productive horizons.
As regards IJ.P.R. Mo. 4 (Alaska) an enlarged geographic
map of the reserved area proper indicated on Figure 1-2 is
presented in Plfture 2-11 of this chapter. This latter figure
also shows somewhat tVie extent and relative success of the
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lAVAL PEIKOLFUIvi RESERl/F NO, 1
ai^A
I .(
The development end production hlatory oX a a Petroleu.
Reeerve i.o. 1, may be divided into tio-ee major periods ehlch
are liaced and dlaeusaed below.
(a) 1910 to 20 November 1942 Dlecovery and competitive
development and production of Elk Hilla prior to
unitization.
(b) 20 November 1948 to September 1946 Unitlwtlon
and the ^orld War XI emergency development and
production of Shallow Oil Zone.
(c) After September 1945 Poet-Kar period of lnten«if«
exploration and development of all aonee; and the
iitate of Headineaa Program for the S^xallow ou zone.
1910 to 2 Koveaii>#i> Iflff.
Beteeon 1910 ar.d 1919 aome 35 unauooeaaful prospect
wella wer« drilled by private Intereats In aearch of oil in
the Elk Mille area. Of these wells 33 were too ahallow and
3 found oil in non-corin©rcial quantities, probably aa a result
of poor completion saethoda*
i .
•Vic i>
« )^rrf> i' « -"',n ' -? ;»; ia
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In January 1919 Standard brought in the first commercially
successful well. Hay 'Jo, 1 in Section 36-S. It was completed
in what is now called the Shallow Oil Zone, During the nejct
year, 47 other wells were completed in this area, none of
which were particularly good oil producers.
In February 1920, when Standard brought in Tupman No. 1
(Section 36-S) at an initial productiori rate of 5200 barrels
per day, the rapid developtnent of Elk Hills comn^enced in
earnest* Over 200 additional wells were drilled by Standard
and other operators in the Old Area within the next few years.
The area and the extent of this development may be seen on
Figures 5-1 and 5-2.
It soon became obvious to the Government that the Reserve
would suffer serious loss of oil by drainage to wells produc-
ing on private lands within and adjacent to the Reserve.
Congress then gave Navy its first authority to issue strip-
leases to private companies for the purpose of drilling off-
set wells to prevent drainage. Some of these strip leases
are shown on Figure 5-2. Navy»s protective drilling program
was somewhat belated and not too successful, as illustrated
by Figures 5-4 and 5-5.
By 1921 yearly production, mainly from what is now
called the central or Tupman part of the Old Area, reached
a peak of 18 million barrels or 16 percent of the entire pro-
duction of California in that year. Overproduction in Calif-
ornia then forced a big cut-back in Elk Hills production during
124
subsequent years.
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After the Govemrient oil reserve scandals of 1922 and
repudiation of the wholesale leasing which had occurred,
the Qovernr.ient stiffened in its policy of conserving the oil
In the Reserve, As a result of this policy and the liberal
attitude of the holders of patented land within the Reserve,
development prior to unitization was confined largely to the
HayCartnan and Tupman areas shoiwn on Figure 5-1. Nevertheless,
by the end of 1928 more than 400 wells had been drilled in
Elk Hills.
In 1932 nearly all of the high gas-oil ratio wells in
the HayCarman area were forced to rejiialn shut-in as a
result of litigation.
In 1941 Standard drilled some deep exploratory wells
and discovered the Stevens Zone. This zone, however, was
not actively developed and produced until after 1946.
Production prior to unitization amounted to about 29
percent of the total estimated recoverable oil from the
Shallow Oil Zone, based on the 1949 estimate.
The effects of the development and production practices
during this competitive period in the field's life are dis-
cussed in Chapter V.
20 November 1942 to September 1945 .
Although the Unit Contract and Operating Agreement were
not executed until 19 June 1944, the field was effectively
unitized by previous agreements on 20 Noveraber 1942. This
unitization has been referred to as a '^shotgun marriage"
'^.feei'tjjooo bs; .audi .1 •r-aXoiiw
ill bail jjcI aXIoaf CO* ruaiiv^ »iao! QSQI 1o ba© «fi.i tj;'^
.siXilt ^iil
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which tiirned out very well,^^^ At least it cane at an oppor-
tune time considering the crucial state of the nation during
¥<orld War II and the critical oil shortage rapidly developing
on the West Coast at tliat time.
Orders from Congress and the President to take the lid
off M.P.R. To, 1 came in June 1944. A detachiient of Navy
Seabees occupied the field almost overnight lo build roads
and level drillsites. The goal was to increase production
as rapidly as possible from 15,000 barrels per day to 65,000
barrels per day. To accomplish this goal, all drilling effort
vas devoted to developing the Shallow Oil Zone in lieu of the
deeper Stevens Zone, About 15 drilling rigs were In contl-
nuous operation with the goal of putting a nev^ v.cll into the
105tanks every 24 hours. By July 1945, after a development
period of 13 months, the goal of 65,000 barrels per day of
sustained production had been reached •^^^'^ A maximum pro-
duction of 71,000 barrels per day was possible.
The principal areas of Y;ar-tinie dev&lopment are indi-
cated on Figure 5-1. The effects oi' the high war- time pro-
duction rates on the Shallow Oil Zone are discussed in
Chapter V,
With the cessation of hostilities, the Secretary of the
Navy in August 1945 ordered a cut-back in production from
65,000 to 15,000 barrels per day. La cer the production
rate was decreaied still further, and the emergency production
















•phe total production from Elk Hills during the four years
of World V/ar II, about 31 million barrels of oil, mas equiva-
lent to only 15 percent of the total production from the
Shallow Oil Zone to 19t;4. Thus only a relatively small per-
centage of oil produced from the Reserve has been used for the
purpose Congress intended.
After September 1945, the Post-War Period .
This period to 1954 has consisted of the following prin-
cipal development and production programs :'''^°
(1) Intensive exploration and development of the Shallow
Oil Zone and the Stevens Zone for Readiness purposes.
The Stevens Zone development was completed in 1954.
(2) Additional off-se:; drilling and production along
the boundaries of the Reserve—-Section 14-B for
shallow sands and Section 25S for Stevens Zone.
(3) I-lxploratory drilling by the Navy of Carneros Zone
wells
•
(4) State of Readiness Program for Shallow Oil Zone
described in Chapter V. The principal purposes
of this Program are to maintain the Shallow Oil
Zone in a full state of readiness to produce the
maximum amo^ant of oil upon short notice, and to
create reservoir conditions calculated to insure
maximum ultimate recovery of oil,
(5) Reduced production of oil to an extent necessary
to carry out necessary testing and the projects













(6) Construction of a 5.5 million dollar natural gas
processing plant with 50 million cubic foet capa-
city; roconditioning ol tne existing 30 gas plant,
(7) Recent drilling in various areas bo protect Reserve
from drainage or loss ol recoverable oil,
(8) Conservation of unused processed gas by injection
Into the Dry Gas Zone,
During the first eight years of the post-war period,
production from the Shallow Oil Zone to 1 January 1954 had
amounted to about 11,5 percent of i>he total cumulative pro-
duction, or aln-OBt as much as the emergency production of
Vi'orld War II, Cumulative production from the Stevens Zone





General I te s of Interest .
During lihe Post-War Period the Unit has contracted
all development work with several independent drilling com-
panies. Rotary drilling equipment on light portable rigs
Ifl employed.
Under Unit Operatlone extensive coring, logging, and
testing have been an integral part of the development and
remedial programs, P'or the first wells drilled in any general
area, all possible productive horizons are cored in a reduced
hole. Drill-stem tests are made of each zone separately if
evidence from cores, mud log, and electric log so warrant.
This policy may mean coring 4000 feet of Pliocene Age forma-
tions lying above the Keef Ridge Shale at a depth of 1000 to
5000 feet from the surface. Also, drill-sten. testa may be
made of as many as nine different productive intervals.
The above procedure applies only to a few wells. Most
are drilled without such extensive coring, logging, and
testing.
Drilling costs and cost sharing are discussed in Chapter
VIII,
Shallow Oil Zone ,
There have been several principal periods ir the develop-
ment of the Shallow Zone, They are listed below:
(1) 1919 to 1928 Over 400 wells were drilled by pri-
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(2) 1942 to 1945 Approximately 328 w«lls ••ro drilled
d\iring the war-time emergency period,
(3) 1945 to 1947 •-- An exploratory devulopmont program
along mostly the south flank i»as continued after
World War II,
(4) 1961 --- Readi.iaas Develop^Tien t Program is still in
progress,
(5) 1953 -— Prouective well drilling as part of the
revised Stace of Readiness Program was conuienced
to prevent drainage and loss of otherwise recoverable
oil.
These wells average about 3000 ftet in depth and require
7 to 14 days to drill.
In the heavily drilled Old Area the wells ere generally
on an 8-acre spacing. Development practice under TTnit Opera-
tions has been a 20»or-40-acre well spacing for each major
productive sand with the well-bore open zo only one major
sand body,
Stevens Zone ,
Development periods in the life of t-he Stever.s Zone
are as follows:
(1) 1941 to 20 Movember 1942 -— On a deep exploratory
test, S'^andard discovered the Stevens Zone in 1941.
By 20 November 1942, the date of unitization, three
producing wells >iad been completed by S':andard in
this zone, !::xcept for one or tv.o nore wells, the
Stevens Zone was not developed during the emergency
h-: r r r-»-^.
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war- time development and production period of the
Shallow Oil Zone.
(2) 1946 to 1947 A participating percentage (Joint)
exploration of the btevena Zone i^as conducted,
(3) 1 July 1948 to 1 April 1954 An ir. tensive Readlnees
Developnnent Program for :>Iavy was completed,
Thesa mells average about 6500 to 7000 feet In depth
and require approximaiely 47 days to drill.




In 1951, i«iavy cotuit-enced a deep test exploratory program
In the western portion of the field. Exploratory well X55-30R
,
completed 10 January 1952, resulted in the discovery of the
Carneros 2one, The well was Dottoaed at 12,856 feet, plugged
back to 9,385 feet and completed in an oil production finger
of the Carneros Sand* .Two successful weils had been completed
in this zone as of May 1954, On test the wells flow at a rate
of about 150 to 200 barrels per day of very high gravity crude,
54^ API, and very high gas-oil ratio, 10 l^cf per barrel.
Dry Gaa Zone .^
As of 1 January 1954, there were six productive wells
in the Dry Gas Zone, There are 33 locations to be drilled
on a 160-acre pattern. As far as is known, however, this
development prograni has not been conjuenced nor is contemplated
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Section 1^-P. (Fuer.a l^ista Front Field) "'^^^
A8 of 1 Janr.sry 1954, the Unit had drilled 16 off-set
wells "Which ar: or. continuoi-.r product' en st n, total dally
rate of about 545 barrels per day. Thle Taction Is discussed








Production S :,atu8 of Violls, All Zones, As Of 1 January 19b4
Total No» No.» Suspended No •
Zoae Of Wells Or StandiRR Pr(Dducible
Shallow 771 50 721
Stevens 220 1 219
Carneros* 1 1




Totals 1014 51 963
*By May 1954 there were two producible Carneros Zone wells.
Rate of Production .
The Secretary of the Navy is required by Congress to keep
production in normal tines at a minimum consistent with good oil-
field practice for routine testing and protection of the reser-
voir. Under existing law, the Secretary must find that increased
production is essential for national defense and obtain per-
mission from Congress in the form of a joint resolution
before production from the Reserve can be expanded. The
Navy must then dispose of its share of l-he petroleum pro-
duced by public sale. Also, contracts are held up while
Navy confers with armed services committees of Congress.
To prevent these delays in putting N.P.F. No. 1 on
full production in event of a national emergency, correc-
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on the recommendation of the V«tionaX Security Council, The
proposed bill would give the Secretary of the Navy authority,
subject to the approval of the President, to initiate proauction
from the petroleum reserves during a national emergency or
state of war declared by bhe Congress, end also, to negotiate
sales of the products so produced. Reports would be required
to the armed services committees of Congress concerning details
and reasons for any expanded production and disposition of same.
The current status of this bill is not known.
148Summary of Production, All Zones, Froin 20 November 1942









Kavy 21,881,902 16,651,530 3,701,933
Standard 29,690,885 8,939,825 6,332,707
Total Deliveries 51,572,787 25,591,355 10,034,640
Inventory of 30 June
1953 15v ,052 19,265

























Comparison of Current and lllt,imatb Allocai«ion of Procuction-^^^
Natural




Total Production 36,056,688 19,026,053 6,907,202
Actual Deliveries to
Navy 21,996,695 16,651,530 3,717,156
Due to Navy Under
Ultimate Allocation
of Production 15,059,993 2,374,523 3.190,064
The Indicated unbalarce in production receipts resulted
from the extended "primary" period of the Unit Contract^^O
As Araended-^^° when Standard received most of the production
from the Shallow Oil Zone, This extended "primary" period
ended 2 August 1950, Production receipts from the Shallow
Oil Zone are gradually being brought into balance with the
participating percentages listed in Chapter IV, for Navy is
receiviiig nearly eight-ninths of the Shallow Oil Zone produc-
tlon.125
Shallow Oil Zone
The gravity of oil produced from the Shallow Oil Zone
has varied from 17° to 44° API with an average gravity of
about 25° API.
From escimated production decline curves it has been
estimated that the Shallow Oil Zone currently could be pro-
duced at maximurti production rates well above 100,000 barrels
per day. However, such high rates could not be sustained for
many months or even days as excessive sanding of wells would
occur. Consequently, estimax;ed sustained production rates
8i
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are much lower. These rates ar^ given in Chapter IV.
Most production In the past has corre from the SS-1,
SS-2, and M sands, and these aanos wouiu De the source of
most production in the future.
The great majority of wells require pumping. Only rod-
actuated plunger-displacement pumps are used. Some wells
are flowing wells as a result of the increased reservoir
pressure resulting from the gas injection program.
The production history of the Shallow Oil Zone is given
on the graphs of Figures 3-1 to 3-3. Figure 3-1 is a graph
of monthly production rates since discovery of the field.
During the post-war period, the rate of production from each
of the various projects ur.der the St,ato of Readiness Pro>^^ram
is given by the curves of Figure 3-2. Curaulative production
curves to 1 January 1954 appear on Figure 3-3.
Stevens Zone .
The average gravity of Stevens Zone Oil is about 36° API.
Combined with its natural gas and natural gasoline content,
Stevens crude has nearly twice the value of Shallow Zone
crude combined with its gas and gasoline.
State of depletion, estimated constant production rates,
and estimates of reserves all may be found in Chapter IV.
With the reservoir pressure averaging 2400 to 3300 psi,
all wells are flowing wells with the exception of a few mar-
ginal producers which are pumped.
Current production consisi.s of (1) test production from
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In Section 25-S to pr«v«nt drainage of oil from a finger of
Stevens Sand reaching l-ito \>he Klk Kills field iroux the
adjacent Coles Levee field on che East.
Current and ultimate allocation of Stevens Zone produc-
tion is in agreement with the latest revised participating
percentages as given in Chapter IV»
The production history is graphed in Figure 3-4.
Carneros Zone «
The gravity of Carneros Zone oil is about 54*-* API.
As of 1 April 1954, there were only two wells-^-both
flowing wells.
Production to date has been only minor test production.
All production has been allocated to Navy since the program
is still 100 percent Navy's.
Dry Gas Zone .
Until June 1952, when the gas Injection program was
halted, the Dry Gas Zone provided some gas for Injection into
the Shallow Oil Zone.
Currently, for coxiservation reasons, all produced gas
from other zones which is not burned or sold is Injected into
the Dry Gas Zone.
Since the field was unitized in 1942 \intll 30 June 1953,
approximately 16 million i:cf of gas has been produced from
this Zone. Current and ultimate allocations of production
agree with the participating percentages for x,his Zone.
Section 14-B .
As of 1 January 1954, the Unit's 16 wells on Section 14-B
81-11
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were producing a total of 545 barrels per day from the Buena































Eight crude oil pipe lines with hi^jh aggregate capacity
are directly or indirectly connected to tne Reserve ."^ Six
of these lines can reach rcarint) terminals. Mone of these
llries aro owned by Navy but by different oil companies, such
as Suandard, Union, Texas, and Morwalk, Afl of 1 April 1951,
XI;PR in C eatiiaated that the major companies could, indepen-
dently of each other, ship and refine about 46,000 barrels per
day of Elk HillG oil in the event the field was put on full
production. Also, I>iPR in C pointed to indications that the
whole industry, with rautiial cooperate. on, could ship and refine
100,000 barrels per day of Elk Hills oil, A nore than ade-
quate available refining capacity, 137,000 barrels per day,
exists in the nearby refineries of the Los Angeles area.^^*^
Additional refinery capacity is available in the :;an Francisco
Bay region and Bakersfield,
TVith the subsequent devslopment of both the Shallow
and Stevens Zones and the discovery of th© Garneros Zone,
the estimated constant production rate for Llk Hills exceeds
100,000 barrels per day. Consequently, in 1954, the Navy
Indicated that it plans to propose the construction of a 14
inch pipe line 100 miles in length to Los Angeles to handle
the increased productive capacity in case of an emergency.
Costs of this project are discussed in Chapter VIII.
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Eatimatad Maximum Conat^nt Pz'oduclng
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(Official estimate by Engizi««ring Committee; Revigion of
1 December 1949)
Proven Acreage (oil and gas production) 19,200 acres
Barrels
Estimated Ultimate Recovery. .,... o 550,184,000
Production to 20 Nov. 1942 160,656,000
Est. Reserves as of 20 T.ov. 1942 389,526,000
Production from 11-20-42 to 1-1-54... 51,957,458
Est. Reserves as of 1 Jan, 1954 337,568,562
Discussion .
rhe values quoted above were from the latest Engineering
Committee estinate^*^ based on a combination of Uie decline
curve and the volumetric method.
Old Area .
For cue Old Area (Tupman), see Figure 5-1, the Unit
engineers established average production decline curves for
each of six different fault blocks within the area from the
production history of each of the wells in the Area. Since
many wells in this Old Area are completed in several major
sands, as shown on Figure 5-3, It was necessary for the decline
curves to include production from all sands penetrated. These
curves were then used to obtain the estin^ated recoverable oil
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curve with the last representative daily production for the
well and determining recoverable oil to an economic limit of
3 barrels per day» To this value was added the well's pro-
duction back to the base date of 20 November 1942. Reserves
from undeveloped areas scheduled for development were obtained
similarly, A summation gave the estimated recoverable reserves
from the Old Area •
Wew Area *
The remainder of the Shallow Oil Zone had been mostly
developed during and after World \\ar II, Since the production
history of the wells in these areas was insufficient to esta-
blish representative decline curves, zhe recoverable oil was
computed by the Volumetric method using recover/ factors
based largely on analogy with the Old Area and comparison
with similar nearby fields.
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Reaerves (Unofficial 1948 Navy Rstlmafce) ;
Proven Acroage • 8,300 acres
Barrels
Estimated Ultimate Recovery. 307,718,000
Production to 20 Nov. 1942 107,000
Reserves as of 20 Nov. 1942...... 307,611,000
Production from 11-20-42 to 1-1-54 5,705,265
Reserves as of 1 January 1954 303,905,735'^
Discussion .
As of May 1954 no official estimate by the Engineering
Comnittee had been made of the recoverable oil in the Stevens
Zone; however, one is now in progress. Unofficial estimates
have been made, such as one above by Navy field engineers in
1948 and another by consulting petroleiim engineers employed
by Standard. ^Discovery of the 26-R sand and other exten-
sions of the Stevens Zone since 1948 have increased the
recoverable reserves to about 350 million barrels.
It may seem strange to some observers that no official
estimate of recoverable reserves exists after a lapse of thir-
teen years since discovery of the Zone. However, there are
several good reasons. Although the field was discovered in
1941, it was not until 1946 that an intensive exploratory
program was commenced. The development program which followed
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was not completed until April 1954 • Late development Is thus
one reason. Any detailed official estimate prior to completion
of the scheduled development prograiri would have been an unneces-
sary expense.
Another reason is si^iply the difficulty involved in making
an estimate of this Zone on which all parties will agree.
Since the Zone has not been produced except for minor test
and maintenance production, no decline curves and material
balance data are available. Consequently, about the only
method for estimating reserves is a calculation based on the
volumetric method and comparison of this field with similar
producing fields to obtain a recovery factor, No reliable
secondary method is available to use as a checK on the volu-
metric method,
Moreover, any estimate cannot be considered entirely
reliable or even relatively accurate, as the Stevens Zone
contains a large volume of fractured shale with great varia-
tions in porosity and permeability. I^us, most of the diffi-
culty in making an estimate lies in deciding how to Interpret,
or how reliable is, the data available.
As far as this student knows, the volumetric method has
been used for all estimates to date. Possible increases in
recovery by secondary recovery methods were not considered
In any estir^ate.
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By Kay 1954 only tw© w«lls tiad been completed In this
deepest Zone, itie wells have capacities of 150 to 200 barrels
per day of very high gravity oil and high gas-oil ratio. No
estimate of oil reserves has been attempted*
DR\1 CtACj ijJ.. il. '
No detailed estimat,es have been made of the recoverable
gas in the Dry Gas Zone iwhich lies at a depth of 1500 to
2000 feet. However, approjcirnate esLimates are as follows:
Estimated Productive Area* ..•••6,056 acres
Rough Estimate of Gas Reserves:
Est, Ultimate Fieoovery 175,000,000 M.c.f.
Approx. G&£ Production to 1954.. •• 75,000,000 M ,c .f^
Est. of Gas Reserves as of 1-1-54.100,000,000 M.c.f.
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THE RESERVOIR ENGIl^ERING PRQBLE?^S
IN NAVAL PETROLELl^g RESERVE NO. 1
(Slk Hills)
INTRODUCTION
The Elk Hills oil field (Naval Petroleiun Reserve No. 1),
potentially the largest oil field in California if it were to
be opened to maximum production, is of particular interest
from an oil reservoir engineering standpoint. Nearly every
problem that can be associated with a petroleum reservoir has
been encountered in the development of this Reserve. This
field provides the petroleum engineer with an unusual oppor-
tunity to study the interaction and interrelation of many
reservoir processes in one field. It provides an opportunity
to study under actual field conditions some problems previous-
ly attacked only from a theoretical basis. Its relatively
shut-in condition also makes it more umusual than a producing
field and provides some information on reservoir behavior not
furnished by the latter.
The problems have ranged chronologically from the age-
old oil field problem of drilling off-set wells to restrict
drainage of oil from one's own property to the problem of
probable loss of oil by migration into edgewater sands along
a receding edgewater front — an unusual condition.
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Each particular problem or project was usually accom-
panied by exhaustive engineering analysis and detailed reports.
The new employee -- Navy or Standard, officer or civilian --
who becomes associated with the Elk Hills field in some capac-
ity and who is Interested in the oil reservoir engineering
history of the Reserve, normally finds these reports too
numerous and voluminous.
The purpose of this section is an attempt to alleviate
to some extent the above situation. Each engineering problem
of major significance or special Interest In the past and
current history of the Reserve Is presented in chronological
order in as standard and concise form as possible, stressing
the most important facts in each major problem or project.
Where they are necessary for clarity and better under-
standing of the problem, simplified maps and graphs accompany
each discussion. For the reader requiring more detailed in-
formation, a bibliography at the end of each discussion refers
him to the detailed reports concerning the particular subject.
This presentation is by no means the first summary of
the engineering problems and projects at Elk Hills that has
been maide.* It Is hoped, however, that this report will be
*Early history and development through 1932 of Elk Hills
field have been described In detail by Woodring, Rotindly,
and Farnsworth in reference 124; subsequent developments
through 1947 by Eastman and Ruhlman in reference 109; and
a report on the results of the postwar readiness and main-
tenance projects from 1945 through 1952 by the Engineering
Ooamittee In reference 138.
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of Bom» value in its wide scope* its standardised presenta-





SUMMARY OF THE OIL RESERVOIR PRQBLE!."S FROM THE
DISCOVERY OF OIL IK ELK HILLS (JANUARY 1919 )
TO UNITIZATION OF THE RESERVE IN NOVERfB-ER 1942
The development and production history of Elk Hills
during the more than twenty years before unitization has been
reviewed In Chapter III. Prom an oil reservoir engineering
standpoint, this period la Important for the manner In which
the field was developed and produced. The competitive drill-
ing and producing practices of this period resulted mainly In
an overall detrimental effect to the Shallow Oil Zone, reduc-
ing its productive capacity and decreasing its ultimate re-
coverable reserve to an unnecessary degree. On the credit
aide, however, the competitive nature of the operations did
serve to promote the initial discovery of oil in the field,
to provide the government with high royalties from, its strip-
leases, and to establish Elk Hills as a major oil field and
an Important Reserve by 1921.
It has often been said that the Elk Hills field has
••rything to interest and perplex the petrole-um reservoir
108
engineer. It was equally true in this early period of the
Reserve. The problems were typical of those always encoun-
tered in the development of any single closed-structure oil
pool in which there are divided interests and many different
operators. Each operator is dedicated to the task of maximum
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shortest tlm© possible so as to recover his own oil and as
much as possible of his neighbor's. This system has ruined
most oil fields, and it nearly ruined the Shallow Oil Zone of
Elk Hills.
Some of the major problems encountered during the ini-
tial development of this field, or which resulted from the
early development and production practices, included the
following I
(1) Uncontrolled production methods with no attempt
to maintain or restore reservoir press\ire caused adverse
effects on the reservoir, such as the following:
(a) Depletion of reservoir energy in the Old Area in
the form of free gas and solution gas produced. No gas was
returned to the SS-1 from 1919 to 1942.
(b) Creation of pressure sinks and an unbalanced
reservoir.
(c) Creation of secondary gas caps.
(d) Rapid decrease in productive capacity.
(e) Abnormally high percentage recovery of oil from
the Old Area at the probable expense of greatly reduced ulti-
mate recovery from the Shallow Zone.
(2) Multi-zone well completion methods -- a procedure
detrimental to maintaining good control of reservoir condi-
tions. Completion methods during this competitive period
called for opening up all horizons to the well-bore, regard-
less of gas, oil or water prodtictivity. Only about 40 per
cent of the nearly 700 producible wells in the Shallow Zone
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are comploted In one zone only — a fact which has preventad
good control of reservoir fluids In the different eonea and
which has contributed to the unbalanced condition in the
Shallow Zone. A sketch of three early wells ia shown in
104Figure 5-3 to Illustrate this early well-completion tech-
nique » now mainly abandoned in favor of single-sone comple-
tions.
(3) Off -set drilling and production practices. It was
necessary for the Government to issue strip leases for the
drilling of off-set wells to restrict drainage from the Re-
serve to neighboring developed lands outside of the Reserve.
Some drainage occurred before the off-set wells were completed
and some drainage probably continued after completion; also*
the worst result was the production of great amounts of oil
from a structure primarily set aside by Congress as a reserve
of oil to be held in the ground for future emergency use.
(4) Production at excessively high gas/oil ratios
occurred in the Hay -Carman, or central part, of the Old Area
109indicated on Figure 5-1. The resulting rapid depletion of
reservoir energy in the form of high-pressure gas from the
original crostal gas cap of the SS-2 and other sands led to
lawsuits which eventually shut in all of these wells in
stages from 1925 to 1934. They remained shut in until 1944.
The Old Area of Ilk Hills is indicated on the base map
of FigTore 6-1. It was composed of the crestal, less important
central area (Hay-Carman) and the highly productive eastern
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area (Tupman). These ax*ea8 ire present the development occur-
ring prior to unitization In 1942.
104From Figure 5-2 may be obtained some Idea of the
complexity of leases and large number of operators Involved
In the Initial development of the Shallow Zone of the Elk
Hills field. The operators Included those on Navy or other
government leased land and those on fee owned or privately
leased land. The necessity that existed for each operator
to protect his lease by off-set drilling Is readily apparent.
The near disastrous results to the party who was late In
drilling his off-set wells — a role consistently played by
120Kavy — Is shown by Figures 5-4 and 5-5.
The following tabulated data given by Starke in his
Investigation of Navy's off-set drilling program well illus-
tratee the great loss of oil which the Government suffered
before it could put into effect its strip-lease, off-set
drilling program. As Starke pointed out, "The initial pro-
ductions of wells on either side of the south line of Section
36 (30-24) are shown to be closely related to the dates of
120
completion as shown by the following data"
:
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EARLY COMPLLTIONS
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SETTLED INITIAL PRODUCTIONS IN ORDER
OP DATES OF COMPLETION
S. 0. Co. 5 6700 Bbls P.A.P.* 1 D. 300 Bbls
H 4 5550 M M 2 D. 240 "
8 6274 It N 1 H. 100 "
14 3834 n tt 3 D. 300 "
17 2777 n H 4 D, 240 "
15 2618 R II 2 H. 1209 "
29 1801 n II 4 H. 795 "
50 239 n II 5 D. 228 '»
31 189 ti II 3 H. 144 "
A Navy leasee.
Note J Wells in the two columns above are opposite
one another along a section line between
Standard s property and the Reserve
-
Nat\irally, ultimate production in each case of later
completion should be less* and cumulative productions to date
indicate that they will be. It should be stressed that most
of the commercial development described above was on privately
owned lands outside of the Reserve and on the off-set strip-
leases issued by Navy, Most of the fee -owned land within the
original boundaries of the Reserve, except for the Hay-Carman
Area, was not developed by the private owners, thereby co-
operating with the Navy^s policy of conserving the Reserve as
a source of oil in a future emergency. However, the detri-
mental effects of the competitive development and production
practices occurring in the Tupman area eventually led the
Government to the realization that the Reserve had to be ex-
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that the fldld should be operated and. developed as a ijnlt.
By an Act of Congress of 30 June 1930, all leases were termi-
nated and action was taken to Insure that the field was main-
tained as a Reserve. Standard was the only remaining operator
in the area. As a step toward securing more information for
unitization, this Company drilled thirteen exploratory wells
in the area in 1941. Then followed the Presidential Decree of
15 October 1942 which extended the boundaries of the Reserve
to include all sections of the Old Area and all the known pro-
ductive areas of the field. The reader is referred to Chapter
VI for a review of the considerations that led Navy and
Standard to develop and operate all the land in the Reserve
aa a unit, effective frora November. 1942,
sx-^v
-IfiWect ©law eOEBs lo c?oA rua ^^S
.S^Ql , 'i>j-...i..:jvv^ uiOT^l ovIjJo©!!* , It ..far./ a ba
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DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC PHOBLEyS MENTIONED ABOVE
Initial Reservoir Conditions In the Shallow Oil Zone
and Regulta of Production Practices Prior to Unitization * The
oil in the SS-1 reservoir was probably saturated with dissolved
gas at approximately the original reservoir pressure (about
1150 psi). The primary motive force to remove the oil was
solution gas drive. As production proceeded f more gas was
produced and reservoir pressure dropped rapidly. Gas began
to fill part of the void space In the reservoir and gas caps
were created. When unitization of the field finally occurred,
the overall average reservoir pressure In the SS-1 was very
low except in areas of active edgewater encroachment} the
reservoir was unbalanced; reservoir oil had shrunk and in-
creased in viscosity upon loss of solution gas; and relative
permeability to oil had been greatly reduced. None of the
produced gas was returned to the SS-1 from 1919 to 1942, The
principal driving force remaining was gravity drainage.
The SS-2,M zones were initially at a similar high
reservoir pressure and with an overlying gas cap. Early pro-
duction methods produced several billion cubic feet of gas
from a probable crestal gas cap before any significant amount
of oil was produced from these combined zones. To replenish
the gas cap, dissolved gas came out of solution with the oil.
Ho attempt was made during divided or unit operation prior to
January 1946 toward pressure m,aintenance of the gas cap by gas
injection. The reservoir pressure was greatly reduced, the
reservoir was unbalanced, the reduced reservoir pressure had
Si-f
•s liovieaa's dd:/ «1 «>aijaq« Jbiov ed^ ic j^Tjeq i,.lx'i oJ
rr<r. ^ ^ *:. i't
•rii Ic oi-.'btii v4Xjje©*c^3 a«6<» itxnl lie oi ^«JIiio«efl?iaq
•ifl C o:t 6XeX jTrc^:! I-8S «K;J oi beiXTu; ^ ©i ii#w BAg btaaboiii
imJOffua Uii&oniiii'.xB ^'a** e-i'o'itjcl vv. :d'j:i; «»jL0jBuu'3;q *it moil
£iBlii»lq&t oT .atnos r:>«rri;tImoo eaoxiJ M0i*5t X)©or/X>ciq e«w Xlo to
.jT-.- ti.-f-r
-r-jf-fl^ no/'''' ^/'--'^ o, V-.-- ,^1 *>«••^.•- a 8 i b tqso p"'- **ri^
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allowed the gas cap to expand, and a secondary gas cap was
created.
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Part B
STJ^I^ULRY OF MAJOH RESERVOIR ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
FROM NOVEMBER 1942 THROUGH DEC. 1 1945 «-- THE
WAR-TIME DEVELOPMii:NT AND PRODUCTION PERIOD
The effective unitization of the field in November 1942
and its rapid developaaent during 1944 and 1945, and the emer-
gency production period during which production rose from
15,000 barrels per day to a field capacity of 71,000 barrels
109
per day, have been traced in Chapters III and IV,
From a practical standpoint, one engineering problea
dominated all others during this period: the necessity to in-
crease the field's production as rapidly as possible to the
authorized 65,000 barrels per day in order to relieve the
shortage of oil on the West Coast and thus help prosecute the
war. The short time (eight months) in which the 71,000 barrel
per day capacity was reached is a credit to the oil industry
of California and to the engineering staff at Elk Hills com-
posed of employees of Standard Oil Co. and members of the
Navy. Also, the program more clearly defined the limits of
prod\ictlvity of the Shallow Oil Zone.
The heavy withdrawals of oil and gas from the Shallow
Oil Zone and its intensive development durln^j the emergency
period confirmed the presence of certain undesirable reservoir
features and furnished evidence of new ones. Reservoir pres-
sure had been materially reduced (250 psi drop during the
emergency period) without an effective pressure maintenance
Si'-'''ffi
HiO-ii ©feio»i uoli^^wi>o^Q aoiiifc ^tjilijtfi) i;;»<ii-i©q tiOl»^Oi.'iXfio
ificf OGO,jrv lo '^jtloijqao Meil a o^ xob leq ale^tBcf 000,21
mU e;?jro©ao-^q gXerf atrri;? baa ^feeoQ cf8»W ©ildf no lio lo ^^srftorfe
• '^c;-. .t:IIlH 3ii2 ;tjs lljijfe ?3fliis0ni:3n© erl* o^ baa slniolilaO 1o
*9no2 XIC 9o£lmiB > ifrttvlctoiLf&o'Tg
fit IdeT.lae£}fix/ alBiifieo 'to aoaaaertq ©rfrf Jbaw^llnoo f)oln»q
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or restoration program imtll SepteiTiber 1945. The proBsures In
all productive sands of the Shallow Zone were unbalanced In
all areas. Previously unknown secondary gao caps that were
probably developed during the early days of competitive pro-
duction were disclosed. Shallow Oil Zone development con-
firmed that the eastern part of the Old Area (Tupraan) waa
pressxire depleted, that certain areas alon^ the north and east
ides were subject to active edgewater encroachraent, and that
Sections 31-T and 6~M were almost completely flooded with
water* More and more Shallow Zone wells along the north and
•ast flanks were being drowned out and having to be abandoned.
During the war some produced {^as was reinjected into
the reservoir mainly as a conservation measure since no market
existed for the gas, rather than as a repressurins attempt,
the net volume injected being too agnail to coiinteract the rate
of pressure decline. In September, 1945, the gas injection
program was intensified. The entire gas injection program
and results to 1952 are covered in a following section of
this chapter.
Three other items of engineering interest during the
World War II period were (1) the gas processing problem created
by the large emergency production, (2) the 14-B offset drill-
ing and production program, and (3) the helium tracer studies.
These items are discussed on the following pages.
0*f aw
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(1) Qaa Prooes3lng ! The large gas production during
the emergency period presented problems in the proper process
-
ing and disposal of the gas. For example, during the peak
production of 31 #200 MCP per day, the gas was disposed of as
follows :-^^^
Burned as fuel for field operations 20,55^
Sold 9.0^
Injected in the Reservoir 46.4^
Vented to the Atmosphere 24,1^
As was mentioned above, the initial underlying purpose
of injecting the gas was the desire to reduce the percentage
of gas vented to the atmosphere. Also high gas production
overloaded the facilities of the small natural p^asoline plant
on the Reserve, requiring some gas to b© reinjected without
the processing necessary to recover its liq\iid hydrocarbons.
Relatively low gasolins recoveries were obtained with an aver-
age of only 0«75 GPM whereas wet gas analysis from wells repre-
senting all individual zones indicated that the recovery could
have been about 2.50 GPM (gallons recovered per thousand cubic
feet of gas), if only the butanes and heavier hydrocarbons were
112
extracted. * Principally, as a result of the discovery and
later extensive development of the Stevens Zone with an ex-
pected high rate of gas prod\iction from this zone and also
from the Shallow Zone in a future emergency, and partially, as
a result of the relatively low natui'al gasoline recovery ob-
tained by the old plant during the World 7i^ar II emergency —
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capacity was built In 1952 and the old plant was modcmlaed.
The new plant (35R) is mostly in "mothballs," but it can be
completely activated in about three months time.
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(2) Section 14«.B Production Program
Deaoription : This program is an offset-drilling and
production project in Section 14-B on the Southwest corner of
N.P.R. No. If as shown on Figure 5-6. The productive area is
part of the Buena Vista Front Field, a separate and distinct
field lying between Elk Hills to the North and Buena Vista to
the south.
The productive sands are the same Scales Sands as for
the Shallow Oil Zone ; but as shown by the geologic cross
section of Figure 2-1 the field lies on the Btiena Vista struc-
ture, not the Elk Hills structure.
This program is under Unit Operation, but it has no
relation to any other program pertaining to the Reserve.
Objectives : To offset producing wells to the south and
west on privately-owned lands outside of the Reserve as shown
on Figure 5-6.
Pertinent Dates ;
October 1945 ; First Production. The program was
coraraencod after oil along the Buena Vista Front was discovered
by private interests on adjacent lands. Production is expected
to continue until no longer profitable which is estimated to
be in 1964 with a probable recovery of 1,700,000 barrels.
Action Taken ; Initially five offset wells were drilled
and put in continuous production in 1945. Subsequently eight
BK>re wells were added to this production by January 1953.
Well sites for at least three more wells have been selected
by the Unit. It is not desirable to extend the Reserve to
ionise ifc £)ffa ©is't .-talV sr icf 'to :tiflq
c v-fi? rf^f^cJl" '^r{;? o:t slim : ;-a. :?•>.-; i^fx-f ftXell:
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include all of the Buena Vlata Front structure because the
production and reserves from the whole area are relatively
minor and Navy's share is relatively small. Being down-
structure. Navy is in a relatively good position to produce
its full share of oil.
Results :
1. Continuous production from Section 14~P. since 1945
has given a cumulative recovery of 1,161,921 barrels by 1
January 1954.
2. Refer to Chapter III for yearly production values
from 1945 through 1953,
SELECTED RBPKBgNCBS IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY ;
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(5) Helium Tracer Studies in Elk Hills Field ;
Description : Upon request of the Navy Department for
assistance in connection with a gas injection program during
the emergency production from the field In 1945, the Bureau
of Mines conducted helium tracer studies in a fault-block
area of the Shallow Oil Zone as shown on Figure 5-7. Small
percentages of helium were mixed with natural gas being pumped
into Well 76-55-S, which was open to both the SS-1 and SS-2
sands. Movement of the injected gas was then traced by taking
samples of produced gas from siirrounding wells in an ever-
increasing circle and subjecting the samples to an apparatus
capable of determining minute quantities of helium at helium
content percentages as low as 0.0001 per cent.
Objectives t
1. To determine the direction and extent of migration
of injected gas in the fault-block area of the Shallow Oil
Zone shown on Figure 5-7.
2. To determine the actual competency of faults previ-
ously judged by other methods of field analysis to be fluid
barriers.
Inclusive Date a t May 25, 1945 until Au»3ust 1945. The
program was discontinued as a result of V-J Day, when sharp
curtailment of production prevented continuing the studies
effectively.
Procedure Employed ; Helium was added to the Injected
gas in two distinct periods of 14 days and 30 days duration,
separated by a period of no helium injection for IS days.
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FIG. 5-7
Dotted Lines Above Show the Direction and Extent of Migration












Fia. , Typical Results Obtained in Helium Tracer Study,
Showing the Advance of Heliiim-Laden "as Past An Observation
'.Veil, (Reprinted from BuMines Reoort of Invest i^'at ions 3897).
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Samplea were collected and analyzed from nearby wells; and as
the helium appeared in these wells » additional wella at a
greater distance from the injection well were selected for
sampling and analysis.
Results ;
1. By plotting helium content in the gas of each well
against elapsed time of helium injection into the reservoir*
as shown on Figure 5-8, it was possible to obtain a plot show-
ing movement of injected f^as throughout a large area. This
latter plot is superimposed on the map of Figure 5-7.
2. Some faults — established by electric log corre-
lations, drilling records, and bottom-hole pressure surveys
and presumed to be competent fluid barriers — were shown to
be incompetent, especially at probable areas of extensive
fracturing where faults cross. An example of a fatilt leak
is marked (x) on Figure 5-7.
5. The information obtained enabled the field englnerrs
to improve the gas injection pattern.
Diacussion i
Not enough time elapsed between the two periods of
helium injection to permit differentiation between the results
obtained from the first run of gas and the results from the
second run of gas. An appreciably longer time Interval would
be necessary in any future studies.
With the data obtained from this study. Bureau engineers
are attempting to determine the characteristics of the flow
*s-v
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of gases throiigh undarground reservoirs and Into well bores
SELECTED REFERENCES IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY :
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SUMMARY OF HESEHVOIR ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
DURING TTIE POST -WAR PERIOD, 1945-1953
In August 1945, following the end of World War XI, the
emergency development and production program at Elk Hllla wai
halted except for an Exploratory Drilling Program on the Re-
serve which was continued. Upon orders of the Secretary of
the Savy, production was reduced from 65,000 barrels per day
to 15,000 barrels per day and later reduced to even lower
rates*
The war-time necessity for rapid development and high
production was succeeded by the problem of restoring the Re-
serve to the best reservoir conditions possible, i«e«, to a
state that would permit a maximum rate of production in the
event of another emergency with a minimum of production in the
interim. If we may consider the Reserve as a ship, it was to
be placed in the best condition possible, decommissioned and
placed in moth-balls, subjected to constant inspection and
testing by a caretaker crew, and maintained in a state of ma-
terial readiness such that upon notice it could be placed in
full operation within a minimum of time.
To accomplish the above general objective for the Re-
serve, the Unit commenced a State of Readiness Progratn for
the Shallow Oil Zone late in the year 1945. Insufficient
reservoir information was available upon which a rigid
operating policy could be based, and it was necessary for
;Jta^
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the Program to Include experimental production projects to
yield this Information* This program for the Shallow Oil Zone
only — formulated by the Operating Committee and concurred In
by the Engineering Committee — consisted of eight Inter-
related projects:
1. Gas Injection
2* Major Water Encroachment Study
3. Minor Water Encroachment Study
4. Dewaterlng and Gravitational Drainage Study
5. Rotating Production Testa
6. Protective Production of Wet Wells
7. Remedial Program (started September 8, 1946)
8* Protection of Surface Equipment
The project areas for the first four projects listed
138
above are shown on Figure 5-9. These four projects, the
moat Important and most interesting from a reservoir engineer-
ing viewpoint, are treated In some detail in succeeding sec-
tions of this chapter. The other four are described but are
not discussed in any detail. An excellent graphical summary
of the principal events and important dates relative to each
project under this Program was presented in the Engineering
Committee »s Review of the Program and is reproduced here as
Figure 5-10.^^^
The Operating Committee served as the supervisory body
for the Program. The Engineering Committee served as the ad-
visory group, reviewing all phases of the Program at least
once each quarter, and recommending changes in the Program
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as deemed necessary by the Unit and concurred In by the
Committee.
The Stevens Zone was never Included In the State of
Readiness Program described above for the Shallow Zone. There
was no need; for the Stevens was still essentially a virgin
reservoir, virtually unaffected by the small production from
its few wells drilled prior to unitization and not subjected
to any of the ills besetting the Shallow Oil Zone. The post-
war program for the Stevens Zone consisted mainly of an ex-
ploratory program followed by a development program, the
initial production testing of each new well for 30 days after
completion and the maintenance of its wells for full production
in an emergency.
Running concurrently with the State of Readiness i^ogram
for the Shallow Zone were the Exploratory and Readiness De-
velopment Programs, affecting both the Shallow and Stevens
Zones and, upon discovery, the deep Carneros Zone.
In summary, the main producing zones and the different
programs applicable to each during this post-war period, 1946
through 1952, are tabulated belowt
Shallow Oil Zone (A Unit Operation)
1. State of Readiness Program — Sept. 1945 to 1955.
a. Gas injection
b. Water Encroachment
c. Etc. See Figure 5-10.
2. Exploratory Development Program — 5 July 1945 to
October 1947. (Mostly South Flank)
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3. Readiness Development Program -- 1951 to 1954.
4. Equipment Maintenance Program.
Stevena Zone (A Unit Operation)
1. Rotating Production Tests
2. Exploratory Program (Unit) — 1946 to 1947.
3. Readiness Developij^nt Program (Navy) -- 1948 to
April 1954.
4. Equipment Maintenance Program
Carneros Zone (Navy Only)
1. Deep Test Exploratory Drilling. Two (2) wells
completed in Carneros by 1954.
2. Equipment Maintenance Program
Section 14-3 — Buena Vista Front (A Unit
Operation)
1. Of fset -Drilling Development Program
2. Protective Production Program
3. Equipment Maintenance Program
The individual projects or st\:idies under the State of
Readiness Program for the Shallow Oil Zone from 1945 to 1953
are discussed separately on the following pages.
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This project consisted of the reinjection of produced
gaa from the Shallow Oil Zone and/or the Mya Dry Gas Zone into
primary crestal and secondary gas caps of particular members
of different productive sands comprising the Shallow Oil Zone.
During the emergency period of World War II » practical-
ly all of the gas injected was into the SS-1 sand; after the
war, into the SS-2 and M sands.
Figure 5-11 shows the area of the primary gas cap and
the various injection wells.
Objectives :
Primary Objective
1. To restore and maintain the pressure within certain
areas and sands {mainly the SS-2 and M sands) to at least the
pressiares existing prior to the heavy World War II emergency
withdrawals in order to
a. Increase the oil productive capacity of this
Zone in event of another emergency.
b. Increase the ultimate oil recovery.
c. Stop water encroachment on the north flank and
east nose of the SS-2 and M sands.
d. Stop edgewater encroachinent in the SS-2 and M
sands of the south flank in Sections 1-E, 4-G,
5-G, 6-G.
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1. To conserve the gas produced under the State of
Readiness Program.
2. To reduce future production costs.
Pertinent Dates :
1. January to October, 1945 t Initial period of gas In-
jection to decrease the reservoir pressure decline and to
conserve excess caslnghead gas.
2. October 1945 to June 1952 : period of Intensified ^as
Injection Into the crestal SS-2, M gas caps under the State of
Readiness Program; however, this pressure -restoration program
was not effectively commenced until 28 January 1946.
5. September 1950 to June 1951 ; period of gas Injection
In Well 88-28S Into a secondary gas cap within a fault block
on the North flank. The Injection well Is Indicated on Figure
6-11 J the secondary gas cap is not shown.
4. October 1950 to February 1952 ; period of gas Injection
In well 77-20 into a secondary rjas cap of the SS-2 sand near
the Southeast end of the south flank.
^* J^ne 1952 ; All gas injection terminated by the Engi-
neering Committee. *^
Action Taken ;
The three major divisions of the gas Injection program In
Elk Hills were the crestal gas cap injection and the two flank
or secondary gas cap injections. These are discussed below.
Crestal Gas-Cap Injection
1. Over 1,700 M c.f. of produced gas, mostly excess
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oaainghead gas produced with the oil from the Shallow Oil Zone
»
was Injected from March to September 1945 Into nine creatal
gaa-cap wells to conserve gaa and reduce the rate of reservoir











2« In January 1946 under the State of Readiness Pro-^rara
an intensified crestal gas injection project was commenced.
At rates varying from less than 1,000 M c.f. to over 10,000 K
c.f. of gas a day, as shown on i'lgure 5-12, gas was Injected
Into the crestal gas-oap area of the SS-2,M Sand until June
1952, when all gas injection was abandoned. Injected gas was
composed mostly of dry gas from the Mya sands supplemented by
some gas produced with the oil from the Shallow Oil Zone. In-
jection wells used at various times were
s
SS-1 Sand 15XB-34S (discontinued
after a few months)




Total gas injected into the Shallow Oil Zone from
January 1945 to August 1951 was about 14,578.5 MMCF.'^^^ Moat
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but migpation of the gas definitely occurred between sandi.
Qas Injection on the North Flank
For nine months, commencing in September 1950, gas was
injected near the top of the fault block surrounding ?^ell
83-28S, one of the wells used for injection, in an attempt to
increase the pressure in the gas and oil bands to an amount
equal to the pressure of the encroaching edgewater. The area
and Well 88 are shown on Figure 5-11.
Qas Injection on the South Flank
For seventeen months, commencing in October 1950, gas
was injected into a fault-isolated body of the SS-2 sand through
Well 77-2G on the Southeast flank of the field. The purpose
was to raise the pressure in the gas and oil belts and retard
I'^Rthe rapid and damaging movement of water upstructure.
The effects of these programs are discussed below laider
Results .
Alternate Actions Proposed :
•"•• Increased Gas Injection
During the period of gas injection the question often
arose as to whether the rate and volume of ^as injected should
bo greatly increased if the pro ;;ram were to be successful at
all in retarding edgewater advancement and raising field's
productive capacity. In August 1951, in answer to a request
from the DNPRf Kavy's member of the Operating Committee issued
a report discussing the feasibility of increased gas injection
to level off pressure gradients and peirmit reduction of large
peacetime production from wet wells. Theoretically, increased
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gas Injection shoiild raise the reservoir pressure to equal the
edgewater pressure, and productive capacity of the field should
be increased.
Basing his predictions on the results of the gas In-
jection project up to August 1951, NMOC reached the following
1 s 108conclusions t
a. Large scale gas injection was not desirable. The
volume of gas required was excessive and would only
tend to leak off more rapidly to lower press^ire
sands. Instead of reducing oil production during
peacetime. Increased gas injected would necessitate
Increased production of more observation wells In
order to watch the progress of an intensified gas
Injection program.
Also, severe fingering of gas already was
damaging the productivity of many wells. Adverse
pressure gradients would be Increased.
b. Except for certain areas, it would be difficult to
raise reservoir pressure sufficiently to match edge-
water pressure, the reason being that few areas
were competently separated from other lower pressure
areas or sands by faults or other barriers. The
exception was the gascap in the SS-2, M sands where
productive capacity might be increased at a loss of
ultimate recovery due to the aggravation of the
pressure gradient promoting oil migration along the
south flank downstructure into the grey sands.
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c. Loss of production from wells added to or near to the
gas cap due to excessive gas/oil ratios would occur.
d. It wo\j1cI not be possible to represaure to the extent
desired due to connection of sands through well
bores and faults. Insufficient retaining force on
the south flank, and possible disastrous effects of
high pressure on old wells with weak, lap-welded
casing.
NMOC then recommended continuation of the limited gas
injection project increasing reservoir pressure without con-
flicting with good engineering practices. He also suggested
the drilling of additional edgewater wells on the north flank
to increase the withdrawal rate of encroaching water, possibly
concurrently with limited gas injection in adaptable areas to
help balance the pressure gradient.
2* Increased Gas Injection Combined with
South Flank Water-Injection
Another alternate action was to combine an increased gas
Injection program into the SS-2,M sands with a drilllnc program
along the edgewater of the north flank to provide a greater
production of water and a drilling program along the edgewater
of the south flank to provide injection wells for Injecting
the high-pressure water produced on the north flank. At the
same time it was proposed to carry out an extensive well-
corrective program to segregate the different sands of the
Shallow Zone.
Theoretically, the above idea is sound 5 for reservoir
ml:
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potential energy In the form of high pressure gas and water
could be retained, reservoir pressure would he Increased,
field's productive capacity and ultimate recovery should In-
crease, and undesirable pressure gradients should be eliminat-
ed. Moreover, effective use of gas cap expansion and natural
water-drive would be possible to raise the ultimate recovery
of oil.
However, actual conditions in the reservoir and practi-
cal and economic reasons to date have prevented the application
of this solution to the ills of the Shallow Oil Zone. It would
be very expensive and the outcome doubtful. However, certain
phases of this program are currently being accomplished, and
a later engineering study may prove the entire program out-
lined above economically feasible.
Results of the Actual Program
1. Beneficial
a. In the westernmost area of the SS-2,M Sand, pressure
losses which occurred during heavy wartime with-
drawals were restored mainly by gas injection into
well 84-31S and pressure differential between north
and south flanks practically equalized, thus neces-
sitating a minimum amount of oil production from
wet -we lis.
b. An over-all gain in current availability of the
field had occurred. Judging by the effect of the
gas injection on productivity of all wells affected
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by the gas Injection.
c. Raised the over-all reservoir pressure In the SS-2,M
sands, as shown on Figure 5-12.
2. Detrimental or Unsuccessful Results
a. Uneven gas cap expansion with extensive gas finger-
ing throiigh the more permeable members had occurred,
with gas capturing too many clean wells.
b. In all cases except one (Well 84-31S injection),
gas injection had failed to stop the encroachment
of high pressure edgewater on the north and east
flanks, mainly because not enough gas was Injected
to raise the gas -oil pressure to match the hydro-
static pressure behind the edgewater.
o« Aggravated the pressure -gradients tending to promote
migration and possible loss of oil into the low-
pressure, receding edgewater sands on the south
flank, thus reducing ultimate recoverj^ of oil.
d. Great leakage of injected gas (approximately 3500
M.c.f, per day) occurs from the areas and sands
(SS-2 and M) into which the gas is injected. This
leakage occurs through incompetent faults and well-
bores to lower pressure areas and sands (such as to
the SS-1 Sand to the east) where additional gas and
increased pressure are not necessarily desired, in-
creasing the gas/oil ratio of many wells and lower-
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indicated on Figure 5-12 by the drop in reservoir
pressure about June 1948 when the injection rate
dropped below 3500 M.c.f. per day.
3. Cumulative Effects and Resultant Action
With the cumulative effects of the gas injection program
tending to promote losses in maximum economic ultimate recovery
and future availability of oil from the Shallow Oil Zone, the
gas injection project was terminated in June 1952.
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MAJOR WATER ENCROACHMENT STUDY
Description :
This study formed a part of the State of Readiness Pro-
gram for the Shallow Oil Zone following World War II. The study
involved virtually shutting-in for a long period of 12 to 18
months most of the wells in an area relatively isolated and de-
lineated by parallel and intersecting faults from the rest of
113the field. The area selected, shown on Pig\ire 5-13, was
one subjected to a high pressure edgewater encroaching up-
structure from the North. During the shut-in period the only
production consisted of reduced production from several up-
structure observation wells to obtain necessary reservoir
information.
Sands primarily affected by the study were the SS-1 and
SS-2. However, a few new wells in the fault-block are com-
pleted in the M and SM sands.
Pertinent information on the fault-block is listed
between Figures 5-13 and 5-14.
Objectives ;
1. To determine if an active water drive existed in
the area selected.
2. To determine the effects of natural up-atructiare
edgewater encroachment, accompanied with minim\im production
and resultant pressure build-up, on the productive capacity




to study the oil-producing efficiency of an active water drive.
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5* To compare the results of the above study with tha
probable results that might be obtained if the encroachment
of water had been retarded by all means available, i.e , , the
relative advantages of different production raethods.
Pertinent Dates :
14 December 1945. --Area of active water drive selected.
Study commenced. Production greatly
reduced.
October 1946. Shut-in period ended. Twenty-seven
wet wells in fault block put on
full production.
January 1947 Exploratory Well No, 77-27S completed
in this fault-block area. This well
provided additional information on
the effects of water encroachment.
March 1949 Production rate increased in an
attempt to dewater this area more
rapidly.
December 1949 Production rate again increased. High
rate of wet well production continues
from this area.
Action Taken t
In brief, the procedure consisted in completely shutting
in most of the wells in the fault block for a long period, ob-
taining information on water encroachment and pressure build-
up from observation wells during the shut-in period, and then
opening the block to full production to determine the effects
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of the shut-in period on the productive capacity of each well
and ultimate recovery of oil from the fault block.
There were 32 active oil wells in the area. The 24
down-structure wells, with an average water/oil ratio of 5,2,
were shut-in; about 8 up-structure wells were operated as
observation wells, initially at their former production rates
and later at about one -half their former rate. In December
1947, the shut-in period ended and the wells began to be re-
turned to production.
Production from most of the wells in this area has bean
continued to date as part of the Protective Prod. action of Wet-
well Program and in an attempt to dewater the area. When up-
structiire wells return to clean oil production for tl:3ree con-
secutive months, they are then shut-in.
Exploratory Well No. 77-273 was drilled in this area to
evaluate the efficiency of the active edgewater in flushing oil
ahead of It, i.e . , to determine the state of depletion of the
different oil sands. Since its completion in January 1947, ten
separate sand fingers in the SS-1, SS-2, and M zones have been
selectively gun-perforated and tested. The well was finally
completed in two clean oil productive sand intervals of the
SS-2,
Shut-in periods, oil and water production rates, and
other pertinent items are well illustrated on the graph of
Figure 5-15.
Alternate Actions Proposed ;
1, Remain Shut-in. Completely shut-in the fault block; allow
r f P/W ."ffi ,: '» '^«» 'ir.f P /".- j'tf'T « s ^*r*sn- .••.,-r4 ''^z
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Oil, Bbls/Day 1000 375 763
Water, Bbls/Day 5500 5300 6236
Water/Oil Ratio 5.5 14.1 8.2
Oil Prod., % of
1945 Prod. •• 100 37.5 76.3
Oil Prod., % of




the pressure to continue biilldlng up as water encroaches;
accept some ultimate loss of oil bypassed by water In return
for an initially high rate of production when an emergency
demands It.-^"^^
The only fallacy In this method of recovery Is that the
expected high rate of production failed to materialize. Theo-
retically, It should have Increased for the area as a whole;
but when the shut -in area was put on production again, the
productive capacity had materially decreased.
2. Produce Wet -Wells (Revive old system). Operate continuously
wet down-structure wells to decrease the up-structure edge-
water encroachment — the production method employed by opera-
tors In the Tupman Area before unitization and by the Unit
during the emergency wartime production. '
This production method was revived in 1948 and con-
tinues to date.
3. Gravity Drainage Production by Drilling More Water-T/ells and
Dewatering . Re-open fault block to production; if necessary,
drill additional down-structure wells in order to produce water
at a rate sufficient to prevent up-structure water encroach-
ment; employ gravity drainage for oil production; expect a
much greater ultimate recovery of oil at a reduced rate over
a longer period of time than In (1) or (2) above. ^^'^» ^^
This production method will probably supplement or
succeed the present production method described in (2) above.
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Results of the Project
1. Observation Wella * Production characteristics of the obaer-
vatlori wells being continuously produced Initially tended to
Improve
.
2. Rate of .'/ater Advancement s Closing the down-structure wells
accelerated the edgewater advancement from a previous 100 to
125 feet per year to about 1,000 feet per year — too rapid
for effective flushing of oil from the sands. See Figure 13.
5. Type of "ater Advancement . Edgewater advancement was very
Irregular, fingering rapidly through the more permeable
members. Water encroachment occurred primarily through the
SS-1 sand with only minor fingering In the SS-2 and SM sands.
4« Water Cut . By the end of the shut-in period production
from all observation wells was at least 60 r>9r cent water —
some as high as 85 per cent water. Refer to the advance of
the 50 per cent water-cut on Flgtire 5-13.
^* Px*03sure3 . In general, the bottom-hole static pressiires in
the down-structure and raid-structure wells increased con-
siderably. However, in spite of the rapid up-dip encroach-
ment of water, the pressures in the producing observation
wells up-structure decreased until the normal production
rate was halved. The average pressure increase was about
200 psl. The change in pressure with time and well position
is well illustrated by the pressure profile curves of Figure
5-14.
6. Production Rate. In general, as the edgewater front
«*-rV
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approached a well, there waa a aixlden rise In pressure and
production; but as the front passed, more water was produced
and oil production declined -- as to be expected,
7. State of Depletion of Reservoir Sands . Results of extensive
production testing and core analysis of ten separate sand
fingers in the new Well No, 77-27S indicated that large
quantities of otherwise producible oil had been left behind
by the encroached edgewater; that the more permeable sands
(SS-1) were only water productive; tighter sands were oil
14Sproductive
.
8« Productivity of Area at End of Study . After the wells were
placed on sustained production again in 1948, the productive
capacity of all wells in the area was only about 46 per cent
of the 1945 rate prior to the shut-in period. The produc-
tion characteristics of the wet wells shut-in for the study
are compared as a group for the period before and after the
study in Table 5-1 below Figure 5-15. A big drop occurred
in oil productivity of the group.
^« Results after Return to Wet-Well Production Program . By
January 1955 the productive capacity of the original 26
shut-in wells in this area had been restored to about 66
per cent of the 1945 rate and about 177 per cent of the
1948 rate .-*-^^
Conclusions and Corrective Action
1. Water Drive . Active edgewater drive definitely exists in
this particular fault block. However, other studies have
shown that in several areas of the Shallow Zone no active
03-V
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water drive exlata, and In other areas a receding edgewater
exists.
^* Inefficient . In this area of Shallow Oil Zone* oil pro-
duction efficiency "by nat\iral water drive appears impaired
due to severe fln^^ierlng of encroaching edgewater thro\igh
the highly permeable members. The water tends to bypass
and surround an excessive amount of residual oil. This
method of production does not appear applicable to the
Shallow Oil Zone.
^' Losses . As a result of the Major Water Encroachment Study
which permitted a too-rapid rate of edgewater advance,
appreciable quantities of otherwise producible oil In the
affected area were apparently bypassed, and the overall
productive capacity of the area was abnormally reduced.
4. Corrective Action . The wet wells were returned to the Wet-
Well Protective Production Program and the area partially
dewatered In order to reduce edgewater level and perhaps
restore availability of wet wells -- the production program
still being used with some success In restoring; productive
capacity.
Dlsousslonx
Natural water drive existed In the SS-1 sand as early
as 1923 with water invasion occurring on the North and. East
flanks. A study in May, 1947, by California Research Corpora-
tion estimated that the net rate of water entry into the fault
block is about 1.8 million barrels per year, or about 5,000
«. : ...-.v
... . .i' woIJtfiji2
V
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barrels per day. °
Down-str-uoture two-thirds of the fault block area la In
the Old Area (Tupman). This area was damaged early in the
field's life by rapid depletion of reservoir energy through
excessively high production rates, by high gas/oil ratios, and
by unbalancing due to multi-2sone completions. Some fault block
energy has apparently been maintained by naturally encroaching
high pressure water on the North flank. If permeabilities and
permeability variations in the Shallow Oil Zone sands were not
such as to promote formation of water stringers, this natural
water drive could be employed as a very efficient oil-producing
mechanism.
As part of this pro^rarn, as already mentioned in the
review of the f^as injection program, some gas was injected up-
structure into the apex of the fault block in an attempt to
prevent the rapid encroachment and severe fingering of the
high pressure water up-structure by correcting the great pres-
sure differential existing between the aquifer and the oil and
gas zones. The gaa injection program was unsuccessful because
the faults proved incompetent near the apex and the ,3as bled
off to areas and zones of lower pressure.
Some objection has been raised to the procediire employed
in this study of keeping the 8 up-structure wells on continuota
112production. It was felt that the rapid water fingering
through the more permeable sand memoers was aggravated by
this production; and, if these wells had not been produced.
• w BQ- T) »©«rA MO 9di
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less severe fingering and a more even encroachment and better
flushing might have resulted. Desirable reservoir data oould
have been taken at periodic Intervals by Intermittent produc-
tion from different wells.
Also, theoretically, some objection may be raised to the
present rapid production of high pressure water, representing
a definite loss in vital reservoir energy. Rapid production
of high pressure gas and resultant depletion of reservoir
energy for production of oil is no longer approved or generally
practiced; likewise, water at hi^h pressure Is recognized more
and more as boing just as vital a source of oil-producing
energy as gas. Nevertheless, the practical aspects and re-
sults of this study, as have been explained. Indicated this
field to be no textbook example ^ rather, it was the exception
to the rule. The presence of wide variation In the per;tLea-
bilitiss of the sand members and the great pressure differen-
tials existing over short distances were the main reasons the
water drive failed.
It la still possible that In other areas of the Shallow
Oil Zone, effective use of the active water drive may be made
in recovering more oil during the later life of the field,
profiting by the Information and knowledge obtained from the
Major Water Encroachment Study of 1945-1943.
Reservoir energy may be preserved and reservoir pressure
gradients from North to South removed by producing high pres-
s-'ire edgewater along the North flank and injecting it into the
wcXIaxiS :' - st«rii ala'le fitoq IIl;;t8 e
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receding or static aquifer on the South flank, combined with
a gas Injection program Into any low pressure gas or oil zones.
To date this has not been done due to very high coats necessi-
tated and questionable results of such a program.
*
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MINOR WATBR ENCROACHMENT STTJPY
Description 1
This study, similar to th« Major Water Encroachment
Study previously described. Involved shuttlng-ln four down-
structure wells which were heavy water producers and producing
thirteen upstructure wells as observation wells. The fault-
block area on the northeast flank chosen for the study is
shown in Figure 5-16. Only the Shallow Oil Zone was involved
in the study. Sand primarily affected was the SS-1.
Objectives ;
The primary objective was to determine the extent and
effects of encroaching water in Section 25-S on the productiv-
ity characteristics of upstructtire wells.
Pertinent Dates ;
April 1945 The study was commenced. The four down-
structure wells shown in Figure 5-16
were shut-in.
December 1949—The study was abandoned.
May 1950- The shut-in wells were returned to pro-
duction under the Protective Production
of Wet Well Program.
Results:
1. Ho apparent effect of high pressure edgewater in
Section 25-S on upstructure observation wells was observed.
This fact is best illustrated by the pressure profile curves
of Figure 5-17,
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FIG. 5-16, Contour Map of Fault Block Area for Minor Water
Encroachment Study Showing Apparent Location of Permeability
(Sedimentation) Barrier,
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FIG. 5-17. Pressure Profiles Through Area Indicated In Fig. 5-16
and Supporting Existence of a Downs true ture Barrier.
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2. No apparent movement of edgewater upstructure was
observed,
3* Pressures In the area increased only from 50 to
200 psl between January 1946 and January 1950.
Conclusions ;
1. The failure of the edgewater to move upstructure,
despite a pressure differential of 1000 psi between the shut-
in wells and the observation wells, indicated the presence of
a permeability barrier between the two groups. Pressure pro-
files like those of Figure 5-17 supported the theory of a
permeability barrier indicated on Figure 5-16.
2. Again, as in the Major Water Encroachment Study,
the conclusion was reached that a natural water drive along
the Worth flank of the Shallow Oil Zone was not an effective
production method but for diametrically opposite reasons to
the Major Study. No active water drive could function through
a localized area of very low permeabilities.
Discussion t
Since the pressure in this area is nearly depleted and
nat\iral water drive has not proved feasible, remaining methods
of obtaining greater productive capacity and ultimate yield
from this area are
:
(1) Localized gas injection into the secondary gas cap
of this fault-block.
(2) Water flood by injecting high pressure water from
nearby downstructure wells into wells upstructure
of the apparent permeability barrier.
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(3) Gravity drainage.
The success of locallied >;aB Injection would depend upon
the fluid ooTTipetency of the faults shown on Figure 5-16, which
aa shown on the map apparently form a closure for this area.
Pressure gradients, however, indicate the eastern fault and
the upstructure southern fault are not pressure barriers, and
adverse pressure gradients might be developed toward the south
flank, contributing to the migration of oil into wet sands.
Natural water drive having failed, an artificial water
flood farther upstructure probably would not be attempted ex-
cept as a secondary recovery method much later in the life of
the field, provided economic considerations would warrant It.
Gravity drainage, therefore, remains as the most prob-
able means of obtaining the most production economically from
this area. Downstructure wells which are upstructure of the
apparent permeability barrier would be produced. This pro-
duction should reduce the pressures in the lower area and thus
create a potential gradient inducing the drainage of oil
downstructure into the producing wells.
SELECTED REFERENCES IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY:
112, 122, 125, 138.
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PROTECTIVE DKWATERING AND GRAVITATIQML DRAINAGE STTOY
Description :
As part of the Gravitational Drainage Study, about 25
water wells and high water/oil ratio wells alon^ the east
flank of the Shallow Oil Zone in the area shown on Figure
15-18 were produced at maximum capacity; and the effect of
this production on 7 upstructure observation wells was studied.
The Program was later changed to th© Protective Dewatering
Project.
The SS-1 Sand was primarily affected. The program
covered areas in Sections 1-Q, 6M, 36S» and 31T.
Objectives !
Initially --
1. To create a drainage gradient along the east flank
by dewatering and then to determine the possibility
of obtaining maximum economic ultimate oil recovery
by gravity drainage mechanism in the Shallow Oil
Zone.
Finally —
1. To prevent damage to upstructtire wells by encroach-
ing edgewater.
Pertinent Dates :
1 November 1945—Study commenced.
May 1947 Larger pvimps installed.
April 1950 -Gravity drainage aspect of the study
abandoned; shifted to a Protective
Dewatering Project.
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From 25 to 29 water wells and high water/oil ratio wells
shown In Figure 5-18 were produced at their maxlfliura fluid ca-
pacity. Later larger pumps were installed and additional wells
were added in efforts to increase the water withdrawal rate.
Three to four clean upstruct\ire wells were produced to
observe the results of the heavy downstructure production on
their productivity characteristics.
Results ;
1. The gravity drainage aspect of the program was un-
successful. Even though larger pumps were installed and addi-
tional wells were produced, still the rate of fluid withdrawal
from the wells in this area was never great enough to dewater
the area and produce the necessary gradients for promoting
gravity drainage downstructure. As shown by the pressure pro-
files of Figure 5-19, three years of dewatering production
failed to produce the gradient necessary for gravity drainage.
2. However, the program did serve to reduce encroach-
ment of high pressure edgewater into low pressure, clean oil
sands on the southeast flank.
Discussion :
The low fluid withdrawal rate is attributed to the age
and condition of the wells — all old ones completed in the
1920*3, and to the sand trouble attendant with high production
rates. Some wells were in poor mechanical condition and the
drainage channels around the well bores and liners were badly
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FIG, 5-18. Area of the Dewatering-Gravitational Drainage Study
Showlno; Water Producing Area and Upstructure Observation Wells.
FIG. 5-19. Press. Profiles Through Area of Fig. 5-18 Illustrating
Inability To Establish Gradients for Gravity Drainage.
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clogged and sanded. The high cost of reworking these wells to
secure better drainage and less sanding and the doubtful re-
sults of a complete well reconditioning program sufficiently
increasing; the fluid withdrawal rate to dewater the area»
necessitated shifting the pro.^ram to a protective dewatering
project.
Even if the area had been successfully dewatered and
gradients promoting gravity drainage had been created, the
rate of drainage and resultant production rate may well have
been too low for economic production of oil due to the rela-
tively low structural relief of this area and the high vis-
cosity of the gas denuded oil. The high permeabilities,
however, in this area would tend to offset these disadvantages.
Other areas of higher struct\iral relief, eqiially good
permeabilities, and lower rates of water encroachment might
provide a more effective gravity drainage study, such as the
fault -block area used for the Minor Water Encroachment Study
previously described.
SELECTED REFERENCES IK THE BIBLIOGRAPHY ;
112, 122, 125, 138.
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ROTATING PRODUCTION TEST PROJECT
Deacrlptiop t
This project consists of the periodic production testing
of all wells In the Shallow Oil Zone whloh have producing fa-
cilities and are not produced under one of the other projects
of the Readiness Program. Most of the wells binder this project
are clean wells. As many as 423 wells have been Included under
this program at one time or another.
Objectives :
1. To determine the mechanical condition of each well
and its productivity characteristics.
2* To provide information for a continuing estimate of
the productive capacity of the field.
Pertinent Dates ;
22 October 1945 Project initiated*
20 April 1950 Testing methods changed and production
under this project curtailed on advice
of the Engineering Committee.
Procedure ;
Initially, each well not being produced under another
program was placed on maxlmuni rate of production for a minimum
period of 10 to 11 days each year while mechanical and produc-
tion information was obtained.
Following a review of data the testing procedure was
altered to reduce production \inder this program. The wells are
now divided into two groups, each tested differently:
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Group I Includes olean walls with little or no water
production. These wells are produced every 2 years for
5 days at good operating rates as determined by the
Operating Committee, with the restriction that wells
of capacities exceeding 300 barrels per day are not to
be produced above 300 barrels per day.
Group II includes wells increasing in water production
and clean wells near wet wells or in areas of active
water encroachrnent* These wells are produced each year
for 8 days at good operating rates as determined by the
Operating Committee from the production history of each
individual well.
About 270 wells were produced xander this project in
1952.
Results ;
1. The project has been successful in providing ade-
quate information concerning the mechanical operating condition
of the wells and in supplying desirable reservoir engineering
information on the Shallow Oil Zone.
2. Production tmder this project was quite high under
the original ten-day test procedure, reaching as high as 2900
barrels per day. Under the present system of two groups of
wells and test procedures, the production has been reduced to
an average of about 700 barrels per day, a rate considered a
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Controvoralal aspects of thla project have centered
around Its primary objective. Is the objective to test the
mechanical operating condition of the wells or to provide pro-
duction and reservoir Information?
Between 1945 and 1950 emphasis seemed to be on the latter
with long production periods and high production rates.
In 1950, a Navy Board convened by the Director con-
cluded that sufficient production history had been obtained,
that production should be curtailed, and that clean oil wells
could be tested by bore -hole measurements without production.
Based on a Navy directive production programs were cur-
tailed. Emphasis was shifted to obtaining operating informa-
tion rather than production Information, resulting In a steep
decline In production under this project. Determining the
condition of clean oil wells by running suitable instruments
in the hole, as recommended by the Navy Board Review, has not
as yet been adopted.
However, in approving the new testing methods. Standard »s
representatives did so with the reservation that an eight-day
test period in one case and a rate restriction of 300 barrels
per day in another test method would not yield adequate reser-
voir information and thus reduce the effectiveness of the pro-
gram in protecting the Reserve and insuring maximum ultimate
recovery.
Since adoption of the revised testing methods, the
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program has been followed with only slight variation.
SEIJi:C7ED REFERENCES IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY:
109, 112, 122, 125, 138.
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PROTECTI^/E PRODUCTION OF WET WELLS
Description t
Wells of hlj^h water/oil ratios not being produced under
other phases of the Readiness Program are produced under this
project.
About 200 wells hEve been produced from time to time
under this project.
Objectives !
1. To prevent losses in availability and ultimate
recovery by protecting upatructure clean oil sands of the
reservoir against damage by encroaching water surrounding and
bypassing oil, rendering it unrecoverable.
2. To prevent water from high pressure, wet sands
flooding lower pressure, clean sands through the well bore of
multi -completed wells which are wet.
Pertinent Dates t
September 1945 j Project initiated.
Procedure t
1, If a well on the Rotating Production Test Program
appears wet, it is produced for a period of 30 to 60 days.
2. If the well remains wet at a substantially high
water cut, it is placed on continuous production tmder the
Wet Well Protective Production Program. Some wells clean up
after the test production period or after continuous produc-
tion. Others may be repaired and the encroaching water
excluded. In these eases, the wells are then returned to the
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Rotating Production Teat Propjram.
Reaulta t
General —
This Program may be considered relatively auccessful
In Its objective of retarding the invasion of clean oil sands
by encroaching water through the well bore of wet wells and
In retarding upstructure migration of water.
Specific — (Reaults aa of 1953)
Total number of wells produced on this projects 200.
Number of wells initially on this project: 58.
Number of wells which cleaned up (i.e., water/oil ratio
reduced) aufflclently after continuous production to
be removed from this project; 54.
Number of wells repaired (water excluded) and removed
from this project: 61.
Number of wells currently producing on this project: 85.
Rate of production and cumulative production under this
program may be found in Chapter III.
Discussion s
Judging by the number of initial wells on the program
and the number produced under it currently or at one time, the
project appears to have a snow-balling tendency. This effect
la not necessarily the fault of the project itself; for it la
essentially corrective in its nature, not preventative. If
other programs fail to correct potential gradients and prevent
water encroachment, some upstructi^re wells become wet and they
are added to the Wet Well Protective Production Program, Thus
x&Myal add' gniXiiM.' •iJiife^.ao iiJi. ax
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the damage has alpeady been done bj the time a well la put on
this program. By the singular nature of Its corrective action,
there la little reason for the return of any well to sustained
clean production without extensive water shut -off repairs,
which have proved expensive and not too successful — often
resulting in all production being shut-off.
When is a well wet enough to be placed on this Program?
Only an arbitrary answer can be used. The selection method
has been that any well showing a 10 per cent water cut or
producing 10 barrels of water on production tests is added to
this program if not already on another continuous production
program. However, this testing method is not conclusive evi-
dence that water flooding is occurring. Also, it might serve
unnecessarily to aggravate the unbalanced condition inducing
the fingering of water into the well, causing more water en-
croachment rather than less.
At what rate should the wet well be prodioced? Very
high production usually means rapid rate of oil wltMrawal as
well as water withdrawal; for conservation reasons this is
not desirable. If the production rate is low, water may be
bypassing the well, moving upstructurs or into low pressure
clean sands connected in the well bore. The general policy
on production rate for wet wells has varied considerably
during the life of this program. The initial practice of
automatically producing a wet well at maxlmxan fluid withdrawal
was abandoned in favor of analyzing each case to determine the
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beat rate of production to protect the veil and the reservoir,
without excessive oil production. However, recent programs
to he discussed have returned to the "maximum production"
theory for wet wells.
SKLECTED HEFERENCES IN TH5 BIBLIOaRAPHY ;
112, 125, 125, 138.
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REPAIR AND REMEDIAL PROJECT
Description !
This Project consists of the repair or abandonment of
Shallow Zone wells*
Oh jectives :
1, To maintain wells in the best possible condition
for prompt availability of production.
2, To repair or abandon wells which constitute a hazard
or which might damage the reservoir.
Pertinent Dates :
Sept, 1946 to March 1949 i Period of intensive repair
and remedial work,
March 1949 to Occasional repair work only.
Action Taken ;
1. One hundred and eight (108) wells were repaired
primarily to exclude water from the well bore.
2. Ten (10) wells in the Hay-Carman area of high pres-
sure gas were repaired and now serve as observation wells.
3. Thirty-eight (38) wells, about 25 years old. In
Hay-Carman area were abandoned due to their hazardous mechani-
cal condition.
Results {
1, Repair of the 108 wells resulted in successful water
exclusion, but also, all too often, partial or complete oil
exclusion occurred. The net result was an overall marked
decrease in availability.
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2. As a result of tmsnccesaful repair work some wells
had to be abandoned.
3. Water encroachment In the area arovund the repaired
wells continued.
4. The mliv,ration of fluids between sands was stopped
only In the well bores of the few repaired wells.
Conclusions and Current Actions ;
As far as guarding against hazardous conditions in wells
of bad mechanical condition* the program taay be termed success-
ful.
As regards the repair of wells to prevent water encroach-
ment without damaging oil productivity and to prevent the migra-
tion of fluids between sands — these phases of the Program
were unsuccessful and in effect have been abandoned.
Lack of current repair work, for which there is much
justification or hope of success, has retarded other phases of
this program.
SELECTED REFERENCES IN THE BIBLIOGFAPKY i
109, 122, 138.
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RECEOT ADDITIONAL RESERVOIR ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
HOW IN PROGRESS OR PROPOSED AS OF 1952
In 1952 the Operating Conmiittee and the Bnglneerlng
Cornmittee concluded that drastic changes and additions were
necessary to the State of Readiness Program for the Shallow
Oil Zone. The Program with modifications had oeen in effect
for seven years, and sufficient production and reservoir data
were available to permit a complete reevaluation. Also, con-
siderable additional reservoir information had become avail-
able as a result of the extensive post-war exploratory and
development drilling program in the Shallow Zone, especially
along the South Plank and in the western portions of the
Reserve* This information also indicated the urgent need
for changes in the current Program,
Consequently, in 1952 and 1953, the Engineering Commit-
tee made a comprehensive review of the State of Readiness Pro-
gram. This study culminated In the preparation by the Unit
of a comprehensive report entitled, "Review of State of
Readiness Program, Shallow Oil Zone, 1945-1952 j Recommended
Programs for Future Operation with Particular Reference to
133
Present Losses of Availability and Ultimate Recovery."
This report, dated 27 February 1953, was submitted by the
Engineering Committee to the Secretary of the Navy and to the
Standard Oil Company of California.
In brief the conclusions of the Engineering Comrdttee
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and availability of production have been and are taking plaoe
in the Shallow Oil Zone." The present Program had not and
oould not prevent the losses* which would continue under the
existing reservoir conditions.
RecoTnmendatlona of the Committee consisted of four
programs designed to correct undesirable conditions. These
programs as recommended and as approved will be covered briefly
in the following pages. Since these progratcs constituted a two
to three-fold Inorease in oil production, they were thoroughly
reviewed and explained by Navy and Standard to the Congres-
sional Committee on Naval Affairs. With a "green light" from
Congress, the programs with some restrictive modifications
were finally approved by the Secretary of the Navy in the
spring of 1953. In addition to the new programs, the following
projects under the original State of Readiness Program were
continued t Rotating Production Test, Repair and Rei^edial Work,
Protection of Surface Equipment and to a minor extent the Pro-
tective Production of Wet Wells. The latter project and other
original projects under the Old Program were mostly absorbed
or abandoned under the four new programs now in progress.
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33«2 AND M SOUTH FIAKK REMEDIAL PROGRAM
Qb jectiva t
This program was designed to eliminate an adverse pres-
sure gradient on the south flank of the SS-2,M sand, whloh
Indicated that oil was helng lost by migration downdip Into
water sands. Caloulatlona indicated that the migration was
occurring at a rate of approximately 2 million barrels per
year of which 50 per cent would probably be unrecoverable un-
less additional wells were drilled. However, additional
drilling would not be economical.
Action ;
ConMncing in June 1953 a remedial production program
was initiated consisting of continuously producing rows of
high pressure upstructure wells, both in the gas cap and in
the oil zone, in oi^er to reduce upstructure pressure and
thereby correct the North to South pressure gradient*
Results J
Commencing about December 1953 the pressure gradient
already had been corrected in certain areas along the South
Plank. As the gradient was corrected in each area the con-
tinuous producing wells except for some observation wells were
removed from production. All of the area is approaching a
balanced pressure condition. The prograir currently is being
made more flexible to maintain the area in as near a static
condition as possible.
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SS-1 SOUTH FLANK REMEDIAL PROGRAM
Description :
In essence this program la similar to the one described
above for the SS-2, M South Flank. An adverse pressure gradi-
ent from North to South exists, coupled with an apparently re-
ceding and diminishing aquifer to the South. Extensive migra-
tion of oil (about 1,5 million barrels per year) downdlp Into
the water sands la believed to be occurring as a result of the
pressure gradient and as Indicated by development well and
production evidence.
Action :
To minimize this loss, an Increased production program
was Initiated along the south flank as the only practical so-
lution currently available. In addition, high gas-oil wells
upstructure are being produced to correct the pressure gradient,
Coraaenclng In 1953, an electric -analogy study of the
regional aquifer affecting the SS-1 sand, particularly along
the south flank, was In pror^ress by California Research
Corporation.
Status ;
The current status of the above program and study as
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V-77
NORTH FLA'NK AND EAST NOSE R5MEDIAL PROCrRAM
Description :
Results of the various water encroachment studies under
the original State of Readiness Program convinced the Engineer-
ing Committee that the encroachment of high pressure edgewater
was damaging to the Shallow Oil Zone. Efforts to utilize this
natural water drive as an effective producing force and sweep-
ing mechanism had shown it to be Inefficient for the Shallow
Oil Zone sand with its great variation in permeability.
Recommendations ;
With the above in mind and with heavy water encroachment
still occurring along the North flank and East Nose, the Engi-
neering Committee recommended an Increased production program
in these areas and the drilling of 36 new wells. The produc-
tion was to be mainly from wet wells of high water-oil ratios
and from all water wells. The new wells were to be drilled in
high water-oil ratio areas* and placed on continuous production.
The desired result was a water production rate to match the
rate of water encroachment and thus prevent upstructure migra-
tion of high pressure edgewater*
Status :
The exact status of this program aa of May 1954 is not
well known by the author. However, It is known that many
additional North flank and East nose wells have been placed
on continuous production. Also, a reduced drilling program
was approved by the Secretary of the Navy.
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77-2G AREA (SS-2 SAND) REMEDIAL PROGRAM
Description :
This program Is a small version of the previous program
described for the North flank and East nose. To the southeast
of the competent fault just north of well 77-20 the SS-2 acts
as a separate and individual reservoir. Water encroachment
upstructure is occurring, and efforts in 1950-1952 to atop
it by gas injection in the secondary gas cap through well
77-2G were not successful.
Recommendations :
The program as recommended by the Engineering Committee
consisted of drilling and producing three SS-2 downstructure
wells to retard water encroachment, putting all SS-2 wells in
the area on production, and producing wells in the gas cap to
a limited extent.
Status :
The program is in progress but its present status is
not Icnown by the author.
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NAVAL PEWOLEm^ RESERVE NO.l
BRIEF REVIEVv 0? EVENTS
LFIADI G TO U]\ITIZATION^»®
For nearly twenty yeara after the discovery of oil In
Elk Hills, Navy had not experienced much success in carrying
out the settled poll icy of the Government of maintaining a
great naval petroleum reserve in the ground. As evidenced by
the production history of the Shallow Oil Zone, Figures 3-1
and 3-3, production from the Elk Hills field was continuous
and heavy; for production from privately owned lands adjacent
to and within N.P.R, No, 1 had compelled the Issuance by Navy
of off-set leases and continuous production from them to
restrict drainage from the Reserve,
Finally, in 1938, I-Javy obtained legislation from Congress
which enabled it to deal positively and constructively toward
making Elk Hills a petroleum reserve in reality. This legis-
lation was the Congressional Act of June 30, 1938,^^^ It
authorized the Secretary of the Navy in effect either (1) to
make satisfactory agreements with private owners on the Elk
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or (2) In the event satisfactory agreements could not be reached,
then he was authorized to proceed with the purchase or condemna-
tion of all such privately owned lands or leases in N.P.R, No. 1,
With this Act as a backdrop, negotiations with Standard—
who was the only remaining owner and operator of any signi-
ficance at the field---finally culminated in a contract of 20
November 1942 which effectively unitized N.P.R. No. 1 and gave
the Secretary of the Navy complete and final authority over
the Reserve.
In anticipation of the successful conclusion of the above
contract. Navy obtained Executive Order Mo. 9257 from the
President.^ This order, dated 15 October 1942, extended the
boundaries of N.P.R. No. 1 to include an additional 1720
acres of public land and approximately 4000 acres of privately
owned land, mainly Standard's fee owned and leased land on
the Elk Hills structure. This enlar^ecient effectively included
the balance of the known geologic structure of the Shallow Oil
Zone. Tills boundary and others during the life of the field are
shown on Figure 1-3.
Although this contract was never finally approved by
Congress for legal reasons and was superceded by temporary
agreements until the approval of the present Unit Contract on
1 so
19 June 1944,-^'^ the date of 20 ^^'ovember 1942 marks the effec-
tive unification of the Government and privately owned lands
on N.P.R. No. 1.
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UNIT OPERATION OF N.P.R. NO. 1
The Unit Operation of N.F.R. No. 1 is carried out under
147,148
four interrelated contracts entered into by Navy and Standard.
These contracts are discussed below.
150
Unit Plan Contract, NOd 4^19 .
On 19 June 1944 the Unit Plan Contract between the Navy
Department and Standard Oil Company of California was approved.
This Contract, retroactive to 20 November 1942, rescinded all
previous temporary agreements and is the basic contract for
the Unit development and operation of the entire N.P.R. No. 1
(Elk Hills field). Navy and Standard are the only partici-
pants in the Unit Operation.
In many ways it is similar to any contract completely
unitizing an oil field. It eliminated all competitive features
of past operations by substituting cooperative unit development
and production methods. Procedures were established for deter-
mining relative participating percentages of each party in
production receipts and costs. Methods of allocating and
disposing of production were agreed to. And the other
usual items—-such as determination of disputes, accounting
procedures, term of the contract, etc .---are all provided for
in the Unit Contract. Advisory and operating committees
•atablished for the Unit Operation of the Reserve are discussed
later in this chapter.
The Unit Contract, however. Is unlike any contract unitizing
A commercial oil field among private interests only. This fact
jid^tn© a;Jo ;? ibejialei'xoi^nl Tirol
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f»ill b« illustrated by some of the important and interesting
features quoted from the Contract and/or discussed in succeed-
ing paragraphs.
Reasons for unitization and basic provisions of the Con-
tract ar© given in the following excerpts from the Recitals in
150
the Unit Contract, ••
"(6) The following considerations have led Navy and Standard
to conclude that the most desirable and effective means of
protecting the Reserve and of assuring the maximum ultimate
recovery of oil, gas, natural gasoline and associated hydro-
carbons from the Reserve is to develop and operate all lands
in the Reserve as a units
(a) The Reserve is a part of a single geologic structure;
and the practice of offset drilling has not proved
to be an effective means of assuring to Navy its
proper share of oil produced from the Reserve and
does not conserve Navy»s oil in the ground,
(b) The Independent development and operation of privately-
owned lands in the Reserve, from which oil may be
freely produced without control or restraint by
Navy, would constitute a grave threat to the security
of the Reserve and would impair Navy»s power to
conserve oil ir^ the ground.
(c) Navy deems it inadvisable to shut in the wells on
Navy»s lands forthwith in view of possible permanent
damage to the wells or to the national interest in
the ultimate economical production of oil therefrom,
and in view of the probable drainage of oil from
Navy»s lands in the event lands not controlled by
Navy are developed and operated v^ithout simultaneous
protective development and operation of Navy's lands.
(d) The unit plan of development and operation as set out
herein will:
(1) Afford Kavy a means of acquiring complete
control over the development of the entire
Reserve and the production of oil therefrom
in order that I^avy may protect the Reserve
and conserve in the ground all of Kavy's
share of the oil in the Reserve as well as
a substantial portion of Standard's share
of oil in the Reserve.
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(il) Make available to Standard a limited quantity
of oil from one of its most important sources
at a time when it is needed by Standard to
meet its war requirements for refined petro-
leiom products in the West Coast area.
(ill) Place the Reserve in a condition of readiness
whereby it will be able promptly to produce
oil in substantial quantities whenever the
strategic situation of the United States in
the future r.ay so require,
(iv) Resuiu in the eventual receipt by Navy and
Standard, respectively, from the various
commercially productive zones underlying the
Reserve of the quantities of recoverable oil,
gas, natural gasoline and associated hydro-
carbons uncerlyiiig their respective lands as
of November 20, 1942,
(v) Provide for the economical ana efficient
development and operation of the Reserve,
(vi) Result in securing the maximum ultimate recovery
of oil, gas, natural gasoline and associated
hydrocarbons from the Reserve,"
Thus, under terms of the Contract, I>iavy acquired complete
control and was finally in a position to operate the field
as a true naval petroleum reserve. As a special consideration
to Standard, a "primary period" was established and later
extended during which Standard effectively received all of the
Shallow Oil Zone production from after the war until 2 August
1950, This production amounted to about 30 million barrels
and was charged against Standard's ultimate share in the total
production from the Shallow Oil Zone,
The unusual but necessary provisions for "Ghe current and
ultimate sharing of all costs are extensively discussed in
Chapter VIII. *
The Contract gives the Secretary of the Navy the final
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Operation of the Reserve, oreovej, '- the only party to
the Contract with authority to terminate it.
Unit Operating Agreement NQd 42gQ of 19 June 1944 . ^
Contingent with the signing of the Unit Plan Contract,
Navy selected Standard as the Operator for the Unit Operation
of IJ.P.R. No. 1, and the two parties entered Into an operating
agreement. Contract .^^ja 4220. This contract spells out the
duties and resporxsicilities of the Operator and his relation-
ships with Navy. It more clearly defines the duties of the
Operating Committee; states the records and reports required;
and outlines a specific accounting procedure to be followed.
Whereas only Navy can cancel the Unit Plan Contract,
either Standard or Navy mey terminate the Unit Operating Agree-
ment. In such an event. Navy would have the right to select
another Operator.
The Amendatory and Supplemental Agreement to the Unit Plan
146
Contract, NOd 8477 . -^^^
On 22 December 1948, the Unit Plan Contract was amended
and supplemented by additional agreements. The boundaries of
the Reserve had been extended to Include son.e land previously
outside of the Reserve but later- found to be on the same goo-
logic structure of Elk Hills. Ilie agreement extended the Unit
Operation to these additional lands. Some of the other impor-
tant terms of this Agreement are listed below:
(1) The primary period was extended.
(2) The Engineering Committee was given advisory functions
to the Operating Committee.
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(3) Maintenance readineaa ooats ware to be paid currantly
by Wavy and Standard in accordanc© with their per-
cantage receipt of current pi'oduction,
Suppleuontal and Exploratory Agreement, KOd 7166. -^^^ » ^^^
This relatively less important of all the Contracts pro-
vided for the drilling of a well in Section 31-T on the east
end of the Reserve, It was necessary to determine 3f oil
sands in this region bordering on the North Coles Levee field
were the same sands as in the Stevens Zone and thus if it would
be necessary to extend the boundaries of the Reserve to include
perhaps the North Coles Levee field.
After drilling this well, it was decided that, although
the oil productive sand was a Stevens Sand, a stratigraphic
or other barrier apparently separated the two fields; thus
no action was taken to extend the boundaries of the Reserve
farther east.
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OPEKATI"<"r COMT^IT'fEE
Th6 Unit Plan Contract created an Operating Commit te«
to supervise and direct all exploration, prospecting, develop-
160
ment, and producing operations on the Reserve,
Membership
.
The committee conciits of two petroleum engineers, one
from each of the two participants. Kach merriber of the commi-
ttee must have at least ten years* experience as a petroleum
engineer, or be a graduate engineer with at least five years
such experience.
Duties. 146, 149, 1£>0
In brief, it is the responsibility of the Operating
Committee to formulate and execute .. ."plans and methods for
developing and maintaining JJaval Petroleum Reserve I^o. 1 in
state of readiness that will make available, when the strategic
demands of the country require, maximum production compatible
with good engineering practice." '^
Navy's member of the Operating Committee is referred to
by the abbreviated title NMOC . Currently, Standard's member
of the committee is also the Field Superintendent. Ttiis
committee meets dally, and minutes are recorded of decisions
and plans made at each meeting. Disagreements are settled by
the Secretary of the Navy. The relationships of this commi-
ttee in the Unit Operation are shown on the organization
diagrams of Figures 7-3 and 7-4,
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The Unit Plan Contrac b •stabllshad a committe* entitled
the Engineering Committee to carry out certain specific func-
IbO
tlons under the Contract; and Operating Agreement.
Membership ,
The conurilttee consists of six membepi, three each for
Navy and Standard. Two of the members must be same members
as for Operating Comiiiittee. The other four members must be
petroleum engineers or geologists, with the same qualifica-
tions as for those for members of the Operating Committee.
Dutle^.146,150
Specific duties are emjimerated in Contracts NOd 4219
and NOd 8477. In brief, the R-ngineering Comrrittee is
responsible for the reTlew and approval of certain plans and
methods and other engineering matters as may be referred to
it by the Operating Committee or Standard and Navy, One of
Its most Important functions is the fixing of the participating
percentages of Navy and Standard in each zone.
The Committee now meets quarterly or more often as neces-
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NAVAL PETROLEUM AND OIL SHALE J^
QHGANI2ATIQN
\A 162Congreaa — by an Aot of 1920 aa amanded — and
the President — by an Executive Order of 17 March 1927^ —
placed the administration of the naval petroleum and oil
shale reserves under the authority of the Navy, and gave the
Secretary of the Navy authority for the exploration, develop-
ntnt and operation of the naval petroleum reserves only,
subject to many Congressional limitations.
In October, 1927, the Secretary of the Navy established
the Office of Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves* The Di-
rector of this office is an officer of the Navy, appointed by
the Secretary of the Navy. Different grades of officers have
held this post; however, the billet is normally assigned to a
Captain. The Director serves as a representative of the
Secretary in executing the responsibilities of administration
and control of the naval reserves as authorized by Congress
and delegated by the President. His functions are somewhat
similar to those of a bureau chief.
General Field Organization . The general field organiza-
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ari«s oonaiderablyf dapendln;!; upon tho location and axtent
of exploration and dovelopiBsnt work in prograaa In aaoh Roiarra
from year to yaar.
In Figure 7-1 a recent Field Organisational Chart for
tho Naval Petroleun and Oil Shale Reserves is shovn. The chart
illustrates the extent vhioh the field organization nay aasTine
during years of extensive exploration and development work in
the various Reserves f such as 1944 throijgh 1952, as provided
for by Congressional appropriations • By 1954, hOYrever, moat
of the exploration and development work had been suspended
except in Klk Hills (N.P.R. #1); and most of the field offloea
were on cai*etaker status or closed t as indicated by the aster-
isks on the Chart of Pigure 7-1. The chart also indicates the
rank of the officer in some of the billets at the date of the
chart*
7Office of the Director Maval Petroleum Reserves . The
organization and staff of the Director's Office is varied by
the Director to meet current requirements* The type of organ-
isation and the number of civilian employees and officers on
the staff may vary widely as the exploration and development
program in each of the reserves changes.
The organisation of this office as of January 1953 la
shown in Figure 7-2. Sven at the time exploration was In
progress in Reserves Ho. 3 and No, 4 (Teapot Dome luad Alaska),
the staff was relatively small considering the work being done
and the large funds Involved. With tho suspension of explora-
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The Senior Assistant Director also serves as the Legal Counsel.
At present there are two other Assistant Directors i a civil
serviee petroleum engineer serving as teohnioal advisor and
an officer of the supply corps as fiscal, budget and material
officer. The memibers of the Director's staff have advisory
functions only in connection with the operation of the Re-
serves. Supervisory and executive control is administered by
the Director for the Secretary of the Kavy through the In-
spector or Co«mtandlng Officer at each Reserve. The duties*
relationships, and authority of each neaber of the Director's
Office and of the Inspectors of the Reserves are covered In
the ORGANIZATION MAHUAL for tMs Office.*^
During the yeco^s of considerable exploration and de-
velopment activity in the petroleum reserves, the Offlee was
in Denver, Colorado — a relatively central location with re-
spect to the field activities and to the Havy Departments In
1954, the Offlee was ret\jrned to Washington, D, C.
Orse^niaation of the Naval Fetrolema Reserves in
California , The field office of the Inspector, Naval Petro-
leum Reserves in California, is located on !f*P.R. No. 1 at
Tupman, California. The official repr^asntatives of the
Secretary of the Navy in this office are the Inspector and
Navy's Member of the Operating Committee. Through those rep-
resentatives, the Director, Naval Petroleurri Reserves, exercises
control of N.P.R. No, 1 (Elk Hills) and maintains administra-
tive control of Navy's leased lands in N.P.R. Ho. 2.



















Reaervea In California la shown In Figure 7-3. Th« Inter-
relationship Indicated on this chart between the Inspector and
Standaird Oil Company of California as the unit operator for
K«P«R. No* 1 has been discussed In Chapter VI. The Independent
status and duties of the Navy Cost Inspector and his relation-
ship to K.P.R^ No, 1 will bo explained In Chapter VIII.
The unit operation of N«P.R» No. 1 — with Navy and
Standard as partners and Standard serving as the operator —
has been discussed In Chapter VI. Final resolution of all dis-
agreements between Standard and the Havy rests with the Secre-
tary of the Navy.
As has been shown in previous chapters, Havy has a
minority Interest In N.P.R. No, 2, controlling about 56 per
cent of the total land and only about 25 per cent of the pro-
ductive acreage; and Its control over this Reserve is not as
125 170direct or complete as over N,P#R. No, 1, * The Inspector
serves as the representative of the Secretary of the Navy In
administering; the leased lands under Operating Regulations pro-
mulgated jointly by the Interior and Navy Departments. Under
these regulations, the U.S. Geological Survey performa certain
supervisory and accounting services for the Navy for which
payment la made by transfer of funds. The fupervlsor of the
U.S.Cr.S. District Office, Division of Oil and Gas, In Taft,
CRllfornia, is responsible for the gauging of produced oil and
gas from Navy leases and for determining that good oil field
176 177practices are followed by the lessees. * No restriotlons
other than the latter are placed on rate of production.
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Accoiontlng aervlcas for royalty payments to the Navy from the
lessees are performed by the U«S«G.S« Regional Office In Los
Angeles.
The INPR In C Is under the military command of the
Commandant, Eleventh Naval District,
Office of the Inspector, Naval Petroleum Reserves in
California . The composition of the administrative anf3 techni-
cal staff of the Office of the Inspector Is shown in Figure
7«4. The rank of the officer In each officer billet and the
service rating and title of each civil service employee is
given as they existed about January 1954.
Standard's Field Organization at Elk Hills . Pursuant
160
to the Unit Plan Contract of 1944, Standard was selected
as the operator for the unit operation of Naval Petroleum Re-
serve No. 1. Navy and Standard then entered into an Operating
149Agreement dated 19 June 1944, retroactive to 20 November
1942 — the date the Unit Operation was effectively commenced.
In order to carry out its obligations under the above Contract
and Agreement, Standard established a unit operation staff,
the base of which was its own original operating force at the
field prior to formation of the unit operation. During the
emergency development and production period of World War II,
the unit operation required the assistance of Kaval Construc-
tion Battalions to accomplish essential survey work and road
construction and several Naval Officers qualified as petro-
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Standaz*d*s field or;;aiil2Btlon at Elk lUlls as of Jun«
1983 1» shown In Plf^uiNi 7-5. Th« relationship of this organ-
isation with Standax^l'8 Nortnern District manageiMnt is also
shown. Havy and Standard share the expenao of the unit opera*
150
tion staff on a participating percentage basis. The chart
shows two or three numbers after each group of employees —
•
Standard's aocoiinting system for er^.ployees. The first column,
P, indicates the number of employees on the payroll . The
second colxsant B> Indieates the equivalent number of full-
tlaae employees on the "basic" organization euthoriied by
Standard's main office In San Franc! sco» Th© third column,
circled B, lists the number of esiployees "authorized over the
basic" number by Standard's Northern District Manager. If the
actual organization is consistent!" ru.rnint^ over or under
"basic" on some employees, the aaalc organization Is altered
to reflect this oonditlona Standard's jasmber of the Operating
CoBBaittee, who la currently also the field superintendent, is
charged with the responsibility of keeping tl-ie field force as
small as possible and still adequate. If Kavy feels that the
field organlaation of the operator is Inadequate or otherwise,
desi3*ed changes may be requested by Navy's lasmber of the
Operating Coaanittee t^irough this Committee.
The n«aber of employees varies with the field activity.
Since all of the drilling and major construction work are ao-
oorapllshed by indeperident contractors, the actual work force
at Elk Uills at any time may be considerably greater than the
total of Navy's and Standard's employees.
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JOB CLASSIFICATIOHS 01' ITflNCIPAL NAVY EMPL0Y5K3
AT NAVAL Pl^TROLii:T.r^ ^ ' ^ E NO, 1
Inapeotor, Maval Fotrolevaa Reaarvea in California
(IHPR in C ):*^
Qualifications j
1. Officer of the Nav/f uaually a Goiiraandar or Captain;
or civil seryice employee of the Kavy with GS-14
rating.
2# Petroleum background necessary; petroleum engineer-
ing degree is desirable.
Primary Duties
j
1. Take custody and charge of the Petroleum Reserree
in California on behalf of the Director.
2* Insure the proper execution of contracts between
Havy and Standards
8« Execute plans and programs to carry out the tvaac"
tions of the PetroletsB H^a^vvmB as approved by the
Director Naval Petroleum Reserves (DNPR).
4« Administer generally all operations on Reserves
So. 1 and No* 2 \inder existing leases f cooperating
under a working agreement with U.S- Oeologloal
Survey in the adminl strati on of H#P.R. No, 2.
B« Formulate general plana for the protection, con-
servation* developsMnt and use of the Reserves for
the production of petroleum therefrom and make
reooniraendations to the Director with reference
thereto.
SX-IIV
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6. Conault and correspond with N»vy aotlvltlds up to
and lnol\»dlng Dlatrlct l©y«l and other r^ovemment
activities of comparable authority.
7. Communloate as desired with Engineering Committee
and Operating Committee. The Hary Meaiber of the
Operating Coranlttoe corresponds through the
Inspector unless otherwise directed.
8. Serve aa Navy's representative between Navy and
the California oil industry
«
149 ISO
Havy Member of the Operating Conmiittee (ITWOC) ; '
Qualifications i
1, Officer or civil service employee of the Navyj
currently civil service employee, GS-15.
2« Ten (10) years experience as a petroleum engineer,
or a graduate engineer with at least five (5)
years experience aa a petroleum engineer*
Primary Duties
i
1, Represent Navy on the Operating Committee and
Engineering Coiamlttee.
8* Carry out duties of the Operating Committee as
ifirt
specified in the Unit Plan Contract, NOd 4219,
149
and in the Unit Operating Agreement, KOd 4220*
Ttiese duties have been discussed under ^'Functions
of the Operating Goimnlttee" in Chapter VI on Unit
Operation of N.P*R^ No, 1.
5. Confer with and carry out orders and instructions
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of DKPR and IKPR In C as regards unit operation of
Slk Hills » such aa consulting IHPR in C before
putting any well on production. If not nrevlously
scheduled*
4« Serve as Petroleum En;5lnoer on staff of INPH In C
;
nake bud.:5et rscommendationa.
5. Make various reports to the California Conservation
COHBittee» such as on the IISK or optimum production
rate of the different oil zones.
Assistant Inspector ;
Qualifications j
1, Officer of the Ravy
2. Petroleum Engineer
Duties I
1, Act as chief technical adviser to the Inspector.
2, Serve as correlation engineer for K*P«R. !3o. i.
3, Assign and coordinate the work of the various
officers on the staff serving as petroleum engi-
neers or administrative assistants. This staff
usually consists of one officer who is a qualified
petroleum engineer and an officer who serves as
administrative assistant.
Administrative Assistant to the Inspector j
Qualifications
:
1. Officer of the Navy
Duties J






aa naotssary to carry out the functions of the
Office.
2. Servea aa ouatodion of funds allocated for adminis-
trative and technical expenses of the Offioe; main-
tains a balance ledger in this respect,
3« Responsible for all matters pertaining to office
management and for superrision of all clerical
personnel*
4* Advisea Inspector on status and policies concerning
civil service employees.
5. Assists in the administration of all leases per-
taining to N.P.R. »o, !•
6, Assists in the initiation of requests for bids or
the negotiations of contracts for sale of gas*
gasoline, oil* and materials.
?• Other miaeellaneoufi duties include public relations,
transportation, security, custody of all classified
and non-classified publications, preparation of the
annual report, and matters pertaining to permits
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I "ION Q? NAVY gyPLC
N«P>R. NO. 1
Tb* Inspector la reaponalMa for th© hiring and firing
of clYlllan •mployeea on th« Navy ataff at 9.P.R. Mo. 1, auto-
Joct to olvll service eelllngs and examinations, Aa rer;ard«
the NMOC» he la hired as a petroleum engineer toy the Inspector*
He then may be appointed by the Secretax^y of the Uavy to the
poaltlon of NMOC.
DHPR negotiates for the services of petroleum consult-
ing firms, subject to the approval of th© Secretary of the
Havy. Often members of such firms are appointed toy DHPR to
serve aa Havy'a membera or alternate nenbera on the Kngineer-
ing Advlaory Committee for the Unit Operation of K*P.H. Ko, 1,
aubjeot to the approval of the Secretary of the Savy.
SI-IIV
B« /j®*iM tJt ©d r- fi
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On the auppoaitlon that the reporta laaued and received
by any activity often serve aa an effective gxxlde to It a ftaoo-
tlons» respon8lbllltlea» and relationships — a skeleton Hat
of moat Incoming and outgoing reports from thla office la i^lven
in Table 1» Attention Is Invited to the large number of dif-
ferent addreaaea* a fact llluetratlng the complex relation-
ahlpa of the petroleum reaervea within the Havy. Specific
Information on each report, aa to Ita preparation or action
required upon Ita receipt, la maintained on a card Index ayatem
by the clerical staff at the Reserve. "Reports Issued" are
grouped according to routine reports required by moat Kavy
shore actlvitloa and to reports unique to its functions aa a
Petroleum Reserve*
TABLE I
REPORTS ISSUED BY IHPR in C
A« Routine Kavy Report
a
Tyi>e Title J|
Annual 1. Officer Data Card Chief of Kav Pera
2« Qualification Question-
naire - Active Duty Chief of Kav Pera
Officers
3. Biography of Officera Chief of Kav Pera
4« Report on Salary and i»age Chief of Industrial
Distribution of Civilian Relations, Jfavy
Employees Dept,
6* Position Description Review Personnel Officer,
11th K.D,
6. Automotive Costs and Transp, and Equip^
Inventory Off. , 11th H.D,
C Alt ««1# ISlrtv^lw tit'TT'
oolv^T-.i* ''.(> f?olo;?!'TJ?i«>*»fT ftit.t Oft as ^t
TTE^ T«?
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Report on Fltneae of Offlcera BuPers
NaTy Awards and Incentlvee Chief, O.I.R.,
Havy Dept,
Plant Aeooiint Cards* Class HSD( San Pedro,
Two Calif,
Shore Duty Survey Report
Report of Agency Hiring




Agency Actions Under Exeou-
tlve Order 10450
1. Mileage Report
1, Roster of Officers
2, Personnel Diary
3* Report of Personnel
4« Expenditures Incurred on
Travel Orders for Civilian
end Military Personnel
5* Blanket Certificate of
Assigniaent of Quarters
6. Civilian Employment by
Appropriations
?• Personnel Housing Facilities
under Cognizacce of the Kavy
8» Reservations for Qtiarterly
Allotment
9* Aecident Data Report




Semi -Monthly 1. Officers' Regular Pay Day
Payments















































2. Military and Civilian
Personnel











Reports on N.P«R» No. 1
and Ko« 2
2, Production Sales and Royal-
ties N^F.R. Ho, 1 and
Ho, 2
1. Liquid Fuel Report
Billins fo^ Crude Oil from











$• Billing for Natural Gas to
Coaanerolal Companies,
H.P.R. Ho» 1
6, Production Under the State
of Roarllno as Pro,^ram,
H.P.R. Ho. 1
7, Status of Funds Report,
K.P.R* Ho, 1
8, Verification of Unit's
Monthly Statement of Pro-
duction for K,P,R, Ho, 1
9, Lessee's Monthly Report of
Operation, H.P.R* Ho, 2
10. Report to Property Account-
ing Office for H.P.R, Ho, 2
11, Automotive Rental, and Pay U- 0, - H<.P,R,
and Allowances Invoices Ho. 1
1, Payment of Consulting Pirras DHPR


























WIPOgTS m 3 BY IHPR in C
Title From
Annual Report, U,S» G«olOti;ioal
Survey
Rotating Production Test Prorirarri
Rotating Production Teat Schedule
Shallow Oil & Dry Gas Zone Suaa-
mapy of Depth Preseure and Temp,
Measurements - Elk Hills
Depth Pressure SiCiimary for
Stevens Zone Wells * Elk Hills
California Field and Pool, Max,
Efficient Crude Prod. Hate -
Scheduled Pools
California Anticipated Production
Performance - Unscheduled Pools
R*^'»oniaended Monthly Schedule of
Production Elk Hills Field -
Buena Vista Field
Monthly Engineering Report » U.S»
Geolo ;ical Survey f California
Region
Suianary of California Oilfield
Operations
Productive Capacity Estiraates
for Stevens Zone Wells
Mtothly Well Production Report
PRO-^20 iilk Hills
Resume of Operations » 27 -B
Pool Unit
27
-B Pool Statement of Produc-
tion
iwathly Well Production Report -
Pro 420 (27-B Pool)




District 5 Petroleua Statement
Ho. 244<"B» Statistical and
Seoaonic Surveys
Buena Vista Field, Summary of
Production (Total Barrels)
U,S«0.8«
V. 0. - SPR #1
U. 0* - HPR #1
U- 0. - NPR #1












U, 0, - NPR #1









U,s« Dept, of the
Interior, Bureau
of Mines









































Monthly Monthly Summary of Production, California Conaer-
(cont, ) Ilk Hllla (Total Barrels) vation Connlttee
Preliminary Dally Average, California Conser-
California Crude Oil Production vation Coandttee
Aetual Production and Diaposition California Conaep-
of Oil Well Oaa by Fields vation Coinraittee
Aa Praetional Analysis, Field and California Research
Requested Analysis Data - U. 0. - T?PR #1 Corporation
As Group 27-B Pool Unit Meeting of Admin- 27-B Pool Adminis-
Meets iatrative Group Representatives trative §roup
#15
The lists of reports required also aay serve to illus-
trate the large nianber of routine Navy reports required not only
by this Naval activity but all Kaval activities. Koreover,
issuing these reports requires the constant services of an
officer and a clerical staff. In spite of the efforts In recent
years to reduce the groat volwae of routine reports, one cannot
help but wonder -« after reading these lists and perhaps re-
calling personal experience elsewhere In the Havy •- whether
"the axe to cut report s** more than scratched the surfaoe* The
only panacea would seem to be a c^reater delegation of authority
to lower echelons of command and a less frequent collection of
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AIMIDIKO OF COyTRACTS FOR THS 3ALK OF P ' :iOM
ACC^UIHG TO lUVY FnO% ITS I'ARTICIF
UrrT OPERATIOK OF M^F.R. HO. 1 '''^^*
^^^
At the preattnt tiiMi Navy r*eeiT«i tho nAJor peroentagt
of all petroletBR produood from the Reaez^a. Tho patrolaiim la
in the form of gaa^ natural gasoline » and crxide oil which are
being produced constantly, even in times of no eatergencyt as
part of the develop«int« readiness and maintenance » and con-
servation pro5;raia in the Reserve. Consequently, Navy must
have a neans of disposing of its petroleum share. This is
done under contracts with civilian concerns*
The Inspector at Klk Hills initiates negotiations for
the sale of all products. He supplies information on products
for sale such as quantity, storage, availability, specifloa-
tionSf transportation facilities, period of sale and deliver-
ies — to DNPR, who in tiirn usakes arrangements with Havy's
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts (BuSandA) for preparing a
101
contract. BuSandA provides a sample contract for revision
by the Director or the Inspector. When the final form of the
contract is approved by the Director, BuSandA issues a notice
of sale to all interested parties —> 1»q«, to all oil eom-
panies in the vicinity on a mailing list inalntained by the
Inspector. Also, the notice of sale is advertised and posted
at several post offices. The notice of sale, invitation to
bid, contract form, bid form, corporate authority form, bond
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by BuSandA and /or the Inspector's offlo« to all oil companies
on the Inspector 'a mailing list and to additional companies
who Indicate Interest In the sale.
The notice of sale specifies the time and place for
submitting bids. At a prearranged date and location^ Vmwj
representatives of BxiSancU open all sealed bids In the pres-
ence of all bidders* All bids are announced. Representatives
of the bidders may then bid lilgher or may even submit reasons
tending to give their bid priority over all except higher bids.
In other words» a public auction Is held.
These bids — original sealed bids axsd additional ones
made at the auction — are analyzed by a representative of
BuSandA. He normally awards the contract to the highest
bidder. In cases of equivalent bids, one bidder may receive
the contract due to certain supporting reasons — such as an
emergency request for an additional crude oil source to keep
a refinery In operation.
In some eases BuSandA may reqissst assistance or an
opinion from the Inspector in determining to whom the contract
should be awarded. Also, a representative of DNPH and I5PR-ln-
C is nonaally present at the bid opening (auction) to provide
additional information as requested by prospective bidders
and representatives of BuSandA.
The Secretary of the Navy has the right to reject any
or all bids*
In 1652, Navy's petroleum share from lf»P,R» Ho, 1 was
log
disposed of as follows
j
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a. Oil from th« Shallow and Stavens Zones sold to
Wllshlra Oil Co.
%« Oil from tba Carnaros Zone sold to Catninol Co*
of Hanford, California,
«• Oas sold to the Southern California Oas Co.
d. natural A^a«olin«a aold to Sunland Refining Corp.
Money received from the sale of these petroleum prod-
ucts is handled by a naval supply activity and is credited to
the Federal Government under Miscellaneous Receipts of the
Treasury.
^5*^4 X -if




ISSTIANCB OF Oirr^-LfiASKS, RBVQCABTg PBIWITS ,
kVr> RiaHT~0F-WA7S BY INrR-IN-C^^"^* ^^^
0T3T-' ;^. Another administrative fmiction of the
Inspector is the lasiianoe of out-leases permitting the use of
Havy land on the Reserves for various purposes not associated
with mineral leases ««- such as for graalng and fawilng.
The procedure folloiied In Issuing one of these out-
leases Is given below:
a. The Inspector may originate a notice of the avail-
ability of certain land for varioxis purposes; or an
application for an out-leaae may be received by the
Inspector from an Individual or party,
b» The application Is analyzed by the Inspector's
staff* It Is subndtted with rocoBsaendatlons and
neeessary Illustrations* such as a sketch of the
area» to DNPR who In turn forwards It with addition-
al reoosQiendatlons to the Kavy Bepartment* Bureau of
Docks (BuDocks).
o. BuDocks prepares the legal contract form for the
lease* the final form being approved by the Inspector
and DNPR.
d« BiiDocks conducts the bidding by public notice of
availability and receives all bids.
•• BiiDocks selects the bidder to whom the lease Is
Issued. The Contract la signed by representatives
of BuDocks and the applicant.
« .w
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f. Durationt 5 jtara or lata &t w^lleh tlna tha lea«« is
re-nagotlatad. Th« laaa« nay be i«enawed with tha
pravious laasae only on a year to year baalst eoa-
plying with certain apeclfled oondltions*
Two of those leases were Issued in 1951 and 1952,
amotinting to a receipt of |6, 157*60 by the Federal Oovernment.
In 1955 renewal of a grasing lease on N«P.H. Ho, 1 ease to
$6,157.60$ a fareoiing lease on K.P.R* Ro, 2, $315.
OIL AKD GAS LSASKS * There were no oiitstanding oil and
gas leases on Ravy property in K*P*R. Ho. 1 by the end of 1952.
m^QCkSlS PERMITS A"^ RIQKT''OF-mYS > These items are
also administered by the Inspector. They Incliide right-of-
ways aopoaa the Reserve for country roads and pipe-lines of
••onerolal companies. Permits may be issued for such Items
as the establishment of churches and schools on the Reserve
»
conatruotlon of an automatic radio repeater station within the
Reserve 9 and location of oil field facilities of comnerclal
companies on the Reserve* No charge la made for these privi-
leges if they are of mutual interest and/or benefit.
The procedure for issuing these persits and right-of-
ways is as follows.
a. Application is made by the interested party to the
Inspector.
b. The Inspector analy«ea the request, makes appropri-
ate recoBBaendations* and forwards it to Navy's
Bureau of Yards and Docks (BuBocka ) via DHPR,
o. If BuDocks approves the request, it will prepare
a I sm.iSJ.
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th9 Idgal form and return) It to the appllcftnt Tla
tho Director and the Inspactor* either of whom rm^
return the form to BuDoolca with aupporting reasons
before it reaohes the applicant.
d. The applicant eigne the legal form, keepinj; the
original. Copies are returned to the Inspector,
the Director, and BuDoeka.
•• Tlieee permits are revocable at will by the Navy
within a specified tiaw after notice is given the
permit holder. Moreover, Kavy cannot be held liable
for any accidents or other legal action arising out
of issuance of the permit. Consequently, the permit
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DISP03AI OF UPED aguiPicsirr
Under the Unit Operatlxig Agreement » Section 6(d},
StAzKlax*d aa Operator h&e the pi(5ht and rosponslblllty for dla-
po8in/3 of all scrap* salvageable material, and other eqiilpsaent
belonging to the Unit Operation and deteimalned by the Operat-
ing Committee not to be needed and desired to be disposed of.
Standard sells or transfers this material, subject to the
approval of the Operating OooKlttee.
Payments received by Standard ape retained by Standard.
Proper adjustment is made on the accounts of the Unit Opera^-
tion so as to give Havy its share of credit from the sale or
transfer*
IKSPECTIONS MADE OF THE RESERVES IN CALIFQRiaA
GEKERAI. INSPSCTIpys OF THE _3. Routine Inspec-
tions of the Reserves in California are made by the Petroleum
Coamittee of the Federal Mtznltions Board and the District
Civil JSnglneer of the Eleventh Haval District.
IltPUSTRIAL PRQCEDUWSS AHD RELATIONS AND AGCQUBTIHG
MgfHODS . A periodic inspection is made of the Reserves by the
Havy»s Industrial Survey Board.
PERSOHWEL HEQUIHpnCENTS ^ Personnel requi3*ement surveys
of Havy's staff at Elk Hills is siade annually by the District
Supply Officer of the Eleventh Kaval District.
AUTOMOTIVE. Representatives of the Commandant,
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automotive •qnlpwent under cognlxance of the Kavy at Blk HlUa.
Tills equipment belongs to the Eleventh SaTal District and la
asalgned to the Inspector.
TRAINIM
An Important activity at the Inspector's office la the
training of various groups of naval personnel In petroleian
production and oil field development practices. These groups
inolivle naval reserve officers on anniml training duty, meabers
of volunteer petroleum units* and naval postgraduate stuiients
In petroleum engineering.
SEIJICTED RKFEREKCES IH THE BIBLIOaRAPHY
2, 7, 9, 14, 101, 102, 111, 125, 146,
149, 150, 170, 173, 176, 177.
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General Review of the EcoDomic Factors of the Naval
Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves Program
In the administration and operation of Naval Petroleum
Reserve No* 1, Navy is charged by Congress with the responsi-
bility for normally conserving the oil in the ground, produc-
ing as little as possible during normal times, and maintaining
the Reserve in a state of readiness for maximum production
"whenever the strategic situation of the United States in the
150future may so require." Navy»s share of N.P.R. No. 2
(Buena Vista) is being produced under leases with royalties
to Navy. N.P.R. No, 3 has a relatively small amount of re-
coverable oil and in no way qualifies as a petroleum reserve.
It is more of a liability than an asset. If it were not such
a political football, the Government probably would dispose of
it. As regards N.P.R. No. 4 (Alaska), it is still cowrierclal-
ly unproductive after 50 million dollars for exploration.
Only experimental work haa been done in relationship to the
Oil Shale Reserves.
With the status of each reserve so different and lander
the policy demanded by Congress for N.P.R. No. 1 as described
above, an economic appraisal and evaluation of this Program,
as if it were a commercial venture, is not strictly plausible;
for, from a strictly financial viewpoint, the Program cannot
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bo ju8tifl«d. Wlllion» of dollars In revenue are deferred
annually by not producing N.P.R, No, 1. Also, some actual
loss of assets nay be occurring by the migration of oil from
N.P.R. No, 1, which a current program is atteinptlng to correct.
The Naval Reserve Program Is in many respects comparable to
maintaining a combatant ship in the line: it is expensive to
build, maintain # and operate, of little or no commercial value
normally, and yet it must be maintained constantly in a state
of readiness to meet the emergencies of war. The principal
facts to determine, then, are how efficiently is the Program
administered, what have been the total costs and receipts,
what has been accomplished, and what is the potential value
in oil and money.
Expenditures and Receipts . Over a period of S6 years
— fiscal year 1916 through fiscal year 1952 — a net profit
of 12,300,000 had been made by the Naval Petroleum Reserve
Program. This profit represented the difference between the
total income, principally from the sale of Navy*s share of
oil from N.P.R. No. 1 and royalties from N.P.R. No. 2, and
the total capital and non-capital expenditures resulting from
the operation of the Reserve Program — including the explora-
tion and development of N.P.R. No. 1 to its present potential
capacity of approximately 125,000 barrels per day and 700
million barrels of recoverable oil, the extensive exploration
and exploratory drilling program in N.P.R. No. 4 in Alaska,
the exploration and partial developiMnt of N.P.R. No. 5, and
the aduiifli strati on of all of the reserves-
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?lg\ir«s for the total appropriations, expenditures and
Income from 1916 through 1952 are tabulated below:
Total Appropriations Capital |103, 924,008
and Non-capital
Total Expenditures | 95,544,939
Total Receipts | 97,855,228
Het Income to the Government | 2, 510 #289
How Efficient ? This question is difficult to answer.
The main criticism of the Program from an economic standpoint
usually stems from a criticism of its objectives and purposes,
such as the extensive exploration and drilling program con-
ducted at great expense in Alaska. On the credit side for
efficiency are such items as the relatively small staffs which
the Havy has employed to administer the Program, the unit oper-
ation and development of N.P.R. Ko. 1 to its present huge
capacity and reserve using the best oil field practices, and
the cooperation with the U*S, Geological Survey in the adminis*
tration of N.P.R. Ho, 2*
Potential Value , If N.P.R. Ko, 1 should be put on full
production at 100,000 barrels per day, the Navy's share would
be about 84,000 barrels daily with an income to the Kavy from
the oil alone of almost #202,000 daily at 1952 prices. The
revenue from the oil, natural gasoline, and other hydrocarbons
would give the Navy a gross income annually approximating
175,000,000. Over a five year period, the gross income
annually should remain at approximately the above value or
'-^ f-? , T"9 -: -*''• f n '3 f) p f r: .+c "?
Tol ecJ:?. >.icr nO ,«5iajalA at eeaeqx© ijaeig ^a Lotfor/b
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higher* depending on the price of oil and the poaalblllty of
Increased development and production of oil from the deepest
Eone, the Carneros Zone — oil of high gravity and high value.
The Income from N.P,H. No, 2 In the form of royalties
on all hydrocarbon products produced from government leases
aggregated approximately $862,000 In 1951 and $805,000 In 1952
or nearly a million dollars each year. Income from K-P.R. No,
2 should continue for many years, perhaps a score or more, de-
clining steadily each year as indicated by the values above.
The possibility of production from as yet undiscovered deeper
Bones under Navy leases vould keep the royalty Income high
from N.P.R. No. 2«
The potential value of the oil shale reserves con-
trolled by the Navy Is extremely gi^oat with the reserve of oil
in several billions of barrels. The production of oil from
shale Is becoming more and more economically feasible with
each passing year as oil prices and demand continue to rise.
The potential values of N.P.R. No. 2 and No. 3 are
small, and that of N.P.R. No. 4 in Alaska m&j be great but
still unproved. The present economic or actual value of N.P.R.
No, 2 to the Navy Is only the present-day value of about
3,652,000 barrels of oil, or only 3*5 per cent of the total
recoverable reserves in N.P.R. No. 2. The value of N.P.R. No,
3 la that of approximately 8.4 million barrels from the Second
Wall Creek sone plus the value of an undetermined, but not
major, accumulation of oil in the deeper Tensleep sazKistone.
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Appropriations » Expenditures, ate
Breakdown of Appropriation, Expendltiires, and Income
Plgurea where Available for Each Petroleum Resei've
from 1916 through 30 June 1952
Naval Petroleum Reserve
^3^111.126 ^2170.175 ^, ^








C. Gross Income.,.. 164, 375, 098^7, 379, 289 |6a00,341
D. Net Income |13, 406, 368-^5, 501, 570
(Notes All values were not available to the author.)
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Itdma of Econonic Intereat under the Unit Operation
of Navtl Petroleum Reserve No. 1
COSTS
Plant Coata . Upon Inception of the Unit Contract the
respective valxie of Navy's share and Standard's share of the
plant on the Reserve was credited to each on the accounting
records of the Unit.
The Inventory value of the plant as of 20 November 1942,
subdivided into tangible costs (physical property such as der-
ricks* buildings) and intangible costs (labor, fuel, power,
etc.)» Is tabulated belows
Tangible 3aft»1Mtit»U Totals
Navy I 826*805 |i 907,514 $1,734, 319
Standard #1,501,708 #1,582,049 |;3,083,757
12,328,515 12,489,563 $4,818,076
The total plant cost of nearly 5 million dollars in 1942
had increased to over 60 million dollars by 1954 — approxi-
mately 42 per cent to tangible coats and 58 per cent to in-
tangiblea. This twelve-fold gain in plant costs over a twelve
year period, representing only a third of the field's life to
date, is ample evidence of the intense development which the
field has experienced under the Unit Operation.
An actual present-day or market value of the plant has
not been determined.
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Summarj of Major Cost Dlvlaiopa and Sulndlvialone .
Shallow Oil Zone Coata . Coat a In thla Zone ar«
aegr«gfiited under the following major aubdlyislona:




Stevens Zone Coata * Major coat subdivisions are:
(1) Operating
(2) Exploratory
(3) Exploratory, Extended Area (Contract HOd 8477)
(4) Development
Cameros Zone Costa . To date all costs have been
charged to Navy. Standard has not entered into the Unit
Operation of this Zone as yet.
Dry Gas Zone . Relatively little or no expenditures
have been made on this sone in recent years.
Wet Gas Handling Faoilitiea . No definite allocation
of coats of Wet Gaa Handling Facilities between zones haa been
made to date by the Operating Committee.
Drilling (Development) Coats . All drilling at the
Reaerve ia accomplished by private drlllins; contractors who
are hired by the Unit on a coinpetitlve bid basis. They use
their own rotarj? drilling equipment — -asually light portable
rigs — and hire their own employees.
With three different oil zones at Elk Hills under active
development, a fair comparison of the relative drilling and
~i. ... ... ^
s s •£! J. V.-...', »H .la9mqol©©a ; ^ .<
?nlcfai»qO (I)
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i3fx« anilXJiib •vl^fiXa'T ©ri;t lo crosliaqmoo ilfil a ^ctaajaqoXevab-
equipment coat* at different depths and for different years
may be obtained. Total drilling and equipment ooat data aa
available for each zone is tabulated and dificussed
below. 109' ^11' 125, 148
No, of
Wells Av. Cost Average Av. Cost Av. Coat






























The unusually high cost of |280,000 for a Stevens Zone
well in the 1946-1947 period was the result of extensive log-
ging, coring, testing, and prolonged fishing jobs in certain
wells o Actually, many wells were drilled for less than
#250,000 per well; and thus the fSB.OO per foot is not a par-
ticularly i2;ood representative figure.
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In analyzing the costs above It Is of Interest that
during the 1946-1947 period the average cost per foot for a
Stevens Zone well was nearly three times that for a Shallow
Zone well while the average cost per day for the deeper well
was actually less.^^^
Comparing cost per foot figures for each zone in 1952
a rapid Increase In costs with depth may he noted and should
be expected. However, the 162.00 per foot for a Carneros Zone
wall Is excessively hlfjh due to the extensive logging, coring,
and testing attendant with the drilling of this deep explora-
tory well.
Ordinary Production and Readiness Maintenance Costs .
With all the different prof^rams simultaneously In progress In
the Shallow Oil Zone, ordinary production cost values are dif-
ficult to obtain for this zone. An estimate of the production
cost for each month Is obtained by applying a weighted cost
Index factor to a cost per barrel value for the base year.
The full year prior to unitization was considered a normal
year, and as auch, the base year.
The Readiness Maintenance costs are then obtained by
subtracting the production costs calculated by the formula
described above from the total Shallow Zone Operating costs.
Since no Readiness "v^alntenanoe program exists for the
Stevens Zone, production costs may be obtained directly. Some
available production cost figures are tabulated below.
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Readiness Maintenance costs have varied but in recent
years have been about equal to ordinary production costs.
Materials. 147 Most materials necessary for the I>nit
Operation of N.P.R. Ko. 1 are purchased by the Operator through
Standard *s Purchase and Stores Department. The materials
charged to the Unit Operation at the same price paid by
Standard plus a fee for storage and issuing service if the
material is stored at Standard's 11-C Camp,
Standard's Purchasing Office in Los Angeles does all the
purchasing for the Unit Operation.
Storage Costs * Navy does not own any large crude oil
storage tanks at the Reserve. Consequently, to provide the
necessary temporary storage space required for the collection
and gauging of Navy's share of the crude production prior to
its being delivered to the buyer, Navy rents four tanks from
Standard. These tanks are of approximately 45,000 barrel
capacity and are located on Standard's Section 16-G tank
farm, south of the Reserve.
In 1953 the storage cost to the Navy was #0.005 per
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147
Pais^nger Car and Truck Rental * Thd Unit Operation
owns no cars or trucks, but rents all motor vehlclea from the
Motor Transport Department of Standard located at Standard'
a
11-C Camp In Taft.
All refined petroleum products necessary for these ve-
hicles and for other miscellaneous operations are normally
purchased by the Unit from Standard.
Miscellaneous Costs * In November, 1952, a new gas
processing and pressure maintenance plant of 50 million cubic
feet capacity was completed at a cost of about 5*5 million
dollars. This 35-R Gas Plant is "mothballed" but can be acti-
vated in three months time. This plant has never been fully
tested.
The older 3-G Gas Plant was repaired, overhauled, and
modified during 1952 to more efficiently process current gas
production and to serve as a booster station for compressing
gas to 450 psl for delivery to the new 35-R Plant. The cost
for this overhaul came to |555,500-
Over 100 miles of new gathering and injection lines
serving the Gas Plants above were laid during 1952 at a coat
of approximately 1,5 million dollars.
Estimated Major Coats in the Hear Future , In 1954 a
pipeline proposal was submitted to Congress for the construc-
tion of a 14 -inch pipeline 100 miles long from Elk Hills to
Los Angeles to deliver the field's capacity of over 100,000
barrels per day to the refineries in case of an emergency.
As of April 1954 no action had been taken by Congress on this
item<,
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If the explor&tory drilling of the deep Carneros Zone
Is continued and this zone Is developed like the Stevens and
the Shallow Zones, development costs will soar to new heights.
As the age of the wells and associated equipment In-
cx^easeSf repair and replacement costs, especially for the old
wells of 1919 to 1930 vintage, will become Increasingly heavy.
Tubing and casing will need replacing, pumping equipment will
tend to deteriorate, and many other items will require renewal.

STATUS OF COSTS MID REI?-/?BURSEf/!ENTS
FHOr INCEPTION TO 30 JUNE 1953*
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Charges under all contracts
Shallow Zone (Exhibit C)
Stevens Zone (Exhibit D)
Dry Gaa Zone (Exhibit B)
Cameros Zone (Exhibit P)
Wet Qae Handling Facilities
(Exhibit 0)














#62,811,037 |9, 546,570 $72,357,607
(Exhibit B) (Exhibit B) (Exhibit B)
Reimburaement of Contractor by Navy
Payments for appropriations:
17X1300 (Contract NOd 4220,
P.V. #1 - #51, #63- #76)
1760307 (Contract NOd 4220,
r.V. #15 - #56)
1760307 (Contract NOd 7166,
P.V. #1 - #14)
1790307 (Contract NOd 4220,
P.V. #52 - #81)
1701507 (Contract NOd 4220,
P,V. #64 - #37)
1711307 (Contract NOd 4220,
P.V. #79 - #93)
1721307 (Contract NOd 4220,
P.V. #93 - #116)
1731307 (Contract NOd 4220,










Materials and services furnished by Navy





Exhibit A from Interim Audit Report #13-^*° of 13 September 1953
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STJMMARy OF COSTS, ALL ZONES, FROM INCEPTION








I 4,C4S,151 |5,284>500 | 9«926,651
11,068,474 740,668 11,809,142
32,035,515 2,744,631 34,830,146
Unproductive veils 2 ,591,155 570,513 3,,161,668
Geophysical exploration costs 63,135 16,472 79,607
Division and lease equipment
Oil collection system 3 ,068,178 84,624 3;,152,802
Qas collection system 1 ,897,124 16,182 1;,913,306
Gas distribution system 145,355 18,384 163,739
Electric system 3,092 (701) 2,391
Water system 302 , 329 33,043 335,372
Telephone system 14,407 1,239 15,646
Waste water system 3,822 - 3,822
Racks and platforms 14,804 789 15,593
3G Gas plant 1 ,051,067 20,364 1,,071,431
35R Gas plant 4;,030,905 ~ 4,,030,905
Buildings 204,734 8,601 213,335
Cottages 115,150 3,749 118,899
Garages 21,136 2,393 23,529
Recreational facilities 21,002 684 21,686
Construction equipment 11,183 243 11,426
Depth pressure equipment 23,099 2,403 25,502
Drilling and veil pulling
equipment 333,360 12,727 346,087
Engineering equipment 2,963 - 2,963
Pli»e equipment 2,611 (33) 2,578
Miscellaneous equipment 28,953 5,917 34,870
Motor equipment (987) 2,233 1,246
Office equipment 17,823 1,112 18,935
Production tools 23,737 156 23,893
Plant tools 158 - 158
Inventories 994,637 5,642 li,000,279
Material transfers 29,965 (29,965) <»
Total of Exhibits C-H inol, |62,,811,037 |9,,546,570 172,,357,607
(Exhibit A) (Exhibit A) (Exhibit A)
*Sxhlbit B from Interim Audit Report #13^^^ of the N.C.I, under
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COST SHARING
Standard paya all costs each month and la then reimbursed
by Nary for Navy's accrued share of the expenditures after audit
of the monthly statement by the Navy Coat Inspector.
The Unit Plan Contract and Supplemental Agreement pro-
vide for the ultimate sharing of all coats, except certain ex-
ploratory costs, on the basis of participating percentages* The
T2fi
present participating percentage interests are as follows?
ZONE NAVY STANDARD
1, Dry Gas Zone 77.04925^ 22.95085^
2. Shallow Oil Zone 66.91525^ 35.08485^
3. Stevens Zone 79, 3089?^ 20.69115^
4, Carneros Zone IOO5C (Participating percent-
age for Standard has
cot been established.
)
Under the development, production and cost provisions of
the Contract, few costs are shared currently according to the
participating percentages listed above.
For example, all normal operating and production costs
for the Shallow Oil Zone are shared currently on the basis of
production received each month by the participants. Currently
Navy and Standard are out of balance, according to the partici-
pating percentages, on the production received from the Shallow
Oil Zone. This situation resulted after the end of the World
War XI emergency production period. Prom 23 August 1945, the
cutoff date, to the end of the extended primary period under
£i-IIIV
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the amended contract on 2 August 1950, Standard received prac-
tically all of the production from the Shallow Oil Zone. Navy
is now receiving approximately 89 per cent of the production;
all operating costs including Readiness Maintenance coats for
this Zone are currently shared on the same basis.
Exploratory, prospecting and development costs with
certain specific exceptions are to be shared ultimately accord-
150ing to the final revised participating percentages. However,
under ternia of the Contract, the cost of wells drilled by Havy
for developiMnt, readiness and exploratory purposes are paid
currently 100 per cent by Navy. Standard shares current coats
only for wells drilled for immediate production as the Section
14-B wells, or for protective or exploratory wells on which
Standard has agreed to share the current costs.
The cost of new facilities for increasing the gas proc-
essing capacity, such as the new 5.5 million dollar gas plant,
are paid currently 100 per cent by Navy, with costs to be
shared ultimately*
Stevens Zone operating costs are currently shared accord-
ing to the present participating percentages listed, as is the
production from this Zone. All costs will be ultimately shaj?ed
according to the final revised participating percentages.
The Carneros Zone production and expenses are still 100
per cent Navy* As this Zone is developed and proved comaer-
olally productive, participating percentage interests will be
established under terms of the Unit Contract.
The best summary of cost sharing between Navy and
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Standard la shown on Figure 8-1, which graphs coat allocations
between Hary and Standard from Inception of the Unit Contract












Ultimate Payraant of Costa * As of 30 June 1953, Navy-
had paid an excesa of over 9 million dollars above Its ultimate
ahare of the total cost to date In exploring, developing, and
operating the Reserve.
Under the terms of the Contracts controlling the Unit
Operation of the Reserve, this large differential was correctly
obtained; and the Unit Contract even provides for the "ulti-
mate" payment of any such differential, which under the terms
of the Contract Is certain to necessitate a large payment by
Standard to Navy. Nevertheless, the nebulous manner In which
the Contract provides for the "ultimate" payment and the rela-
tively rapid rate at which the excess paid by Navy Is growing
have caused some concern on the part of both Standard and Navy.
If the Stevens Zone Is further developed and If It should prove
feasible to develop the Carneros Zone extensively, the excess
paid by Navy will soar to an excessively high figure If thla
development Is carried out during non-emergency production
periods. However, if Carneros production Is obtained only
from under Navy's lands, then the Carneros development may not
affect the "excess" as the participating percentage for Standard
will remain zero.
To the interest of both parties, a more definite time,
arrangement, and formula should be developed for bringing costs,
as well as production, into agreement on the participating per-
centage basis. "Uneconomic production," as presently used in
the Contract, should be defined more clearly. A specific
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formula for ultimate payment would be desirable. Also, It
would be desirable to decide now whether the changing value
of the dollar is to be considered when ultimate payment is
made; for it is xinlikely that Standard will wish to make ulti-
mate payment with a dollar at a higher value than the dollar
value at the time of the expenditures. In other words, should
a cost index be applied?
A recent ruling by the Navy's Judge Advocate General,
not seen by the writer but explained to him, apparently inter-
prets the Contract to provide for equalization of costs as
well aa production should the field be put on full production
and before the end of the economic life of the field. This
ruling, if agreed to by Standard, may solve the ultimate cost
problem to some extent, by bringing total coats as well aa
production receipts into balance diiring any extended period
of full production.
Other Pending Cost Problems . Currently pending cost
problems of a minor and probably temporary nature which serve
to Illustrate the types of cost distributing problem constantly
being encountered in the Unit Operation of the Reserve, are
briefly described below;
(1) Under mobilization preparations Navy has paid all
costs for plans for new buildings. The problem is
whether or not the costs of these plans ultimately
will be shared.
(2) Standard as Operator has paid all costs for the
new 55-R Gas Plant for which Navy is currently
fe > eiU >cf bXuow
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obligated to reimburse Standard In full. The Navy
Cost Inspector maintains that a final payment of
about $6000 should not be made to Standard until
fomal acceptance of the new plant by Standard Is
given to the contractor. [Kote: Plant has been
accepted and final payment will be made In June
1954.
3
(3) Standard has requested surcharges be made to Unit
Operations for a supervisory geologist not stationed
at the Reserve and for office expenses of the super-
visor's office. Navy Cost Inspector disapproves
this claim for charges.
(4) wTien production varies annually by three or more
thousand barrels, a new formula must be devised for
determining production coat per barrel. This item
Is Important, for It determines how certain costs
are distributed between Standard and Navy.
An example of a cost problem which has recently been
settled is the followlngt
Navy drilled a deep exploratory well to hit the Carneros
Zone, which was not found. Well was plugged back to the
Stevens Zone and brought in as a commercially productive well.
It was agreed that the cost of drilling and plugging from the
plugged depth to the total depth would be charged entirely to
Navy on Its non-participating account. The cost of drilling
to the productive Stevens Zone would be shared ultimately by
Standard and Navy.
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INCOME TO MVY
Production Share . Under terms of the Contract, Navy
and Standard ultimately will share In the production of petro-
leum from each Zone according to their respective participating
percentage Interests In each Zone — the latest revisions being
listed under the Cost Sharing section of this chapter.
Only the production from the Stevens Zone and Dry Gas
Zone is currently shared on this basis. As regards the Shallow
Oil Zone production. Navy is now receiving approximately 89 per
cent and will continue to do so until the lack of balance in
production receipts la brought Into agreement with the partici-
pating percentages. The Carneros Zone exploration and produc-
tion is still strictly a Navy undertaking, with Navy receiving
all of the minor test production to date.
Sales . As provided \xnder the Unit Contract and ex-
plained in Chapter VII of this reporti Navy receives from the
Operator its share of petroleum products and sells these prod-
ucts to buyers under sales contracts obtained through competi-
tive bidding. Sales of these products from all zones in
calendar year 1952 amoimted to over 5,5 million dollars and
are tabulated below:
Product Amount Sold Sales Value
Oil 2,585,642,03 Bbls. 15,531,761.11
Gas 37,468,00 MCP 5,507.36
Gasoline 553,742.00 Gals. 39,683.98
TOTAL #5,576,952.45
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In 1953, total receipts from the sale of all petroleiim
products belonging to Havy rose to 13 tnlllion dollars. All
receipts from sales are deposited in the Treasury of the
United States under Miscellaneous Receipts.
Unit Sale Values of Products . Of reference interest
to some individuals may be the following compilation of approxi
mate unit sale prices obtained by the Navy for its petroleua
products over recent years j
Year Av. Price per Bbl. Stock Tank Oil, Dollars
Shallow Zone Stevens Zone GarnerOS Zone
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*0.P.A. Ceiling Prices of World War II.
**0.P.A. Ceiling Prices were lifted.
^JO.P.A. Ceiling Prices were terminated 2/12/53.
^^Some values taken from the record of product
prices obtained by Navy for royalty products
from N.P.R. #2.
In 1953 It was estimated that the value of Shallow Zone
oil with contained gas and natural gasoline was |2.33 per
barrel; the value of Stevens Zone oil with contained gas and
natxiral gasoline, $4.07 per barrel — nearly twice the value
of Shallow Zone oil.
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STATUS OF APPROPRIATIONS AS OF 50 JUNE 1953*
SiJinmary of All Araoimt of
Approprlatlona Appropriation Expended Balance
1731307 & C
NPR #1 - 1953 112,663,000.00 ^ 6,675,851.69 |6, 987, 148. 31
1721307 & C
NPR #1 - 1952 11,360,700.00 11,360,700.00 -0-
1711307 & C
NPR #1 - 1951 3,898,000.00 3,898,000.00 -0-
1701307 & C
NPR #1 - 1950 9,329,000.00 9,329,000.00 -0-
1790307 &: C
NPR #1 - 1949 8,996,000.00 8,995,000.00 -0-
1760307 ^ C
NPR #1 - 1946 7,506,127.13 7,506,127.13 -0-
17X1300 Naval
Emergency Fund 12,402,500.00 12,402,500.00 -0-
Totala 166,154,327.15 |60,167,178.82 |5, 987, 148. 31
*Exhiblt J from Interim Audit Report #13-^*® of 13 September
1953 by NCI under Contracts NOd 4219, 4220, 8477, and 7166.
BUDGET
The preparation and submission of the budget for Naval
Petroleum Reserve No. 1 is controlled by the BNPR, who submits
cost estimates for the operation of all the Reserves for each
fiscal year to the Secretary of the Navy. These cost estimates
are submitted 8 to 12 months before the budget for the Federal
government la submitted to Congress. The budget for the Re-
serves forms a part of the overall Navy Department biidget sub-
mitted by the Secretary of the Navy to the Director of the
Budget.
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147OPSKATOH*S ACCOUiSlTING PROCEDURES^
1, Under Contract NOd 4220, Standard Oil Company, Producing
Department, established a separate accounting unit at the
Roaerve to accompllahi
(a) The determination of all costs of operation, current
and cumulative.
(b) The determination of quantities of production, oil, gaa
natural gasoline, and associated hydrocarbons, by zone
and programs,
2. This unit of about 12 employees is under the supervision of
a chief clerk, with functional supervision through the
Northern District Accounting Supervisor to the Manager,
Accounting Division, Producing Department in San Francisco.
It accomplishes its duties tinder the guidance of accounting
and other pertinent manuals which are in company-wide use.
5. At the Inception of the contract, conferences were held to
reconcile Standard *s accounting procedures to Navy's account-
ing and auditing requirements, there being only minor dif-
ferences at that time. Similar conferences are held
periodically, when necessary, to revise, enlarge, or amend
the procedures or form of data presentation, in accordance
with the then current operational programs being accomplished
under Contract KOd 4219.
4. Standard's procedures are based onj
(a) Cross-entry journal vouchers s^cmaarizlnr?: direct or
indirect coats .
(b) Voiacher Register . A voucher register is maintained by
fLti t.C J Cii>ir tS Uvlii :.Ji-
ijfxeitijo ,rrol oo £Ia Jo nol^: ^ab s»t{T
DOB il
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months In which each voucher Is spread by accounts and
prorated to the expenditure control accounts. After
balancing, totals are posted to the general ledger.
(c) General Ledger . The general ledger consists of all the
main cost accounts affecting the project together with
such intra-company accounts affecting this activity as
are necessary for the operator to maintain. A trial
balance is prepared monthly.
(d) Work in Progress Accounts . Certain general ledger
accounts are Work In Progress accounts; Incomplete Con-
struction, Incomplete Wells Plant, Incomplete Development
Costs, and Incomplete Shop Orders. On completion of wells
or construction Jobs they are closed by journal entry
to Plant and/or Intangible Development Costs.
5. Cost Statement
A statement of costs is prepared monthly showing costs
for the month by zone and program with the allocation of the
coats to Navy and Standard; the ciimulative costs are simi-
larly shown from inception to date.
6» Production Coats
A statement of production is prepared monthly showing
the production for the month of oil, gas, and natural gaso-
line by zone, and the allocation of the production to Navy
and Standard; the cumulativo production is similarly shown
from Inception to date,
?• Payrolls
(a) Field. Dally time cards are prepared and signed by each
VS--
1'-
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field employee and approved by the supervisor In charge.
They are reviewed in the accounting office for proper
cost distribution, aummarized on a bi-weekly time sheet*
then sent to 11-C for processing on IBM.
(b) Office . Classified confidential and unclassified con-
fidential payrolls are prepared in 11-C and San Francisco
respectively, based on a aemi -monthly time report pre-
pared at this activity.
8» Drilling Contracts
All drilling costs, substantiated by verified contrac-
tor's invoices, are distributed to cost accounts, and to
subaccounts for wells, the credits to Accrued Contract
Drilling account. Payments by San Francisco office, offset
these credits.
9. Material Sales
In accordance with Contract NOd 4220, Section 6 (d).
Standard is required to sell scrap, materials, or equipment,
no longer needed for current or future operations, with prior
concurrence of the Operating Committee. The credit for these
sales is given to the party or parties in the same percentage
participation in which the charge was made.
#The majority of the above section on Accounting Procedures
consists of direct excerpts, not necessarily complete, from a
mimeographed but unpublished report prepared by the Navy Cost
Inspector, Mr. Spencer Herrick, revised about 1 July 1952.
This report summarizes cost accounting instructions, operator's
accounting procedures, and audit procedures.






COST OS PECT ION
Office Established . On 15 July 1944 the Secretary of
the Navy established a Cost Inspection Office at Naval Petro-
letim Reserve No. 1. Prior to this date there had been no Navy
cost inspection service at the Reserve. Practically all costs
from the actual Inception of the unit operation In November
1942 to June 1944 had been paid by Standard. These expendi-
tures were credited to Standard on the Unit Operations accounts,
and a post audit was made by the Cost Inspection Office to de-
termine the correctness of cost allocations back to 20 November
1942.
Organiaational Relationships of the Navy Cost Inspector
(NCI).^^'^* 152 ^y^^ Resident Navy Cost Inspector and his staff
at the Reserve are under the control of the Comptroller for
the Navy; with chain of command through the Supervisory Cost
Inspector for the Western Area located in San Francisco and
the Supervisor in the Branch Office at Los Angeles. He is
directly responsible to the above officials and no others.
The Navy Cost Inspector at the Reserve {NCI)» however,
does supply information, advice, and various reports to offi-
cials directly connected with the operation of Elk Ellis, He
provides the DNPR* and INPR in C^'-With copies of all fiscal
reports, either directly or through chain of command. He
consults with INPR in C and W.OC on the status of expenditures
*DNPRj Director of Naval Petroleum Reserves,
INPR in C: Inspector Naval Petroleum Reserves in California.
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and appropriations and on the allowability of certain costs.
On this latter item» the Operating Committoe may override the
NCI. The NCI has no relationship with such bodies as the
Engineering Comnittee or the Eleventh Naval Distriot.
Staff of the Navy Cost Inspector
World War II . During the emergency development and
production period of the War, a joint Navy-Civil Service staff
of about ten members » headed by a Naval Supply Corps Officer,
made complete audits of the Operator's expenditures.
Post-War . Prom 1945 to 1950 the niimber of employees
was reduced to six; from 1950 to 1952, to three. Complete
audits were still made but the production and drilling activi-
ties had greatly diminished.
Current. About 1 November 1952, the Cost Inspection
force was reduced to two members — the Inspector (Civil Serv-
ice Accountant, GS-12) and an assistant (GS-8). Comprehensive
audits were instituted in lieu of complete audits. These
changes followed an inspection by the Navy's Industrial Survey
Board. It was determined (1) that operations requiring audit
had been reduced, (2) that the Operator's system of internal
control was quite adequate, and (3) that the Operator was con-
sidered to be of the highest integrity -- a well-earned star
in Standard's operation of the Reserve. The Board permits the
NCI to continue to make comprehensive audits in lieu of com-
plete audits as long as conditions (1), (2), and (3) above are
met, in the opinion and judgment of the NCI.
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147Dutiea and Reaponsibilltlea of the Navy Cost Inspector
!• Review the Contractor's (Standard' ) accoimting procedurea
and system of internal control from time to time In order
to detennlne their adequacy for the Nayy audit.
2. On all vouchers presented by Standard for Unit Operation
charges or credits, determine the nature of and reason
for the charge or credit, and perform the necessary audit.
Establish specific auditing procedures for all recurring
vouchers Insuring, that all expenditures are within the
scope of the Contract. The Operating Committee may over-
ride the NCI on the allowability of disputed costs.
5, Aiadlt Standard's monthly coat statement, reimbursement
voucher, and other monthly reports and records. Audited
reimbursement voucher is forwarded to the Disbursing
Officer, Eleventh Kaval District, for payment.
4. Monthly, submit the following principal cost accotmtlng
reports to the INPR in C, such reports being forwarded
to DKPR:
(a) Status of Funds and Expenditures for the Fiscal Year
as of the Last of the Month. The effect of this
report is to give the Unit Operation staff an Idea
as to the funds still available for operation and
drilling costs.
(b) Reconciliation of Coats and Reimbursements from
Inception to the Last of the Month.
(c) Status of Appropriations as of the Last of the Month.
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Reports (b) and (c) cover not only current monthly
costs» reimburaements, and annual and special appro-
priationa, but aleo cumulative totals for these
items since inception of the Unit Operation.
5» Render monthly and special etatements as required which re-
late and coordinate operating costs with prodiictlon costs.
6. Semi-annually prepare a proof of payment schedule, !_•©•*
verification of payment of invoices with cross references
to vouchers.
7. Prepare and submit to the Navy an annual fiscal report,
termed an Interim Audit Report, on the four inter-
roletod contracts entered into by Navy and Standard. This
report summarizes all costs, production* appropriations,
cost allocations, and current status of funds and expendi-
tures — for all zones and for each zone -- from Inception
of the Unit Contract in June 1944 (retroactive to November
1942) to the end of each fiscal year.
Inspections or Reviews of the NCI Office .
^* Annually * by the Field Supervisor of the Los Angeles Branch
Office, who checks accounting and auditing procedures.
2« Periodic review every 6 to 12 months , by a representative
of the Government's Independent General Accounting Office,
who makes a detailed review of vouchers and supporting
statements. This audit may result in "informal inquiries,"
which, if not properly explained, lead to "formal excep-
tions" and a possible reversal of the Resident Cost
a^nx X'"i4".;.:r£ V ^, >*.J.Ui \i.¥«.
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Accountant's decision on a certain Itorn. Although 25
informal Inquiries have occurred, all were properly ex-
plained and reasons accepted except in one case. The
formal exception on this one item, however, was properly
cleared. The last informal inquiry occurred in January
1951, over three years ago.
The complete absence of any uncleared formal inquiries
and the occurrence of relatively few informal inquiries
reflect the excellence of the cost Inspection service at
the Reserve and the high integrity and excellent account~
ins procedures of the Operator*
SELECTED RBFERE^TCES IN THE EIBLIQORAPHY
2, 109, 111, 125, 147, 14 8, 150, 170,
173.
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II. MVAL PETROLETM RSSERVE NO. 1 B-9
III. NAVAL PETROLKTJN' RESERVE NO. 2 . B-14
TV. MVAL PETROLEUM RESERVE NOo 3 . . . » . . . . . B-16
T, KAV^L PETROIEUH RESERVE NO. 4 B-17
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KAVAL PETROLEUM AHD OIL SIIALS RESKRVSS








A. HISTORY and POLICY ;
1. FERGUSON* W» H, : "Th* Public Domain and Navel Raaerv*8»"
Our Oil Resources, edited by L, M. Panning^ Part 1>
Chpt. VIII, pp. 230-237, 1946.
2. History of th© Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves.
Issued by th© Office of the Naval Petrolei»n Reserves.
(Aniended to March 1955* )
3. ISE, JOHN I "The United States Oil Policy," 1926, Chpt.
XXV} The Naval Reserves and the Teapot Dome Investi-
gation, p. 556»
4. PETTENOIIX, S. B. 8 "HOT OIL, The Problem of Petroleum,"
1936, Chpt. 13 t Uncle Sam - Landlord, p. 182.
5. RAGLAiro, R. W. j "A History of the Naval Petroleum
Reserves and of the Development of the Present
National Policy Respecting Them," May 2, 1944.
6* TRACIE, R. G. J History of tho Origin and Development
of the Navy Department's Policy Relating to Naval
Petrolexsa Reserves. 1 Feb, 1963 (unpublished report
filed in Office, DKPR, Wash., D. C).
B. ORGANIZATION ?
7. "Organizational Manual of the Office of the Director
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C, SXiSCimVE ORDERS t
8. So, S474 of May 31, 1921 - Committins admini strati on of
Naval PetroleiJin Reserves to Department of Interior.
9. No, 4614 of March 17, 1927 - Revokin,'^ Executive Order
So, 3474 of May 31, 1921.
(Hote: Additional Executive Orders Pertaining to Each
Reserve Are Listed under the Selected Bibliography for
the Respective Reserve.
)
D, IJBGISLATION RELATING TO MVAL PETROn:nM RESERVES i
10. Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847) "Pickett Act." An
act to authorise the President of the United States
to make withdrawals of public lands in certain oases.
11. Act of March 2, 1911 (36 Stat. 1016)* An act to pro-
tect the locators in good faith of oil and gas lands
who shall have effected an acttial discovery of oil or
gas on the public lands of the United States, or their
successors in interest.
12. Act of August 25, 1914 (38 Stat. 700. - Amending Act of
March 2, 1911 to grant relief to certain claimants.
15. Act of Februarv 28, 1920 (41 Stat, 437) - "Minerals
Leasing Act.^ An act to promote the raining; of coal,
phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas and sodluin on the
public domain.
14. Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 313). - Haval Appropria-
tion Act for fiscal year ending June 30, 1921.
Vested in the Secretary of the Kavy the conservation,
care, protection and operation of naval petroleum
reserves.
15. Act of February 8, X924 (43 J?tat. 5). Joint resolution
directing the President to institute and prosecute
suits to cancel certain leases of oil lands in Naval
Petroleum Reserves and incidental contracts,
16. Act of February 27, 1924 (43 Stat. 16) - Joint resolu-
tion providing an appropriation for the prosecution
of suits to cancel certain oil and ;^as leases and
incidental contracts In Naval petroleum reserves.
17. Act of February 25, 1923 (45 Stat. 14a) - An act vest-
ing administration of certain leases made pursuant
to provisions ot the Act of Feb, 26, 1920 In the
Secretary of the Kavy.
18. Act of May 13, 1930 (46 Stat, 277) • Joint resolution
authorlxin^: settlement In case U.S. v Sinclair Crude
Oil Purchasing Company j^elating to purchase of pro-
duction by Mammoth Oil Coir.pany from Naval Petroleum
Reserve No, 3 (Teapot Dome) in Wyoming,
19. Act of June 27, 1930 (46 Stat. 822) - An act authoriz-
ing repayment of excess payments made under oil and
gas leases.
20. Act of March 4, 1931 (46 Stat, 1523) • An act amending
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Sees. 17 and 27 of the Act of P«b, 25, 1920 to
authorise cooperative or unit plana of development,
21. Act of Au{;ust 9, 1935 (47 Stat. 798) - An act amending
Act of Feb. 25, 1920p adding Sec. 39 thereto, pro-
viding for extension of leasee's tenure during
approved suspensions of operations.
22. Act of May 3# 1933 (48 Stat. 30) - An act authorlEing
the Attorney General with the concurrence of the
Secretary of the Hary to release claims of the United
States against Pan American Petroleum and Richfield
Oil Companies in connection with Judgment rendered
^ against Pan American in S-O-I Case B-115M.
Adrin-.-^onal Acts of Congress are listed on pr'tp n-O'^
E. goi; lonal reports helatino to naval pei'
_ ^
23* No* 398 House Committee on P\:^lic Lands » re leasing
bill S2775 66th Cong.
24. No. 600 Conference Committee report on S2775.
25* Report of House Committee on Appropriations re Naval
Appropriation Act of 1921.
26. No. 794 June 6, 1924 - Report of sub-coramittee (Walsh
Committee) of Senate Coiamittee on Public Lands and
Surveys investigating oil and .^^as loiaaes made by the
Departnient of the Interior within naval petroleum
reserves.
27. March 31, 1925 - Report of President's (Coolidge'a)
Naval Oil Reserve Commission established March 25,
1924.
28. No. 317 April 9, 1937 - Committee on Naval Affairs,
U.S, Senate on S.1131 (Act of June 30, 1938).
29. No. 2672 June 9, 1930 - House Committee on Naval Affaire
on S1131 (Act of June 30, 1938.
30. No. 1529 May 29, 1944 « House CosBaitte© on Naval Affairs
on IIR 4771 (Act of June 17, 1944).
31. No. 948 June 5, 1944 - Senate Naval Affairs Cowndttee on
HR 4771 (Act of Jtjme 17, 1944).
32. No. 420 June 27, 1945 - Senate CotEEnittee on Naval
Affairs on HR 3269 (Act of July 6, 1945).
33. No. 346 June 30, 1945 - Rouse Appropriations Committee
on HR 3579 (Second deficiency Appropriation Bill
1945) providing appropriation for exploratory drill-
ing on Naval Petroleum Reserve No, 1.
54. No. 2085 Hay 21, 1946 House Appropriation Committee on
liR 6496 Naval appropriations for fiscal year 1947,
35. No. 263 House Special Sub-committee on Petroleum, Com-
mittee on Armed Services (Short Committee) 1943.
56, No. 133 Part I March 27, 1953; Part II April 1, 1953 -
Senate Gonsmlttee on Interior an<^' Insular Affairs on
S.J» 13 Joint Resolution to confirm and establish the
titles of the States to lands beneath navigable waters
within State boundaries and to the natural resources
within such lands.
37. No. 411 June 15, 1953 - Senate Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs on S 1901 to provide for the
•;
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jurisdiction of the United States over aubmer^ed
lands of the outer continental shelf, and to author-
ize the Secretary of the Interior to lease such lands
for certain purposes.
P. COKG knp OTII£R
38, H.R. 24070 House Coramlttee on the Public Lands on a
bill to Authorize the President of the United States
to make withdrawals of Public Lands In certain cases.
6l8t Cong. 2nd Session « May 15-17, 1910.
89* H.R. 31437 House Committee on the Public Lands - On a
bill to protect the locators in good faith of oil and
gas lands who shall have effected an actual discovery
of oil or f^as on the public lands of the United
States or their successors in interest, 61st Cong.
3rd Session June 21, 1911 "Pickett Act."
40, Jan. 30, 1914 House Committee on Naval Affairs - Testi-
mony of Secretary of the Mavy (Daniels) on naval
petroleum reserves.
41. S. 5434 Senate Sub-Coiamlttee of Conmlttee on Public
Lands on a bill to provide for the leasing of oil
and gas lands withdrawn from entry. 632^1 Cong. 2nd
Session ?^ay 21, 22, 1914.
48. S. 4898 Senate Sub-Commit tee of the Committee on Public
Lands on a bill to encourage and promote the mining
of coal, phosphate, oil, fjas, potassium and sodium
on the public domain. 63rd Cong* 2nd Session May 26,
1914.
43. H.R. 14094 House Committee on the Public T.ands on a
bill To authorize exploration for and disposition of
oil, gas, potassium, phosphate and coal. 63rd Cong.
2nd Session ''ar 25 - Apr 3, 1914.
44. Report of the Attorney General, Supplemental to annual
report for the year 1915, upon the litigation over
witMrawn oil lands of the United States.
45. H.R. 406 Senate Committee on Public Lands on a bill To
authorize exploration for and disposition of coal,
phosphate, oil, cas, potassium or sodium. 64th Cong.
1st Session Feb 2 - Mar 2, 1916. Supplement Apr. 24,
1916,
46* H.R. 406 Special Joint Conference of Committees on
Public Lands, United States Congress. 64th Cong. 2nd
Session Bee. 18-23, 1916.
47. H.R. 406 Senate Committee on Naval Affairs. 64th Cong.
2nd Session Jan 17-23, 1917.
48. Senate Committee on Public Lands on a bill To encourage
and promote the mining of coal, phosphate, oil, gas,
potassium and sodium on the public domain. 65th
Cong. Ist Session J\ine 13 - 28, 1917.
49. Senate Sub-Committee of the Committee on Kaval Affairs
on a bill To further provide for the cossnon defense
F-n






and general we Ifare of the United States with re-
spect to tlie production, use^ and conservation of
oil am'] sas In naval petroleum reserves, and for
other purposes. 65th Con?;* 2nd Session Feb, 6, 28,
Mar, 14, 1918.
50. H.R» 3232 House Committee on tho PuVjIIo I^nds,
51. S. 2812 A bill To authorize Exploration for and dispo-
sition of coal, phosphate, oil, gaa, potassium or
sodium. 65th Con>5. 2nd Session Feb. 5 - Mar 5, 1918.
62. 5. 2775 House Committee on the Public Lands on a bill
To promote the mining of coal, phoaphete, oil, oil
shale, gas and sodium on the public domain. 66th
Congress Oct. 6-8, 1919.
55. S. Doc. No. 210, .Tune 3, 1922, Message from the Presi-
dent of the United States transmitting in response to
a Senate Resolution of Apr. 29, 1922, A ooucnunlcatlon
from the Secretary of the Interior submittinf^ infor-
mation concerning the Haval Reserve oil leases.
54. S, Res. 282, S. Res. 294, and 3. Res. 454 Senate Com-
mittee on public lands and surveys on resolutions
Providing for an investigation of the leases upon
Naval Oil Reserves, Oct. 22 - Dec. 27, 1923, Jan.
3 - Feb. 11, 1924.
55. H. Res. 204 House Committee on Naval Affairs a resolu-
tion on Information requested of the Secretary of the
Havy (Doc. 101) re leases on naval petroleum reserves.
Mar. 7, 1924.
56. H. Doc. 139 Jan. 30, 1924 House Committee on Naval
Affairs on a Hearing on Naval Oil Leases under the
Act of June 4, 1920.
57. H. Doc. 139 Jan. 24, Feb. 3, 4, 1928 Senate Committee
on Public Lands and Surveys on Leases upon Naval Oil
Reserves.
53. H.R. 11617 House Coimnlttee on Naval Affairs on a bill
For the conservation, care, custody, protection, and
operation of naval petroleum and oil shale reserves
and for other purposes. Mar. 23, 27, 1923.
59. S. 1129 Senate Committee on Naval Affairs on a bill
To authorise the Secretary of the Interior to accept
from the State of Dtah title to a certain State
owned section of lant^ and to patent other land to
the State in lieu thereof and for other purposes.
75th Cong. 1st Session Mar. 9, 1937.
60. S. 1131 Senate Committee on Naval Affairs on a bill
To amend the part of the Act entitled An act making
appropriations for the Naval Service for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1921 and for other purposes,
approved June 4, 1920 relating to the conservation,
care, custody, protection and operation of the naval
petroleum and oil shale reserves. (Act of June 30,
1938). 75th Conz. 1st Session Mar. 9, 23, 1937.
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61. S« 1131 HouBO Connnlttee on Naval Affaire, same title,
75th Con»> Ist Session May 3, 5, 6, 1937, 75th Cong.
3rfl Saaalon Juno 7, 8, 9, 193B. (Act of .Tune 30,
1938).
62. H.R. 2596 Houae Coramltteo on the Public Landa on a bill
To protect Naval Petroleum Reserve No, 1. 78th Cong*
1st Session May 11 - July 6, 1943. 78th Cong. 2n<l
Session Jan. IS - Mar. 29, 1944.
63. H. Doc. 126 June 25, 1943 Statement of the Secretajry
of the Navy relative to the agreement between the
Navy Department and Standard Oil Co. of California
on Klk rilla Oil Reserve.
64. Confidential Coramlttee Print, House Committee on Naval
Affairs, Nov. 9, 1943, Hearing on The question of the
Navy*s contract with Standard Oil Co. of California
on the Elk Hills Petroleum Reserve.
65. H. Doc. 160 House Committee on Naval Affairs Dec. 8,
1943 Statement of Attorney General Blddle before the
House Naval Affairs Consnlttee on Elk Hills Petroleum
Reserve Contract.
66. S. Doc. 187 May 2, 1944 History of Naval Petroleum Re-
serves prepared by the Navy Department at the request
of the Chairman, Senate Committee on Naval Affairs.
67. H.R. 4771 House Committee on Naval Affairs on a bill to
amend the part of the Act entitled '*An act nwiking ap-
propriations for the navel service for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1921 and for other purposes," approved
June 4, 1920, as amended, relating to the conserva-
tion, care, custody, protection, and operation of
Naval petroleum and oil shale reserves. (Act of
J\me 17, 1944. ) Confidential Committee Print State-
ment on the Elk Hills matter by Hon. Carl Vinson,
Chairman. 78th Cong. 2nd Session, May 15, 1944.
68* (S. 1733 Senate Committee on Naval Affairs.
(A bill (same title) (Act of June 17, 1944). 73th Cong.
2nd Session May 26, 1944,
69. H. Doc* 40 House Committee on Naval Affairs on Explora-
tion in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1, April 25, 1946.
70. H.J. Res. 215 ITouse Committee on Naval Affairs AuthorlB-
Ing the Production of petroleum for the national de-
fense from Naval Petroleum Reserve No, 1. 79th Cong.
1st Session June 20, 1945.
71. H. Doc. 137 House Committee on Naval Affairs on con-
tinuation of exploration for oil in Naval Petroleum
Reserve No. 4 (Alaska). 79th Cong* 2nd Session,
Dec. 4, 1945.
72. H. Res. 154 Rouse Committee on Naval Affairs, Confiden-
tial Committee Print, Report relating to the history,
development, and operation of Naval Petroleum Reserve
No. 1 (Elk Hills) by General D. Morgan, Spol. Com-
mittee Co\xnsel, A\xgU3t 27, 1946, 79th Cong. 1st
Session.
73. Sept. 9, 1946 House Committee on Naval Affairs.










74. Hov. 18, 1946 Hearing on ajnendraent proposed to Unit
Plan Contract governing development and operation
of Naval Petroleua Reserve Ko, 1. (Elk Hills).
75. fi. Res* 141 and 447 House Spcl, Sub-ComiTjlttee (vShort
Cowmlttee) on Petroleum Consnlttee on Armed Services
on Resolutions Authorizing and ''irectine'. the Armed
Services Cotrmltte© to conduct thorough studies and
investigations relating to matters cornln;^ within
the jurisdiction of such committee, 80th Cons* 2nd
Session Feb. 16-20, 1943,
76. H. Doe, 31 House Committee on Armed Services Hearlnfjs
on Naval Petroleum Reserve No* 2 (re: 27-B Pool unit
agreement). 80th Cong. 2nd Session Mar. If", 1949.
77* H. Doc. 5 Housft Committee on Armed Services Hearin,^s
on Naval Petroleum Reserves on No* 1, Elk Kills,
Calif.; No. 2, Biiena Vista Kills, Calif,; No. 5,
Teapot Dome, Wyo. ; and No. 4, Point Barrow, Alaska.
83rd Cong, let Session. Feb. 25, 26, Mar* 6, 1953.
78. S.J. Res. 13, S. 294, 3. 107, and S.J. Res* 18 Senate
Committee on Interior and Insular AffGlrs on a bill
to confirm and establish the titles of the States to
lands beneath navigable waters within State bound-
aries and to the natural resources within such lande
and waters, to provide for the use and control of
said lands and resources and to confirm the jurisdic-
tion and control of the United States ovor the
natural resources of tho seabed of the Continental
Shelf seaward of State boundaries (Submerged Iiands
Act, Act of Au^:. 7, 1953). 33rd Gong. 1st Session
Feb* 16 - Mar, ^4, 1953.
79. S. 1901 and S. 1901 Amendment Senate Committee on In-
terior and Insular Affairs on a bill To provide for
the jurisdiction of the United States over submerged
lands of the outer continental shelf, and to author-
ise the Secretary of the Interior to lease such
lands for certain purposes, (Outer Continental
Shelf Act, Act of May 22, 1953 )« B3rd Cong. 1st
Session May 16 • June 1, 1953*
0. LITIGATION INVOLVIMO NAVAL PETHOLEmi RESERVES !
80. D.S, V* Midwest Oil Go, - Reported: 236 U.S» 459,
Feb* 23, 1915.
81. U.S. V Honolulu Oil Co, • Reported? 249 Fed, 169,
Feb. 28, 1922.
82. U.S. V Southern Pacific RR. (Elk Hills Case) - Reported
j
Dist* Court none 5 Court of Appeals 249 Fed* 735, May
6, 1913. Supreme Court 251 TJ.3. 1, Nov. 17, 1919.
83* 13*8. V Southern Pacific (Consolidated Cases) - Reported!
26 Fed. 511 Aug, 2S, 1919.
84. U.S. V Pan American Petroleum ami Transport Co. et al.
B-IOOM,
U.S. District Court - Reported 6 Fed* 2d 43, May 28,
1926,













TJ.8. Court of Appeals 9 Fed 2d 761 Jan. 4, 1926.
U.S. Supreme Court 273 U.S. 456 Feb. 28, 1927.
85. U.S. V Mammoth Oil Company
U.S, Dlfltrlct Court 5 P«d 2d 330 Juna 19, 1926
U.S. Court of Appeals 14 Fed 2d 705 Sept. 28, 1926
U.S. Supreme Court 275 U.S. 13 Oct. 10, 1927
86. U.S. V Helrldge Oil Company
U.S. District Court, not reported July 17, 1925
U.S. Court of Appeals 13 Fed 2d 562 July 12, 1926
U.S. Supreme Court 273 U.S. 733 Rov. 29, 1926
87. U.S. Pan American Petroleum Company et al« B115-M
U.S. District Court 45 Fed 2d 321 Nov. 8, 1930
U.S. Court of Appeals 55 Fed. 2d 755 Feb 5, 1932
U.S. Supreme Court 287 U.S. 612 Nov, 7, 1932
88. West V Standard Oil Company et al. Sec. 36 Case
D.C. Supreme Court, not reported, July 28, 1926
U.S. court of Appeals 23 Fed 2d 750 Dec. 6, 1927
U.S. Supreme Court 278 U.S. 200 Jan 12, 1929
89. U.S. V Standard Oil Company Sec. 36 Case
U.S. District Court 20 Fed Sup 427 Aug 25, 1937
U.S. District Court 21 Fed, Sup 645 Deo 4, 1957
(rehearing)
U.S. Court of Appeals 107 Fed 2d 402 Nov. 16, 1939
U.S. Supreme Court reported? Jan* 29, 1940.
In addition to the above, the following cases were
filed, heard in the lower courts and later settled
pursuant to the provisions of the Leasing Act?
90. U.S. V OMo Oil Co. 240 Fed. 996; 233 Fed. 481
91. Korth Asierlcan Oil Cons, 242 Fed. 723| 245 Fed, 533
92. Midway Northern Oil Co. et al. , 232 Fed. 619; 229 Fed,
1022
93. 0. W. S^cCutchen et al» , 217 Fed 650; 238 Fed 675
94. David Kinsey et al. , 234 Fed 702
95. Brookshire Oil Co, 242 Fed, 718
96. Thirty-Two Oil Co. 242 Fed. 730
97. Record Oil Co. et al. , 242 Fed. 746; 245 Fed. 521
98. Devil's Den Consolidated Oil Co^ 236 Fed. 973
99. Stockton Midway Oil Co., 240 Fed, 1006
100. Dominion Oil Co, 241 Fed, 428
H« CONTRACT INSTHUCTIONS ;
301. Navy Contract Law, Nav Pers 10841, Prepared by Office
of the General Counsel, April 1949.
102. Navy Real Kstate Law, Nav Pers 10844, Prepared "by
Bureau of Yards and Docks (Real Estate Branch),
Sept, 1944.
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NAVAL PETR ^ NO, 1
A. TECHNICAL
B. UNIT OPERATION: Contracts, Cost Inapectlon, etc.
C. EXJSCDTIVE ORDERS
D. CONGRESSIONAL MATTERS I Lagialatlon, Reports,
TECHNICAL :
103. BALL, M. W.J Petroleum Withdrawals and Rostoratloni,
U.S.G.S. Bull. 625 .
104. ESAL, C. H. J Investigation of Drainage Conditions In
and Adjoining the East Half of Sec. 34, T« 30 S.
,
K. 24 E., Elk Hills Oil Field, Calif., San Francisco,
6 June 1924. (TJnpubliahed report for Navy D«pt. In
office INPR in Calif. )
105. BUNCH, B. S. » Navy's Elk Hills Reserve Tapped to Meet
Critical Oil Shortage, Oil Weekly , Fob. 10, 1944.
106. COOK, A. B., and SfffiA, G. B. : Special Studies of
Reservoir Oils in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1,
Elk Hills Field, Calif., U.S. De^t. of Int.,
BuJ^noa, R. I. 4054, April, 1947.
107. CATTELL, R. A. : Report of Petroleum and Nat. Gas
Div. , Fiscal Year 1947, IC7434, Information
Circular, U.S. BuMlnes, 1943.
100. EAST?=:an, MAX: The Feasibility of an Increased Oaa
Inj. Prog, in the Shallow Oil 2one, Elk Hills. A
Report Prepared by NMOC for DNPR [Office, INPR in
Calif,].
109. EASTMAN, «. C, and RUHL^^AH, F. L. ; Experimental
Prod.uctlon Projects and Exploratory Drilling at
Elk Hills, AIME Tech, Pub. No. 24Q4 , Class 0. Petr.
Tec. July loTST Arte TRA!IS. Petro. Div,, Vol. 179,
1949.
110. B'ROST, E. IS*, Jr.: Helium Tracer Studies in the Elk
Hills, Calif. Field, "BuMlnes Report of Investiga-
tion 5897," 1946.
111. GUSTAFSON, W. M. , Cdr. CSC, USN: Petro. Res. No. 1,
22 Sept., 1952, US Navy CEC Bull ., Vol. 7, Ho. 1,
Jan. 1953.
112. LEBSACK, '^. S. , and TBACIE, R. G. : A Report on
Shallow Oil Zone Reservoir, Elk Hills Field,
HPR #1 (an xinpublished report).
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115. LOOMIS, A. G., I'EIEb, A. N* , And CliO'mLL, D. C. {
"BTiMlnes Report of Inveatl^atlona 4886," Part I,
San Joaquin Valley Oil Plelde, Recovery of Oil in
California by Secondary Methods, (Covera Oas In-
jection and VTater Encroachnent Studies In Elk Hills. )
114. MOORB, J. I., CDR. , USN t An Estimate of Oil A: Qaa
Reserves in the Shallow Oil Zone of IT.P.R, #1» 8
Aiigust 1946. (An unpublished report to INPR in C«).
115. PARSOKS, R» L« 2 An Analysis of the Bdgewater En-
croaohment in the Major Water Encroachment Project,
tf. 0. - HPR #1 - Elk Hills, June 1947, Calif. Hes.
Corp* at I.,a Habra, Report 0R74. [Office, IITPR in
C].
116. PORTER, L. £•! OEOLOOY OF ELK HILLS, Pept. of
Natural Re sources. State of Calif * , Bull. US.
117. RidHAROS, R. 0, t The Minimum Value of Proven Oil
and Qas Zones of Lands on the Elk Hills Structure,
Supplementary to Valuation Submitted to DHPR, 16
May, 1942. (Unpublished report filed with report
of Cdr. J. I. Moore.
)
118. RICHARDSON, J. 0., LT. CDR, USN| Haval Petroleum
Reserves Ko, 1 and 2, U.S. Naval Institute Proceed^
ings. Vol. 42, No. 1, Jan-Peb., 1916.
119. SAUNDERS, L. ^,t Recent Developments in the East End
of the Elk Hills Oil Field, "Summary of Operations
California Oil Fields, Calif. State Tuning Bureau, **
Vol. 10, No, 11, May 1925.
120. STARKE, E. A. I Report on the Drain. Conditions in
N.P.R. #1 with Special Ref. to the Oper. Necessary
to Provide the Utmost Protection to the Naval Res.
Lands in the East Half of Sec. 54, Township 30
South, Range 24 East, T^.D.M. , June, 1924. (Un-
published report for the Navy Dept. filed in office
of INPR in C).
121. SUTER, V. F.I Future Prod. Possibilities in Elk
Hills Oil Field, 23 May 1951. (Unpublished report
by graduate student USC, copy to NMOC, Elk Hills.)
122. TULLY, P. M. , LT. , USNt Report on Readiness Produc-
tion Naval Petroleum Reserve N . 1, April 11, 1950.
(Unpubllahed report for DNPR).
123. TULLY, P. M., LCDR. , USN, INPR In C: Estimate of
Ability of California Oil Industry as of April 1,
1951 to Transport and Refine Elk Hills Emergency
Production. (Unpublished report to DNPR).
124. WOODRim, W, P., R0IJ!4T)Y, P. V., and FAHNSWORTH, H. R. i
Geology and Oil Resources of the Elk Hills, Calif.,
including N.P.R. No. 1, U.S. Geolop;ical Survey
Bull. 855 , 1932.
125- Annual Reports, NPR #1 and 2, Kern County, Calif.
Filed in the Office of the Inspector Naval Petro-












California Division of Vlnas and State Mining Buraau.
Bull. 131: Conaolldated Index of State Publications,
1880-'1943. List of publications relatlno; to Naval
Petroleum Reserves In California
i
Subject : Bulletin
186. Slk Hllla Oil Field 69
127. Slk Hills 89
128. Geology 118
129. Citations 118
150. Oil Develop. 90
151. Well Plowing over 10,000 bbls , of oil per day 88
132. Naval Oil Reserves In Calif. 86
133. N.P.R. ^1 PR8
134. California, Petroleum Fields of s "Bull. 213, USas,"
1932, pp. 306-321.
135. Elk Hllla Shallow Oil Zone Diagrams to Illustrate
Reservoir and Production History together with
Present Conditions and Eng. Coram. Rocommendations
Thereon Based on Eng. Comra. Recortis* 1952, [Office,
ISPR In 0],
136. "Estimated Recoverable Oil and Percentage r&rtlclpa-
tlons as of 20 November 1942, Shallow Oil Zone,
Revision of 1 December 1949." By the Eng. Comm.
,
Unit Operation —- H.P.R. Ho. 1, Elk Hllla, Kern
County, Calif.
137. Kern River District, Petroleum Ins "Bulletin 213,
tJ.S.G.S.," 1932, pp. 310-312,
138. Review of State of Readiness Proj^ram, Shallow Oil
Zone, 1948-1952 — Recommended Programs for Future
Operation with Particular Reference to Pz*e8ent
Losses of Availability and Ultimate Recovery.
By Eng. Comra. , Feb. 27, 1953,
Stat© of California Publicationa
j
S-umjnary of Operations « California Oil Fields
159. Vol. 4 (May) Elk Hills Oil Field.
140. Vol, 7 No. 1 Elk Hllla Oil Field.
141. Volo 10 No, 11 Elk Hills Oil Field (East End).
142. vol. 12 No. 10 Elk Hllla and Midway Sunset Oil Fields,
Fossil Markers of.
143. Bulletin No, 118 Dept. of Natural Resources. Oeologie
Formations and Development of the Oil and Gas Fields
of California 1943.
144p Case No. 4591 Spcl. Study No. S-258 Estimate of the
Natural Gas Reserves of the State of California at
of January, 1941 by John F. Dodge, Consulting
Geologist, California Railroad Coinmlssion.
X4&. "well Ho. 77-27S Shallow Exploratory Production





















B, ITNIT QPKKATIOK (Contracts, Coat Inapeotion» 0tc .)t
146, Amendatory and Supplemental Agreement of 22 DeoemI>er
1948 to the Unit Plan Contract (dated 19 June 1944)
between Navy and Standard, NCd 8477, Effective Date
4 January 1949.
147. Contract Data, GJeneral Instimctlona, Accounting Pro-
cedures, and Audltlnfl; Program in the Office of the
Havy Coat Inspector, H. P#}?. #1, Elk Hills. Pre-
pared by Navy Cost Inspector, spencer Herrick
(unpublished), [Office, NCI, NPK #1]
14Q, Interim Audit Report #13 for Contracts NOd 4219, 4220,
8477, and 7166 from Inception of Unit Operation to
3 June 1953. By Navy Cost Inspector, NPR #1, Elk
Hills. [Office, mi» NPR //I]
149. Unit Operating Agreement between Navy Dept, and
Standard Oil Co, of Calif, Relating to K,P,R* Ho. 1
(Elk Hills), Contract NOd-4220, June 19, 1944.
150. Unit Plan Contract between Navy Tmpt^ and Standard
Oil Co. of Calif. Relating to N^P.R. #1 (Elk Hills),
NOb 4219, June 19, 1944.
151. U, 0. - NPR #1, Shallow Oil Zone, Dae. 1, 1949 —
Revision of Kstimated Recoverable Oil and Percentage
Participations as of Nov. 20, 1942, by Eng, Cona.
152. Responsibilities of Cost Inspector for Determining
Costs under Contracts KOd-4219, NOd-4220, and NOd-
7166, Between Navy and Standard. Ltr,. from Ctilef
of Bu S & A (Coat Inspection Service) to Resident
Navy Cost Inspector at R. ?.H. #1 Clarifying Duties
of NCI at Elk Hills. File No. L4-l(10)(DCP-2p)
L10-6/4J/L4-3 of 14 Feb. 1946. [Office, NCI at
NPR #1]
C. SXECUTIYS ORDERS :
153. September 27, 1909 - Temporary Petroleum Withdrawal
No« 5. "In aid of proposed legislation affecting
the use and disposition of the petroleum deposits on
the public domain, all public lands in the accompany-
ing lists are hereby temporarily withdrawn from all
forms of location, settlement, selection, filing
entry* or disposal under the mineral or non-mineral
piiblic land laws. All locations or claims existing
and valid on this date may proceed to entity in the
usual manner after field investigation and examina-
tion.**
164. July 2, 1910 - "Second Order of WitMrawal" confirming
withdrawal order of September 27, 1909.
155o September 2, 1912 - Setting aside Naval Peti»oleum
Reserve No. 1 (Elk Hills), Kern County, California.
186. October 15, 1942, No. 9257 - Enlarging Naval
Petroleum Reserve No. 1
157. November 13, 1942, No. 9270 - Correcting Executive
Order No. 57, Enlarging Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1,
?< *!??^« ^ffr •«! ? fnfs^"
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158. April 24, 1943, No. 9337 • "Authorising the Secretary
of the Interior to Withdraw and Reserve Lands of
the Public Domain and vOther Lands Owned or Con-
trolled by the United States,"
159. April 1, 1940, Public Land Order No, 460 - " Withdraw-
Ing Public Lands in Connection with Naval Petroleum
Reserve No. 1." (Further enlarging N.P.R. Ho. 1*)
160. December 30, 1948, Public Land Order No. 545 - (Re-
voked PI,0 No. 460 insofar as it affected the e/2
Sec. 10 Townehlp 30 South, Range 22 East, Mount
Diablo Base and Meridian, California).
161. Executive Order Ho. 10052, April 20, 1949 - Enlarg-
ins Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1; Revokins in Part
Public Land Order No. 460 of April 1, 1943.
D. CONGRKSSIONAL MATTERS t
162o Acts of Congress and Amendments relating to the Con-
servation, Care, Custody, Protection end Operation
of the Naval Petroleum and 011-Shale Reserves
t
a. 41 Statute 813, 4 J^ane 1920
b. 52 Statute 1252, 30 June 1938
c. Public Iaw No. 343, 73th Congress, 2nd Session,
17 June 1944 (relating to Unit Plan Contract
for N.P.K. No. 1).
[These acts and amendments f^ave SecNav the authority
to enter into the Ul^IT OPERATING AORSEMEST for
N.P.R. #1 with Standard.]
163. Dept. of Interior, Transcript of Proceedings, Hearing
in RE Proposed Addition of Public Lands to Naval
Petroleum Reserve No. 1 (Slk Hills) before Hon. C.
Glraird Davidson, Asst, Sec. of the Interior at
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 14-15, 1948.
164. Hearings before the Comm. on Armed Services, H. of
Hep., 83rd Congress, 1st Session —- Feb. 26-26,
1953. Contents J Discussion for Increased Prod, of
Oil to Prevent Loss of Oil by Migration,
165. Hearing before Committee on Armed Services concerning
Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1-5 f5ept. 1952 -
Washington, D. 0. (Confidential).
166. Hearini^^s before the Cousaaittee on the Public Lands,
House of Rep., 78th Congress, Ist Session, on H.R»
2596, ''To Protect Naval^ Petr, Pvoaerve ^o. 1 - May,
June, July, 1943 j Jan., Feb., NSarch, 1944... .in-
volving study of the first proposed ^mlt contract
which was rejected and consideration of the second
contract which was approved In 1944.
1G7. ''Naval Petroleum Reserves," Heerln,^3 before the Com-
mittee on Armed Services, House of Representatives,
83rd Congress, 1st Session, -— about increased





























168» BALL, M, W, j Petroleum Withdrawals and Restorations,
U.S.g.S, Bull, 623 .
169. BLKSSING, L. J., CERKEL, J. D. , SHAVKR, P. J., and
WOLF, H, L. : Sec, Rec. Inveatigatlons-B. V. Front
Pool, Kern County, Calif, (Unpublished report for
Director, U.S.O.S., filed in the Conserv. Div,
,
U S G S )
170. GUSTAi'^SON, W. ST., CDR. , CEC , USK, INPR in Ci Petro-
leum Reserve No. 2, 26 Koveraber 1952. (This is a
report published in USW CEC BULL
. , about December
171. PACX, r! W.: Sunset ?i^idway Oil Field, U.S,a.S >
Professional Paper 116.
172. NICKSHSOK, C. S. : Cooperative Development Plan for
Buena Viata Hills Oil and Gas Field, "Petroleum
Development and Technology,** 1937, pp. 185-194.
Am. Inst, of !4in. Met, Sng.
173« Annual Report, NPR #1 and 2, Kern County, Calif.
(Piled in Office INPH in C)
174. Geology N.P.R, #2 to 1944, Bull. 113 , Part III, State
of Calif., Dept. of Nat. Resources, Div, of '/Tines.
175. Report on Buena Vista Rills, a Portion of the Midway-
Sunset Field, Summary of Operations , California
State Mineral Bureau, Vol. 20, No. 4, April-June,
1935.
176. Report on Gaging, Royalty Computations, NPR #2, and
General Auditing Control of Petrol Prod. [Special
report field in Office, INPR in C)
State of California Publications?
S^Esmary of Operations • California Oil Fields •••
177. Gas Conservation and Development, Buena Vista Hills,
Vol. 8, Ho. 2.
178. northeastern Flank of Buena Vista Hills, Vol. 12,
No, 1.
179. Report on Buena Vista Hills, Vol. 20, No. 4.
M-^.
tisnoirt ; nl.tr.c'




B. Exacirrivs orders t
180. D«o«mb6r IZ, 1912 - Setting aaidd Haval Petroleum
Reserve No, 2 (Buena Vista Hills) Kern County,
California.
181« Ko« 3862, June 11, 1923 - Revoking In part Executive
Order of December 15, 1912 (except as to the oil
and ^;as deposits therein) and reserving said lands
for townslte purposes. This order set aside a
portion of Sec 12, T. 32S, , Ran^je 23E. , MDM for
Pord City Townslte.
182. No. 4226, May 16, 1925 eliminating additional lands
from the reserve (excepting as to the oil and gas
deposits therein). This order enlarged area set
aside for Pord City Townslte and covered other
lands In See 12 comprising first addition to Ford
City Townslte.
183. No. 6444, November 25, 1933 - Order restoring certain
drill sites embraced In above Executive Orders of
June 11, 1922 and V.ay 16, 1925 to Haval Petroleua
Reserve No, 2, California.
184. No. 10076, Au,';ust 13, 1949 - Eliminating Certain
Public Lands from Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 2
and reserving them for Townslte purposes. This
order made certain of the drill sites In Ford City
townslte and the first addition thereto available
for townslte purposes.
QX*'








185, DARNELL, J. L. , LCtiR. , CEC , XJSNRj Report on Naval
Petroleum Reserve No, 5» 8 June 1953, (Unpubllahed
report In Office of DNPR.
)
186, DEGOLYER and MAC NAUP/OTON; Report on Certain Oil Re-
serves of Naval Petroleiim Reserve No, 3, 1 May 1953.
(Unpublished report in Office of DNPR,
)
187. DEGOLYER and ?^AC NAUGHTOHi Report on Productive
Poaalbllltlea of Naval Petroleum Reserve No, 3 as
of June 1, 1S51. (Unpublished report in Office of
DNPR.
)
188, OAKES, D. T, , CKC, USNR: aeologlc Report on Naval
Petroleum Reserve No, 3 (Teapot Dome), 9 July 1953.
(Unpublished report In Office of DNPR.
189. SPARKS, R. E. , CDR, CEC, USNj Petroleum Reserve #3,
(two articles), USN CEC BULL,, May 1952 and Sept.
1952, Vol. 6, Ho7TriOTt5551fe P-2.
190, THOM, W, T., JR., and SPIEKER, E. M. t Significance
of Geologic Conditions in Naval Petroleum Reserve
No, 3, Wyoming, U,S,G,S. Professional Paper 163,
191. TREXEL, C. A,, LCDR., CEC, USN: U.S, Navy compilation
of date on Naval Petroletaa Reserve No, 3 (Teapot
Done), 31 May 1930« (Unpublished report in Office
of DNPR.
)
B. EXECUTIVE ORDERS !
192. April 30, 1915 - Setting aside Naval Petroleum Reserve
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HAVAL PE-: /E KO, 4 (ALASKA)
A. TKCIfNICAL AND INPORKATIONAL
B. EXIiJCUTIVB: ORDERS
(The followlns Hat of published matter relating to technical
operations in K.P.R. No* 4, Alaskat was fumlahed by the U.S.
Geological Survey throw^h the Office of the Director, Naval
Petroleum Reserves,
)
A- TECMICAI. AHP I^yORViATIOyAL t
193. Alaska I "Navy Halts Oil Search in Alaska after Klne
Years, |50 Million, The San Franciaco Chronicle ,
Sept* 9, 1953.
194. Alaska t Kavy Pulling Out, Oil and. Gas Jounaal ,
7me 15, 1953, p, 37.
195. Alaska I Alaska leasing? by B. P. Llntjs, Oil and
Oas Journal , March 30, 1955, p. 75,
196. Alaska t Kavy to quit Alaska - by S. P. Lintz, Oil
and Gas Journal , March IS, 1953, p. 87, vol. tl,
Ko. 45.
^^'^» Alaska t Kew Drilling Progratn, Oil and Gas Journal ,
May 26, 1952, p, 67, vol. 51, No. 3.
•^®^* Alaska ; Alaskan continuation iirged. Oil and Gas
Journal , vol. 50, no. 50, p. 57, April 28, 1952.
199. Alaska ; Navy seeks oil funds. Oil and Gas Journal,
vol. 50, no. 49, p. 103, April 14, 1952.
200. Alaska ; Northern Oil search. Oil and Gas Journal ,
!''eTrruary 4, 1952, pp. 51-52.
^^^* Alaska ; Kavy brings in oil well. Oil and Gaa
Journal , 03 t. 19, 1950, p. 67,
208. Alaska ; ^Alaska leases acq\xlred. Oil and Gas Journal ,
vol. 51, no. 44, March 9, 1953, p. 73.
203. Alaskat Phillips enters Alaska, Oil and Gas Journal,
voir 51, no* 41, Feb. 16, 1955, p. ^4.
804. Alaska ; Statistics of Barrow gas well, p. 304,
Survey of world oil fields. Oil and Gas Journal ,
Dec. SI, 1950, p. 304,
^^^* Alaska ; Intensive exploa^ation program mapped for
Navy Petroleum Reserve , Oil and Gas Journal
,
Jan, 20, 1949.
206. Alaska ; Oil search in Alaska, Oil and Gas Journal ,
Mareh 50, 1950, p. 74.
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207. Alaska : Alaska Def«i!a« Disouased, Sciance Hgw«
Letter » Nov, IS, 1950, p. 325. Subjects dlaouaaad






Salt Varlea In Ice
Cortisone for Eye 111
208. Alaskan oil ; Sxit Navy, Editorial, Oil and Oaa
Journal7~vol» 52, no, 9, Jul^? 6, 1955.
209. BLACK, ROBERT P.: Eollan Depoaita of Alaska, Arctic
Inst, of K. America Journal, vol, 4, no. 2, pp,
39-111, September 1951.
210. CABOT, E. C: The northern Alaskan coastal plain
interpreted from aerial photo^rapha, Geophys. Rev .,
Vol. 37, pp. 639-648, Oct. 1947. Remarks on
physiographic provinces of region between Arctic
Sea and Brooks Range from Canning River we at.
211. EARDIjEY, A. J.I Ancient Arctica, Journal Oeol . ,
vol. 56, no. 5, p. 427, 1948.
212. EBBLEY, !J. j Oil aeepages on the Alaakan Arctic slope,
Mining and Metallurgy , vol. 25, September 1944,
pp. 415-419; based on Bur. Mines invest, in 1943,
on north coast of Alaska from Cape Si?npaonf east
to boundary, N. of Brooks Range.
213. E!«BRy, K. 0. t Topography and sediments of the Arctic
Basin, Jour. gool » » "^ol. 57, no. 5, Sept. 19, 1949.
814. PACIK, K. %• t Drlllin,^ problems in Alaaka, Petroleraa
Eng. , vol. 19, no. 1, Oct. 1947, p. 130. Discus-
sion of difficulties offered by permafrost. In
d^lllin^5 for pet role ua? in NPR-4,
215. FACIJ^, K. M.J Exploration in Alaaka, Petroleum Bng .,
vol* 18, Sept. 1947, p. 150« Description of geo-
logio and geophysical prospecting methods for
petroleum in 13PR-4, 1944-47.
216. FAGtIN, K, M. : Oil prospecting in Alaaka, Petrole tan
?:n?
.
, vol. IS, August 1947, pp. 43-48. history of
exploration, I?PR-4, 1944-46.
217. FAGIN, K. M. j Economics of Alaskan exploration.
Petroleum Bng
.
, vol* 19, no. 5, Dec. 1947, p, 57.
General data, ?iPH-4, 1943-47,
218. GREEHMAN, W. G. I Petroleum exploration in Arctic
Alaska, PetrolevR-n Sng. , vol. 21, no. 13, 1949,
pp. 7-12 (Aba t rp.o ted by Skit sky for Geophysical
Abstracts 140, 13.8.0. S. Bull. 976 -A , p. 36).
219. GRYC, a., MILLER, Xi. J., and M rrs, T. G. s Syraposlua
on Possible Future Oil Provinces of N. America,
prepared by U.S.G.S., F5ulletin AAPO , vol» 35, no. 2,
February 1951, pp* 151-1^^.
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220. GRYC, 0., PATTON, W. !!• , J?., and PAY?JB, T, 0. i
Present Cretftceoua Stratlgmphlc nomenclature of
northern Alaska, Wash. Acad, 3c 1* Jour » » vol. 41,
no. 5, May 15, 1951, pp. 159-167,
221. GRYC, GEORGE: Developmenta in Alaska In 1951,
Bull., AAPG, vol. 36, no. 6, Jimo 1952, pp. 1242-
tskt;;
222. GRYC, ?,'lI,Th:5?, DO!; J. i Developments In
Alaska. i.M ^v^^t vol- 37, Dull. AAPQ , no* 6, June
1953, pp. 1477-1484.
223. HOOVER, H. , JR., and MYSRS, H. j Geophysical explora-
tion in northern Alaska, Oil and Gas Journal , April
27, 1950 (Digest of paper presented before the
annual meetings of AAPG, S.E.G. , and S.E.P.M. at
Chicago, April 23, 1950»
224. HOOVER, H, , JR., and JO'ERS, H. {United Geophysical
Co.) J Geophysical exploration in northern Alaska,
Listed in annual pro.rrarn of AAPG, April 1950, p, 59.
225. Jr.MSKN, RALPH C. (Commander): How wells are drilled
in Permafrost, World Oil , volo 135, no. 7, Deo.
1952, pp. 152-1'^JJ:
226* KOTICK, 0. P. j Geology and problems of exploring for
oil In northern Alaska, AAPG Bull , vol, 33, Dec.
1949, p. 20S9 (Abstract).
887. LINl'Z, BERTHAS P.: Alaskan suspension. Oil and Gas
Journal , Feb. 1, 1951, p, 31.
828. MC TEL, A. R. s Alaakan Naval Reserve Pipeline
prospects. Oil Weekly , vol. 121, no. 1, March 4,
1946, pp. 33-36. TSTote on transportation diffi-
culties in KPR-4.
229. KILLBR, RALPH L. j Developments in Alaska in 1949,
Bulletin AAPG, vol. 34, no. 6, June 1950, pp. 1226-j^m: "
230* "Naval Reserves" - Editorial, Oil and Gas Journal ,
Feb. 15, 1951, page 53. Mentions "wildcattlns on
the Alaskan reserve."
231. REED, J. C. s Recent investigations by USGS of petro-
leum possibilities in Alaska, AAPG Bull
. , Sept.
1946, pp. 1433-43.
232. HEKD, J. C.i Alaska and the Geolof^ical Survey, Sci .
Monthly 69 (4), 242-248, 1949a.
233« RSEfb, J. C. : The GeolO;?ical Survey in Alaska, Field
Season of 1949 Arctic 2(5), 174-182, 1949b,
234. Science in Alaakal ed, by H. B. Collins. Twanty-
three papers presented at First Sci. Conference,
Hovomber 1950, Arctic Inst, of H. America, 1952.
235. SMITH, U, A. and # '), S, A. : Photogeology aids
naval petroleum evvw^oration, AAPG Bull
.
, vol. 31,
May 1947, pp. B24-28. Area studied is on S» side
of !?PR-4; contains a brief account of aerial
photography in geological reconnaissance. Results
confirmed of geophysical prospecting which indi-









23C. S^IITII, P. S., and MKRTIK, J, B. , JH, i NW Alaska,
U.S.Q>S^ Bull, 815 »
237. SVT^n, P. ii. , MEftfTE, J. B. , JR., and PORAN, w. T. i
Mineral Resources of Alaska (1924), l3«S.a,S. Bull .
783.
238. TAPPAl^, : Sortheim Alaska Index Foraminlfera*
Cushmaii rv^uijdatlon for Foramlnlferal Research,
vol. 2, part 1, ^arch 1951.
399. TAPPAH: Sralthaonian Misc. Collections , vol. 121,
no. 7, Studies of Arctic Foraminlfera by A. R.
Loeblich, Jt*, and Helen Tappan.
240. TAPPAN, EELKKi Poraalnifera from the Arctic Slope
of Alaska, Gen. Introduction and Part I Triassic,
U.S.a.S. Professional Paper 236-A, 1951.
241. YiTILSON, C. 0.1 Seeking oil in arctic Alaska, Tulsa
Geological Soc. digest, 1948, vol. 16, pp. 32-36.
Brief description of oil exploration for past 4
years, MPR-4.
B. EXaSUTIVE ORDERS t
242. Ko. 3797-A, February 27, 1923 - Setting aside certain
lands north of the Firooks Rajfge in Alaska and re-
serving them for oil and gas only and reserving them
as a Naval Petroleum Reserve.
243. Public Land Order l?o. 289, Jxilj 20, 1946 - Amending
Executive Order No. 3797-A of February 27, 1925
withdrawing^ certain lands in Alaska as a Kaval
Petroleum Reserve.
244* Public Land Order Ro. 32, January 22, 1943 - With-
drawing certain p\iblic lands north of the Brooks
Range in Alaska "for use In connection with the
prosecution of the war." The lands covered by
this order Included all of the area comprising
Naval Petroleum Reserve Ko. 4 as well as the re-
mainder of the Barrow Basin.
y:s*ti














245, 3TJCHAN, P. E. » and ffRABl«ER, A. J. t Development of
Oil-Shale Resources Undertaken by U.S. Biireau of
Mines, Chem. En^^» News , vol, 23, 1945, pp. 1523-
1527
246 o ?rii;lJDN'EH, A, C. , and 3CHR0EDER, ' W. C. : Oil and
Oaaollne from Oil Shale and Coal, Fuel In Science
and Practice (England), vol. 23, 1944, pp. 34-36.
247. KRAE^s-EH, A, J. J American Oil Slialo and Shale Oil.
Brief review of work by 3U?>?IHSS, InsU Petrol .,
1933, p. 227; Oil News , Sept, 8, 1933, p. 151.
248. KRAE^TER, A. J. t Oil Shalo as a Source of Liquid
Fuels.
249. Liquid Fuels from Natural Gas, Oil Shale, Coal and
Lignite, Proceedings, Conference on Indust ,
Develop
.
, North Dakota, 1944.
B. EXECUrrV'E orders Relating to t
NAVAL OIL SHALE RESERVE SO. 1, COLORADO NO. I t
250. December 6, 1916 - Setting aside Kaval Oil Shale
Reserve No. 1, Colorado Ro. 1.
251. June 12, 1919 - Order of restoration affecting certain
lands in Naval Oil Shale Reserve No, 1, Colorado No,
1. Embraces approximately 3880 acres In T. 6S.
,
R. 95W. , 6th PM, Colorado.
HAVAL OIL SHALE RESERVE HO. 2, UTAJ; KG. 1 ?
252. December 6, 1916 - Setting aside Naval Oil Shale
Reserve No, 2$ Utah Ko, 1 (Embraced approximately
86,531 acres ).
253. November 17, 1924 - Order of modification including
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i;aval oil shai^ reserve no. 5, Colorado no, 2 t
254. September 27, 1924 - Setting aside Naval Oil Shale
Reserve No, 3 In Colorado. Approximately 22,600
acres adjolnln^r NOSR Ko, 1 on West, South and East.
SliSlggROKD LANDS ;
255. Ho, 10,426, January 16, 1955 ~ Settln,^ aside sub-
aerged lands of the Continental She-lf as a Kaval
Petrole\jjn Roserve.
256. No. 10,525, April 1, 1954 - Transferring from the
Secretary of the Navy to the Secretary of the
Interior interest in and cor.trol over certain
funds. Covered moneya deposited by Navy in
accordance with provisions of Executive Order









I. Do A'"^""''^"AL tSOISLATIOK RSUTIKG TO MAVAL PKTRQLKUM
257. Xct of June 16, 1933 (43 r. . . - An act pro-
viding that any suit for a3.r:i^,_^o:^ a..all not abate
by reason of death of the defendant (directed
against E. L. Doheny)»
258. Act of Ausuflt 21, 1035 (49 Stat« 674) « An act
amendlnr Sees, 13, 14, 17 and 28 of the Act of
Feb, 25, 1920.
259. Act of June 30, 1938 (52 Stat. 1252) - An act amend-
ing Act of June 4, 1920 relating to care, custody*
protection and operation of Naval petroleum re-
serves, to permit protecting Naval Petroleum
Reserve Ho» 1 by compensatory royalty agreements,
exchange of lends, or acquisition of private
lands therein by purchase or condemnation.
260. Act of June 17, 1944 (53 Stat. 280) - An act further
amendin,^ Act of June 4, 1920;, to permit unit opera-
tion of private and ;50vernmont lands in Naval
Petroleum Reserve No. 1,
261. Act of June 17, 1944 (53 Stat. 283) - Joint resolu-
tion authorising development and operation of
Kaval Petroleum Reserve Ho, 1.
MS. Act of July 6, 1945 (59 Stat. 465) - Joint resolu-
tion to extend operations on Naval Petroleum
Reserve So. 1 to Dec. 31, 1946,
263. Act of July 6, 1945 (59 Stat. 465) - An act amending
the Act of June 4, 1920 to terminate leases of
lands in Kaval Petroletxm Reserve Ho^ 1 as extended
by Executive Order Ko. 9257 of Oct. 15, 1952.
264m Act of August 8, 1946 (60 Stat. 950) - Amending Act
of Feb. 25, 1920 to permit cooperative and unit
operations on government lands to promote con-
seirvation of oil and -^as.
265* Act of May 22, 1953 (67 Stat. 29) - An act to con-
firm and establish the titles of the States to
lands beneath navigable waters within State
boundaries ar^ to the natioral resources within
such lands and bomidaries. Submerged Lands Act.
Act of August 7, 1953 (67 Stat. 462) - An act to
provide for the jurisdiction of the United States
over the submerged lands of the outer continental
shelf and to authorise the Secretary of the In-
terior to lease such lands for certain purposes.
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